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Gentle Reader,
Our world is tumbling into a stunning new version of reality and we must
adjust the rules by which we live.
For better or worse, everything important to the human condition is changing
as our interactions increasingly default to the internet and cyberspace.
Obviously, there are serious concerns, but in many ways our world is golden.
Our food, health, safety, scientific understanding and ability to connect with
each other is progressing beautifully. Yet, simultaneously, there is a strange sort
of tribal hostility emerging among individuals, cultures, and nations. Often
it expresses itself in hate, or at least paranoia. Outright internet inspired and
supported violence is a reality, involving individuals, groups and nations.
We are being carried to a different place with fantastic new mediums of
internet communication and cyber control. What we believe (religious and
secular) and, consequently, how we govern ourselves, must evolve.
About our future—hang on, we’re in for quite a ride!
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PREFACE
Every aspect of humanity is being altered by our overwhelming new power to
communicate. Sea changes in human communication happened in the past, always
creating both turbulence and value. Then, as now, formal and informal governance
becomes necessary.
As we go to press, in Egypt police are confiscating people’s cell phones. If they
don’t like what they find, the owners are beaten or arrested. In Zimbabwe and Iran
both governments shut down the Internet in response to cyber criticism. Interpersonal interactions, vital commerce and fundamental public services quickly spun into
lethal tailspins.
In Europe, Asia and the United States, authorities are positioning to police
the commercial activities of cyber providers. It’s beyond confusing, approaches to
governing the Internet and cyberspace are both desperate and chaotic.
We need to understand what’s happening to us as our primary pattern of communicating with each other and controlling the world around us profoundly change.
Our challenge starts with stepping back and contemplating the nature of human
communications, involving our nature, our past, and especially controlling beliefs.
Then we can best create wise governance.
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communication mediums beliefs
and regulatory controls
We are able to communicate more effectively as we discover new ways to connect with each other. Presently we are on the threshold of our seventh and most
powerful medium of communication often defined by the internet and best termed
cyberspace.
Time Period

Self- Enhancing Mediums

First
1,000,000
+/- years ago

Control of Fire
Enriching the quality of life, the
communal fire fosters more
complex and insightful clan
relationships.

Survival/Animism
Unknown, but likely clanspecific Animism: belief in and
subordination to powers of
nature that directly influence
survival and comfort.

Small
Small familial
familial groups
groups
with
with informal
informal rules
rules

Second
40,000 +/years ago

Art and Music
Art and the use of musical
instruments convey and
preserve messages and
emotions sometimes over
space and time.

Widespread, Complex
Animism - Both localized and
wide-spread, seemingly more
complex beliefs, sometimes
shared among clans, probably
still Animistic.

Widespread
Widespread and
and shared
shared
more
more controlling
controlling rules
rules

Third
7,000
years ago

Writing
Highly controlled community
monuments and supportive,
controlled writings, more
widespread inter- and intraclan communications.

Memorialized Sacred Beliefs
Various proposition of belief
are increasingly locked in place
with writings over wider
geographic areas.

Clear
Clear and
and enforced
enforced rules
rules
and
and likely
likely recorded
recorded
formal
formal regulations
regulations

Publishing
Semi-controlled publishing
is more available through
technological advances in
writing and by increased
literacy.

Widespread Transcendent
Beliefs - Foundations for our
five present primary belief
propositions and several others
are established in what is
termed an “Axial Age.”

Locked-in
Locked-in and
and
widespread
widespread published
published
regulations
regulations often
often with
with
powerful
powerful sacred
sacred status
status

Fifth
500
years ago

Printing
Uncontrolled publishing in
most of Eurasia. The printing
press as a new communications
medium especially impacts
Europe.

Belief Based Competition/
Conflict - Profound disruption
based on clashing faith propositions and internal schisms
among the leading faith propositions throughout Eurasia.

Clashing
Clashing regulatory
regulatory
competition
competition within
within
and
and among
among competing
competing
authorities
authorities

Sixth
100
years ago

Institutionally Controlled
Electronics
Industrialized printing and
institutionally controlled
electronic broadcasting.

Modification of Beliefs
Some Axial Age propositions of
belief modify and thrive, others
are diminished.

Belief
Belief propositions
propositions and
and
regulatory
regulatory systems
systems firmly
firmly
supported
supported by
by controlled
controlled
electronic
electronic media
media

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

Fourth
3,000–2,000
years ago

Seventh
The Present

Cyberspace
Comparatively uncontrolled,
unvetted personalized mass
and targeted broadcasting.

Propositions of Belief

?

Governing
Governing Controls
Controls

?

INTRODUCTION
A Strange Death in Chicago

I had never seen a fireman tear up.
The Chicago River drains over 150 miles of wetlands and streams—often it
rages! The waters merge around the Chicago Civic Opera House and tear north
through Chicago proper, finally thundering into a frigid Lake Michigan. In the
winter, it’s mostly slate gray with floating ice, interrupted by churning whitewater
cascading between urban concrete dikes. Anyone would know that if you plunged
into that torrent, you would die fast and hard.
He was a student tourist from Minnesota, wandering with friends along the
canal that morning, wrapped in a warm coat against the north wind blasting off the
lake. He was likely in a good mood, having just arrived in Carl Sandburg’s “city with
the broad shoulders.” He was on his way with friends to see the sights.

Chicago River
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He pulled out his cell phone, stared into the bright little screen and fumbled
with the keyboard. He might have been taking a photograph to send his family, or
connecting via satellite to see exactly where he was, or asking Google the best route
to the Chicago Art Institute. He might have been sending an intimate message to
someone for whom he cared.
Whatever he was doing, his numb fingers lost control of the phone and it
dropped into the river. He paused for just a moment before he followed.
“For a damn phone!” whispered the emotional fireman who recovered the
battered, distorted young body. He looked away from me as he wept.
He was wrong. It wasn’t “just” a phone, but something more powerful. It told
the boy where he was in the world with incredible precision; it allowed him to locate
people and places, and express his feelings with words and pictures. He could easily
find both international news and news about his family and friends. His phone
could open up direct access to Plato’s thoughts from 350 BCE or the latest NFL
pick. Over time, it seemed to merge with and mold around his mind. This student’s
faithful new appendage had come to intimately know him. Perhaps, in a way, this
new communication medium had blended with his fundamental identity.
Along with most young people, he probably had asked the little box about
personal things—about love, religious faith, lust, or, in different ways, his place
in existence. It answered with increased precision as each learned how to better
communicate with the other. Theirs was a special relationship within the strange,
new dimensions of cyberspace. He followed it instinctively because it had become
a precious part of his life. The idea of losing that bright, vibrant partner who shared
his thoughts and mind was unbearable.
This book is about that young man’s instinctive decision and what is rapidly
happening to us all. Our mediums of communication are doing more than shifting
gears—they are switching vehicles. We are moving quickly into a strange and
undiscovered place that will change us and how we believe.
This is neither a lament about something inherently evil threatening our
world, nor a celebration of a brilliant new tool for better living. What follows is a
perspective on how this new dimension may disconnect us from who we are, while
connecting us with things we are barely able to imagine, things for which we must
create formal and informal controls and regulations.
There are three foundations that guide and support the human community in
times of profound change:
• Our history
• Our science
• Our beliefs
To safely thrive and wisely govern in the age of cyberspace, we need to pay
attention to all three, but belief is the most complex.

I. The Journey Begins
Sun and Fresh Water—
Out of Africa

Tell others of the past that they may best know what
awaits them in their future.
CONFUCIOUS

Even today, if you travel the jungles and savannas of Africa and take in its natural
rhythms, you’re struck by the rapid-fire, vicious competitions for survival.
The equatorial sun blasts down with the absolute maximum amount of terrestrial solar energy. While about one-third of the continent has baked into desert,
the part that is rich with rain or fresh surface water explodes with life.
The unrelenting competition among animals, which benefit from the turbocharged mix of sun and water life forces, stuns even the best prepared naturalists.
It’s a continual clashing of species, with only those gifted with extraordinary attributes surviving.
Millions of grazing wildebeests carpet the plains. Elephants, giraffes, zebras
and other grass-eating ruminants multiply to the extent fresh water allows. Then,
vast numbers of uniquely specialized and competitive predators follow. Lions
prowl, jackals and hyenas scavenge, powerful African eagles and ever-present
vultures soar, with leopards, cheetahs, and crocodiles filling other respective
opportunistic niches. Risk and death are always in high-speed motion. This is the
most dangerous and savage habitable place on earth.
In this cauldron of energy and death, the parade of species rotating into
extinction is constant. However, a species under pressure to survive sometimes
develops a unique skill set that allows it to thrive and solidly establish itself. Such
was the case when, in this hot box of conflict, our ancestors emerged.
Around a million years ago, humanoid variations evolved with specialized
skills that allowed them to become so successful that animal competition and
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even significant changes in climate and environment couldn’t hold them back.
Over and over again, various humanoid populations exploded to the point where
they had to migrate out of Africa into more hospitable Eurasia.
What were our ancestors’ special skills that allowed them to evolve to where
others of their own species became their only serious threat? What gifts were they
granted? The answer involves their remarkable ability to reason, but more to the
point, to share and blend their reasoning with each other through progressively
more effective mediums of communication.
When a group gathered to face threats or opportunity, the effects of their
intelligent thought, combined with improved communication, were not simply
added together. The contemplative thinking process of the group was multiplied.
This growing accumulation of wisdom was passed from generation to generation,
progressively accelerating over millennia, until we hit modernity, i.e. internet/
cyberspace.
The way it worked was, as Earth’s climate periodically shifted in a series of
warmer/wetter and colder/drier periods, different humanoid prototypes migrated
out of Africa into Eurasia and then gradually spread throughout the earth. Finally,
our super-communicating species took planetary charge—we, the Homo sapiens.
In Latin, the “wise ones.”
Brian Fagan, Professor of Anthropology at UC Santa Barbara, articulately described this pattern of humanoid migration out of Africa as a sort of
“pumping station.” Every few thousand years, as climate conditions permitted
or encouraged, our ancestors would cross north into Eurasia over what is now
the Sahara Desert and Mediterranean Basin, or east over the present location of
the Red Sea. Different types of humanoids would reach population levels or face
conditions where migration made the most sense.
In some cold/dry eras, it would have been possible for them, over several
generations, to walk from Africa to Britain. During warm/wet climatic periods,
greater volumes of fresh water would cause humanoid populations to burst at
the seams and again force migration, often through construction of rafts or even
crude boats in the search for new, more livable territory. In 1906, the 10,000+ year
old skeletal remains of what became known as the “First Briton” was discovered.
We could tell he was a short, muscular man. In 2018, we had developed the
technology to extract and analyze his DNA. Now we know he had blue or green
eyes, but surprisingly was dark skinned. His recent ancestral origins were likely
the Middle East, or even Africa.
It is likely that nothing they encountered environmentally was as challenging
as the perpetual struggles for existence within Africa. Once they migrated out of
Africa, they often could thrive and geometrically expand as a species. Finally, they
occupied and dominated every habitable region of the planet.
Each time a new humanoid version ventured out of Africa, there would be
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a slightly different package of skills. Their physiology, especially brain configurations, evolved in ways that continually improved communication skills,
enhancing group survival. These traits often allowed them to replace the niche
held by earlier human-like models. Replacement may have involved blending in
with the native humanoids or perhaps domination through conflict or successful
competition for resources. All we know is, in the end, the better communicators
were the ones that thrived.
Once out of Africa, humanoids’ skills of adaptability, empowered through
improved communications, would tend to support successful survival. Yet, these
peoples, our ancestors, would always have to adjust to new and serious challenges.
Even pooling their intelligence, they would sometimes fail, but they often struggled
through obstacles and worked out solutions.
We don’t know much about many of these humanoid variants that
foreshadowed our present human makeup. Today, there are few physical remains
we can use to help untangle the human story. We are learning that there were
many humanoid prototypes.
In 2010, a new, ancient humanoid variant was discovered in Asia, which we
now call, the “Yeti,” and in 2018 another extinct humanoid variant was discovered
in the Philippines now identified as Homo luzonensis. As we learn to interpret
primitive DNA fragments, we are gathering more information but still don’t know
much. We could pile all the archived fossilized remains of previous humanoids
and pack them into the back of my short-bed Ridgeline truck. We do know that
the human variations that prevailed progressively communicated more and
more effectively. Communication skills empowered uncommon group resilience,
especially collaboration.
With one inch or 2.54 cm equal to a thousand years, we can generally describe
recorded human history somewhat accurately going back about three inches or
7.62 cm. Inferentially, we can put a few things together about how people lived and
what they believed at around six inches or 15.24 cm. When trying to piece together
the evolution of humanoid prehistory, we need to go back between 800,000 and
1,000,000 years or about 75 feet or 22.86 m at a thousand years per inch (2.54cm).
We’ve been around a long time, but recorded history—not so much.
Still, trying to get a fix on the human condition and its evolving communication dynamics by looking at only recorded history makes as much sense as
checking the time on a watch with only a second hand. It’s important to get some
sort of grasp on our long-term story to appreciate what a sea change in communication has meant and may mean again.

We shape our tools and then our tools shape us.
MARSHALL MCLUHAN, 1963
PROFESSOR/PHILOSOPHER
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
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One of the more recent anthropological interpretations we now accept is that
our not quite modern, humanlike ancestors developed technologies that changed
them, not only culturally, but physically. Their innovations and tools shaped our
species’ behavior and even biologic makeup.
We have found truly ancient humanoid fossils on isolated islands such as
Flores in Indonesia, or long, dry ancient lake beds in remote areas of Australia.
We must accept that groups of pre Homo sapiens could work together well enough
to construct boats, or at least sailing rafts, travel great distances, form clans, and
successfully establish themselves in completely different environments, at least
for a time. A recent theory of early Homo sapiens migrating, informally termed
the “beachcomber express,” postulates that our ancestors became adept at using
wood and water, allowing them to travel great distances along coasts and across
water at an early stage in our history. It seems that the ocean beaches from Europe
to Australia were populated first and fast. Human migration moved inland only
gradually.
In 1967, British zoologist Desmond Morris published an insightful and widely
read book, The Naked Ape, which speculated on the reasons that Homo sapiens
have peculiarly exposed skin, as opposed to protective covering. We have no
fur, or thick hide. We have even lost most of our primate hair. We are physically
vulnerable. We know that our “nakedness” and sweat glands allowed us to stay
cooler and thus endure longer periods of exertion, but he suspected that there had
to be stronger reasons.
He speculated that our unique “nakedness” may relate to sexual stimulation
needs, or, perhaps, enhanced hygiene similar to the evolved fleshy head of a
buzzard, which is often embedded in a decaying carcass or the hairless posteriors
of other primates. If we were going to live in large interacting groups, for health
reasons, cleanliness became critical.
Our exposed skin provided an advantage when we were around water (around
beaches). Exposed skin can dry quickly and can function extremely well in and out
of water in terms of gathering food, and, especially, maintaining hygiene. Also, if
one walks along a beach, one will usually find fresh water draining into the ocean—a
critical element for survival and cleanliness.
As we have recently come to understand Homo sapiens settlement patterns,
as per the “beachcomber express” theories, Morris’ original water hypothesis
perhaps partially explains our nakedness and water traversing skills. It connected
to living and communicating in large interacting groups.
If we wander back 60 feet (18.29 m), still at a thousand years per inch, we find
humanoid populations that would stand out as profoundly weird walking down
the street but which were successfully operating in organized ways and creating
complicated survival solutions. Early on, they discovered how to make and use
needles and bind bundles of natural materials into textiles. They became more
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and more proficient at stitching skins together and weaving plant fibers. So, using
hides, animal shedding and some fibrous plants, they crafted body coverings, or
clothing. At that point, the humanoid could and did stop investing energy and
nutrients in maintaining a thick hide or a hairy coating. Now they could travel
through abrasive underbrush and settle in areas where cold temperatures would
have previously held them back. Their technologies actually changed not only
their lifestyles, but also their physical characteristics. Such physical evolutions
took many generations but were the consequence of technologies they had created,
passed on and progressively enhanced through their communication skills.
Then, something really species-changing came along and humanoids would
never be the same. They learned how to create and control fire. Fire creation
technology was a huge enabler of success, and it both pre-dated and molded
modern Homo sapiens.
In 2012, Boston University Archaeologist Paul Goldberg and his team had
what anthropologists sometimes term, a “holy cow!” moment.
When studying South African cave debris using electron microscopy at the
Weitzman Institute, Dr. Goldberg discovered that pre Homo sapiens, Homo
erectus, was cooking meat and vegetables at least 700,000 years ago (58 feet or 18
m) on the inch or 2.54 cm per thousand-year scale.
“Holy cow!” one of his team supposedly said as he looked up from his microscope. The discovery absolutely proved pre-modern human use and control of
fire. Modern humans almost certainly always had fire and we physically evolved
around the control of fire.
Our human physiology, as well as our survival and thriving as a super communicating species, is intimately connected to the technology of fire. Fire profoundly
helped our ancestors digest, preserve and purify food. It allowed use of many
available raw food products. With cooking, grains and starchy roots could easily
provide quality nutrition. Meat, especially, became safer and easier to digest and
preserve.
The brain constitutes less than 2% of a human’s body weight, but it absorbs
20% to 25% of our energy. Fire enabled us to digest food, utilizing relatively
little energy, allowing that energy to feed a super-charged brain. With the shared
knowledge of fire control, humans could comprehend more individually, and
effectively share more complex information as a group. A human’s more sensitive
skin and nervous system could quickly detect serious heat before being burned.
Eyelids and lashes had protected our eyes from airborne particles and now filtered
out damaging smoke particles. Most significantly, our breathing apparatus seems
to have evolved to limit damage from inhaling smoke pollution. Our nostrils
are protectively pointed downward and lined with moist, filtering hairs. Our
lungs are coated with small cilia which, during breathing, efficiently vacuum out
debris-like smoke particles from lung tissue, escalating them up into the mouth
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where, with support from salivary glands, they are safely passed out of the body.
We are designed to bond with smoke and fire.
Naturally, with fire, humans could survive in colder temperatures, particularly
after getting better and better at creating protective coverings. They learned to use
fire-based tanning procedures for animal hides and improved textile processing.
Significantly, better communications allowed humans to pass along new, complex
techniques for making the best uses of fire. The acumen for effectively using fire
kept expanding over generations. The light by which you are likely reading this
probably is the sophisticated result of burning things to human advantage—
creating electrical energy with fire and heat that translates into light.
Fire helped mold humans in another subtle, but survival enhancing, pattern.
For thousands upon thousands of generations, our ancestors gathered every
evening around the communal fire to enjoy warmth, protection from predators,
and wider varieties of digestible food in the relaxed and creative company of others.
The flickering faces in the firelight encouraged bonding and perhaps an
intriguing sharing of more abstract concepts and visions.
Cultural anthropologists have studied present day, yet still primitive societies
in remote parts of the world. They have found an understandable consistency,
centered on the necessary communal evening fire. Among present-day humans
living in hunter-gatherer or primitive herding or farming conditions, dialogue and
discussions during the day relate to everyday pressing, pragmatic, sometimes tense
matters. Potential threats and opportunities, as well as personal expectations or
performance disappointments or achievements, are discussed in serious, result-oriented ways. This is termed “daylight dialogue.” However, at night, luxuriating by
the ever-present evening fire, sharing food in the flickering shadows and protective
warmth, discussions rather consistently take on a different tone and style. These
are times for enchanting legends, and the sharing of more abstract conceptual
matters. It is the time for bonding and comfortable group contemplation.
It is not too great a leap to believe this was the setting where thoughtful
perceptions of humanity’s place in the cosmos originally took form.
Around 50,000 to 45,000 years ago (4 feet or 1.22 m), we see signs that significant changes are occurring in one particular humanoid prototype. “Modern”
humanity begins to make steady advances enabled by their enhanced ability to
communicate and consequently, culturally embed new technologies. They were
“Homo sapiens.” This was us. This has been termed the Age of Cognition by some
paleoanthropologists.
Physiologically, brains at this point were not larger than some earlier humanoid
models—Neanderthals actually had larger brains. But these newer brains were
organized differently, particularly the brain quadrants oriented toward speech
and speech comprehension. These new humans were endowed with superior
communication competency.
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Peking man, around 600,000 years ago (50 feet or 15.24 m), could organize a
group that could kill a large horse, roast its head over a fire, cut out its tongue, and
scrape out its brains for food (high-protein tissue). But, by our standards, he and
his clan couldn’t possibly communicate effectively. The basal ganglia that enable
you and me to move our mouths and tongues in intricate patterns, creating a wide
variety of sounds and tones, simply wasn’t developed. Similarly, the spinal cord of
Peking man suggests that breath couldn’t be controlled at our level, again limiting
the ability to make complex sounds. Facial expressions would also have been
limited, with narrower nerve/facial passages. We have come to understand that
the modern human face has special capacities to communicate, both in providing
a context for interpreting voice and communicating distinct, often powerful,
messages in its own right.
So, Peking man could likely make sounds and basic physical expressions to
get across “hunt now,” “you make fire,” or possibly even, “I’m happy.” He could
not articulate a message such as “Let’s hunt for wild pigs at the place where the
rivers meet. You go up the hill and make noise and scare them and Fred here will
clunk them on the head when they rush by that huge oak tree.” Or possibly even,
“If Fred screws up, he can’t date my sister anymore!”
Even one of our closest prehistory ancestors, the Neanderthals, couldn’t
communicate at anything close to our level. Only four, still intact Neanderthal
skulls have been studied to date, but it’s clear that their larynxes were located
where interaction with the hyoid bones and jaw configuration would only allow
them to emit a limited range of sounds. Similarly, the central nervous system’s
cerebrum interface would be unlikely to support significant communication by
way of facial expression.
The skeletal remains of an eight-year-old Neanderthal boy were discovered
in 2018. This is the fifth high quality and most complete preserved set of remains
uncovered. It may answer many questions.
We are rapidly learning more about the history of humanity’s evolution through
use of new archaeological techniques via DNA analysis. In the past, human bone
fossils, artifacts, soil strata, tree rings, and radioactive decay rhythms were the
primary technologies used to understand our distant ancestors. Today, in areas
where there are only a few signals of prehistoric occupation by our ancestors, we
can collect sediment samples and search for humanoid DNA.
In 2016, The Max Plank Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology collected
85 samples from caves in Europe and found humanoid DNA tracers going back
between 14,000 and 550,000 years. With DNA analysis, we may find clarity
regarding our ancestral roots, shedding light on the forces and characteristics that
created us as we are today. Perhaps this emerging insight will help chart our destiny.
Over the last 20,000 to 25,000 years of the 150,000 years of Neanderthal
presence, they shared habitats with modern humans. Some similar modern
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human cohabitation was occurring in Asia with other contemporary premodern
humanoids—the Denisovans.
We know that between 35,000 and 40,000 years ago, Neanderthals and Homo
sapiens occupied the same areas. Today, most non-sub-Saharan African humans
carry a small detectable percentage of Neanderthal DNA. Similarly, Polynesians
typically carry Denisovan DNA.
The Neanderthal/Homo sapiens relationship is a mystery, but following
a recent DNA study of Neanderthal tooth plaque, an insightful finding was
published in the Spring 2018 journal, Nature. In addition to documenting what
the Neanderthals were eating, both vegetables and meat, they discovered Homo
sapiens DNA from what appears to be an intimate mouth-to-mouth social
exchange. It’s possible they were sharing food, but probable, they were kissing.
“…these interactions were friendlier and much more intimate than anybody ever
possibly imagined,” reported Christina Warner, Archaeological Geneticist at the
Max Plank Institute.
Shortly after the tooth plaque discovery, there was
a second finding also published in the journal, Nature,
The evolution of our
involving the discovery of a small 50,000-year-old finger
evolutionary group,
scientists had previously identified as Neanderthal.
Homo, is getting
Using the new generation of DNA analysis, it was
weirder
and weirder.
determined that the finger belonged to a 13-year-old
RICK POTS, DIRECTOR
girl who, indeed, had a Neanderthal mother, but her
OF THE SMITHSONIAN
father was Denisovan. In fact, to one genetic analyst
INSTITUTION’S HUMAN
ORIGINS
at the Max Planck Institute, it looked like the father’s
DNA contained genetic traces from many generations
of sporadic interbreeding with Neanderthals.
As University of Toronto anthropologist, Bence Viola, expressed it, “…human
evolution is much more interesting and much more complicated than we used to
think.”
The Neanderthals, and presumably other pre-humans of this era, were
typically larger than us, had good-sized brains, and had successfully survived for
thousands of years in a variety of climates, from frozen tundra to arid deserts.
However, we now suspect a difference in application of the FOXP2 gene. This gene
empowers modern humans to generate, and consequently comprehend, complex
sounds. The Neanderthals were likely better at communicating than Peking man
but not in the same league as Homo sapiens.
It is interesting that, at many Homo sapiens archeological sites, we find
proof of wide-spread trade. Cutting tools made from sea shells at far inland sites,
obsidian crystals hundreds of miles from their origin, etc. We find no evidence
of this sort of trade-based interaction at Neanderthal sites. Early Homo sapiens
could evidently communicate well enough to execute productive trade arrange-
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ments, but apparently the Neanderthals could not coordinate these more complex,
mutually beneficial “contracts.”
After around 20,000 years of cohabitating alongside modern humans, the
Neanderthal species faded away, although leaving behind DNA remnants in the
modern human genetic makeup. Essentially, over time, we Homo sapiens replaced
all other versions of humanoids.
The Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium Theory, created by German geneticists in
the mid-20th Century, involved a mathematical formula that profiles physiological drift of different human populations in response to their environment.
For instance, those living in Arctic areas may develop thicker body typology
to preserve warmth, as opposed to those living in tropical areas, who benefit from
a larger ratio of exposed skin area to mass to support body cooling. Humans in
the Hindu Kush mountains in Asia, as well as those in the South American Andes,
have independently evolved hemoglobin blood characteristics that support living
at higher altitudes.
The point was that there may have been a drift of human physical characteristics based on environment, but the process was slow and minor. The core
characteristics of Homo sapiens are shared by all humans. Among all ethnicities,
our defining ability to reason through the social/communicating dynamic is as
fundamental as standing upright. We are one species and, in a way, one race—
the human race.
Modern humanity, i.e. Homo sapiens, continued expanding geographically, constantly shifting and adjusting their use of different tools and shelters
to accommodate a wide variety of environments. Then, around 25,000 years ago
(two to three feet or .75 m +/-), certain groupings of this new, high-functioning,
communicating variation of humanoid began to seriously accelerate their rate of
progress. They invented things which improved hunting and gathering practices
and enriched lives. Our ancestors began technologically evolving themselves
through more and more rapid, productive innovation and collaboration. We hit
a point in our nature where, with reason and sharing of information, we would
progressively self-evolve.
Some form of organized farming first involved husbanding of selected seed
grains. With fire, the available rice, barley, wheat, and some roots could not only
be easily digested, but also, super large quantities of these starch-rich plants could
be harvested through organized farming. More stabilized food sources were
secured.
Organized farming also had negative consequences of periodic famine and
health problems associated with a single, constant food type (usually starches
from seeds and roots). Like fire, our reliance on starch-based primary food caused
physical evolutionary change, with our salivary glands evolving to better break
down starches and our jaws modifying to grind in favor of tearing food apart.
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While humanoids always had unusually long-life spans, considering size and
metabolism, more humans, with improved conditions, were living even longer and
sharing better, more accurate information, cross-generationally. A grandfather
could share concepts of building shelters or tools, as well as create and repeat
culturally enhancing tales of interest and value. For thousands upon thousands
of generations, children experienced their elders’ teaching and modeling survival
skills and intriguing story lessons by the evening fire. Longevity permitted a new
sophistication in communicating, not only horizontally within the group, but
also more effectively vertically, from generation to generation. Respect of elders
is pretty much shared among cultures worldwide. In many cultures, deceased
ancestors even now are worshipped in some form, supporting connections with
both wisdom and the supernatural. A sort of intergenerational collaboration
emerged and continues into the present. We communicate with and learn from
our ancestors.
Other fundamental changes in lifestyle also appeared. Neanderthals made
fires, created crude jewelry, possibly buried their dead with flowers, and crafted
bludgeoning weapons. However, now among sapiens hints of truly creative,
sophisticated production methods emerged, especially in certain geographical
areas. Along the Nile and in the Middle East, working tools, weapons and
dwellings improved, and nomadic life seemed to be slowly merging into somewhat
permanent communities.
Humanity still had to deal with pulsating climatic cooling and warming
trends, but as Stanford Professor Ian Morris put it, these new “…humans were not
passive victims of climate change.” If cold weather moved into their geographic
area or they migrated into colder climates, there would be group-driven solutions.
If it was colder, increased numbers of fur bearing mammals could be hunted or
trapped, and their hides efficiently processed into warm clothing. Foodstuffs could
be preserved longer and dwellings could be built differently, not only insulated,
but also, with caution, warmed with fire brought inside structures.
Around 20,000 years ago, extremely sophisticated artistry in pottery and use
of different types of fire-hardened clay was being created. With more resilient
ceramic jugs, water could be moved far more efficiently, avoiding the necessity of
constantly frequenting a watering hole—a dangerous place. By the time the last
major Ice Age ended and global warming began, around 15,000 years ago, a few
communities had been established in permanent places and steadily expanded
in size. During the last of the Mini-Ice Ages, around 12,000 years ago, humanity
quite successfully worked its way through the short period of colder weather.
Approximately 10,000 years ago (10 inches or 25 cm), the Earth’s climate
stabilized at roughly current temperatures and modern humanity was ready to
super-expand geographically and in density.
Within this stabilized environment, human artifacts, especially in certain
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regions, became ever more functional in design. Crafted bows and arrows replaced
spears, and built structures were more protective and functional. Community
size expanded with what appears to be an emerging social system that allowed
individuals to better use their best skills and talents through organized divisions
of labor. The most talented arrow maker could focus on what he or she did best
and trade what they produced for meat, or whatever was needed and available.
Cambridge Professor Paul Malers has made a strong case that this rapid shift
involving divisions of labor was enabled through an enhanced ability to communicate in complex patterns. Now community members could individually, or in
groups, better negotiate win-win arrangements, or “contracts.”
There is a newer, computer-enhanced academic discipline involving interpretive linguistics, which traces folklore or “stories.” The permanence of the story
signals the importance of the concepts discussed in the story. In a way, it can help
answer the question that haunts historians and cultural paleoanthropologists,
“What were they thinking?”
Anthropologist Jamshid Tehrani from Durham University, and University of
Lisbon Social Scientist, Sarah Graca da Silva, have identified what appears to be
the oldest recorded and preserved story in human history.
Initially, they identified a fundamentally similar themed story in Proto-Germanic languages (Scandinavian, English, Dutch, etc.), Proto-Romantic languages
(Italian, Spanish, and Romanian), and Baltic Slavic languages (Slovenian, Czech,
Russian, and Polish). Then, surprisingly, they uncovered the story in both ancient
Persian and Celtic lore.
This commonality or story theme was
unusually consistent and enabled them to
work backward in time, finally discovering
the story being told in Proto-Indo-European
languages dating to around 6500 years ago. Its
message held serious human significance, and
still does.
It’s a story about “contract”—what we
might term a “Faustian Bargain,” after the
well-known 1808 story of Dr. Faust, by Goethe.
In every version of the story, there is a contract
between an honest but unhappy skilled professional, often a worker in metals or some other
socially redeeming activity, with someone or
something evil, perhaps a Satan figure. The
story is straightforward. The hero strikes a deal
With writing, collaboration
or contract with the evil figure for enhanced
evolves into the more complex
skills or enlightenment, but at the price of
and enforceable “contract.”
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eventual slavery. However, by being careful with the contract terms, the hero finds
a loophole in the details of the agreement, and an outside force intercedes and
effectively undermines the evil figure’s contract, to the hero’s advantage.
The concept of contract, whereby one person commits to an action, or gives
something in return for something else, was and is absolutely fundamental to
successful cultural thriving. It is also the foundation for one of the most resilient
stories in human history.
This contractual communication enabled larger and larger settlements to
cohabitate under more effective, established sets of human interaction. This likely
included an authority-based system of governance, or what would be termed, a
“social contract,” supporting what begin to look like actual villages. Tonight you
will find several dramas and news stories on television involving an authority
punishing those who’s conduct crossed a regulation or social contract.
Around 9,000 years ago (9 inches or 23 cm), we start seeing crops farmed in
highly organized, community-wide patterns in certain areas. Communal grain
bins and irrigation systems are created, especially in certain regions of the Middle
East and Egypt. Barley, rice and wheat become widely distributable commodity
products. Wandering clans begin to shift from nomadic to ever more permanent
settlements. The remaining nomads often adopt large-scale herding of domesticated animals and establish trading (contractual) relationships with established
villages, perhaps cereal grains for meat and hides.
Homo sapiens likely were occasionally exposed to naturally fermented,
sugary fruits, which, if stored over time, provided intoxicating alcohol. Around
8,000 years ago, organized systems of the brewing/fermenting of beverages start
to appear. We find traces of commercial-sized wine production in the mountains
of Iran dating to around 7,000 years ago. In the same period, in Jiahu, China,
artifacts point to an elaborate fermentation process combining rice, hawthorn
berries and honey. In 5,000-year-old Middle Eastern cities, beer brewing is
commonly found in many excavated archaeological sites. There were still the
community fires with the accompanying warmth, food, and communications, but
now, alcohol occasionally introduced a new, dreamier dynamic. Use of intoxicants in groups likely set in place another dimension of human communications
involving a usually pleasant bonding.
Evidence of musical instruments appeared in this period, including elaborately carved wood, bone and even ivory flutes. They probably also became part
of the communal fire socialization.
The cross-generational memories and stories shared at the fireside were now
enriched with alcohol and music. This must have typically contributed to establishing strong and consistent community worldviews within the clans.
Without the permanence that is locked in with written records, spoken
legends naturally shift and drift over time. Yet, these emerging societies had likely

established anchor beliefs to guide complex human relationships and for interacting with the world around them. These foundational concepts would be, at
some level, passed along from generation to generation and, eventually, become
memorialized through foundational or sacred writings.
Communication was restricted by the physical limits of sound waves, visual
observation and repetition by others, yet the innate human drive to communicate
led to searching out new ways to share and receive information. Striving to find
ways to safeguard important information seems hardwired into our species. We
are driven to limit our communications being silenced by distance and time. We
want to speak to the future and listen to the past.
And so, we create solutions.

II. Humanity Emerges
Communicating through Space and Time

We are now closing in on modernity on the inch (2.54 cm) per thousand-year
timeline.
Pause and reflect on how comparatively rapidly our more contemporary
ancestors progressed. At a thousand years an inch or 2.54 cm, for over 70 feet or
20.34 m, they consistently struggled with risk and danger, and now they are two
hand-widths from closing in on us. The hyper-communicating* Homo sapiens
emerged through both refined anatomy and then far more rapidly through
invented and shared technology.
Of course, around 7,000 years ago (7 inches or 17.78 cm), much of humanity
was still roaming about in small hunter-gatherer clans, involving perhaps three
to five family units. However, north of the Sahara Desert and south of what had
in Paleolithic archeology been termed the Movius Line, stretching from Eastern
India to Southern Britain, larger, more organized clusters of Homo sapiens are
forming. Civic infrastructures of authority are being created, going far beyond
a few extended families or clans. There are now community-governed wells and
cisterns for water, well-constructed silos for grains, walls to protect, paths and
even roads to connect. These new communities are now regularly using dogs
to help hunt and protect, and beasts of burden and rafts to systematically move
heavy objects.
If we look carefully enough, we also find what appear to be unique sites, almost
certainly supported by people committed to acknowledging and interacting with
the supernatural—the sacred. This belief dynamic is likely supporting community
identity and shared values.
Think of yourself as living in times of just barely observable quality of life
progress. You care about family and friends and want to not only warn them and
future generations about problems and potential dangers but also identify opportunities. Perhaps you want to communicate the best way to craft a weapon or raft,
or enlighten them about a powerful, unseen force. You also feel an overpowering,
*Hyper-communicate - To express a similar message using several mediums.
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uniquely human urge to project your mark into the world of your descendants.
It would be a way for your essence to go on when your life inevitably ends. You
control a large brain, agile hands, an expressive face and a clear voice. You know
you can use these natural gifts to communicate. Yet, you also understand that
sharing your messages has inherent limitations. If you want to reach out to those
who cannot see and hear you because they’re out of range of voice and vision, all
you can do is hope your messages are somewhat accurately repeated by others.
You remember the stories your grandfather told you about a panicked herd
of animals that had been led into a nearby valley by a great sacred force wielding
lightning and speaking with thunder. You learned how the sacred force also had
given men and women both warnings about and the fortitude to survive the
panicked, stampeding animals.
You want to describe panic to others in the clan to prepare and safeguard
them, but you also want more—you want your message to have some measure of
permanence.
Your granddaughter seems especially wise and learns quickly. So, one night
by the fire, as you share your roasted vegetables, boiled wheat seeds and shellfish,
you start teaching her the legends, lessons, and values your grandfathers taught
you. You know she may have a hard time remembering, even as you do, so you
use your voice and your vocal gifts to chant the story. Essentially, you create a
rhythmic song that will help her accurately remember and, beyond that, feel the
story and better carry its lessons into the future. When her clear, beautiful voice
chants the song back to you, she conveys your meaning. It is imperfect, but you
have some confidence that at least a portion of your message will be transmitted
into the future.

The life enhancing communal fire.
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Now it is dusk, and you stand on a hill watching the sun slip behind the tree
grove where you learned to hunt. You see a few grazing animals and know your
clan’s food sources are secure for a time. You are struck with the beauty of the
sky as it turns a striking blend of amber and violet. You sense the presence of
something sacred. You remember the stories about the nature of sacred things
and are comforted.
As you look down at your small but growing community, you see the first
of the evening fires being lit, then smell food and see your friends and family
gathering. You feel an overpowering drive to communicate and memorialize what
your grandfathers taught you, while contributing what you have learned and
now sense and feel. You can speak and share with the group by firelight tonight,
especially with your granddaughter. Yet, you feel a drive to reach out further and,
if possible, spread your message and even your feelings among others yet to come.
You notice that the clay near your feet is a rich, reddish amber and remember
some flowers on a nearby hillside that have almost the same violet hue as the
sunset. Would the stain from the petals, mixed with this earth, make the same
colored tones as animals appear at sunset? You know how various burned ashes
will mark and stain rock with different colors. Could you mix those natural colors
with tree sap or animal fat and create something that speaks to the future? Could
you create a representation—an image or a picture—that would share your vision
with others into the future?
Heading off to make a torch, you will go to the nearby cave where your tribe
seeks shelter during storms. It is a good place, a special place. You have an idea,
perhaps a partial solution. You and your granddaughter will try to make colored
marks depicting important things on the cave walls and ceiling. Perhaps you
really can find a way to speak to your descendants.

After Altamira, all is Decadence
PA B L O P I C A S S O

Because little Maria was only eight and quite slender, it was fairly easy for her
to crawl into the tiny cavern made by a recently fallen oak on her father’s estate
in Altamira, Spain.
Many thousands of years before, some person or persons, completely human,
and especially talented, had used flower stain, minerals, and hot ash to paint a
collage of stampeding animals on the cavern’s ceiling. Presumably, the vibrant
animals were in panic as they tumbled over each other. Now, in 1874, the little girl
would experience this stunning art, the first to do so in thousands of years. She,
and soon many more, would connect with her ancient ancestor’s attempt to share
something of value with her—and you.
Over a decade prior to Maria’s discovery, Charles Darwin speculated
and published that humanity was ancient and had emerged through a long,
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The museum at Altamira. Our ancestors succeed in connecting with us.
“prehistoric” existence. Maria’s father, Don Marcelino, had heard of Darwin and
read of his concepts of emerging and evolving life and humanity, so he reported
his daughter’s discovery to the University in Madrid. Soon, unknown artists from
the distant past began connecting and communicating with their descendants.
Decades later, the artist, Pablo Picasso, entered the cave to experience the
artwork by torchlight, as it was likely designed to be viewed originally. In the
flickering light, the powerful animals seemed to move in enchanting chaos.
Picasso was transfixed for hours.
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“After Altamira, all is decadence!” he declared.
The imagery of the animals in their wild terror powerfully influenced Picasso’s
artwork, most directly his famous oil painting, “Guernica.” It reflected the terror a
peaceful Spanish town experienced in 1937 as the target of the first Nazi blitzkrieg
bombing, victimizing ethnic minority, anti-fascist Basque civilians.
Thousands of years after the Altamira painting was completed, human art
would evolve into the more precise communication medium we term, “writing.”
Yet, communicating through mediums of mood-enhancing poetry, music, and
especially visual art would never leave us. They continue as powerful mediums
of communication capable of shaping human emotions and values. They are
often utilized at their highest contemporary levels to inspire and connect with
the sacred. They complement and enrich meaning as they blend with written and
spoken words. One day, they would also evolve unimaginably in scope and ability
to connect rapidly through electronic mediums with the masses or with targeted
audiences.
As new communication mediums become part of the human story, they alter
the lens through which humanity perceives itself and forms its governing propositions of belief.

III. Sensing the Supernatural
What Were These Guys Doing?

Even among Neanderthals in Gibraltar, signs seemed to point to ritualistic
ceremonies and beliefs in the supernatural. When the first semi-organized, more
modern human communities emerged on the southeastern edge of the Mediterranean, there are signals of a powerful focus on supernatural forces. We begin
seeing repetitive, stylized artifacts, with an unusual number pointing to what
appear to be real or mock ceremonial human sacrifice.
The accepted archaeological science had been that it was only among sophisticated and stabilized, non-nomadic agricultural communities where enshrined
propositions of belief would emerge. Well thought out and shared supernatural
relationships were assumed to be present only in socially advanced communities
well along the civilization path. Then, there was another “holy cow” moment.
In 1994, German archaeologist Klaus Schmidt made a startling discovery,
proving that powerful and complex propositions of belief had emerged well before
there were established communities supported by highly organized agriculture.
Professor Schmidt was wandering over a site in what is now Turkey, which
had previously been partially excavated by archaeologists from the University of
Chicago. They had deduced that the site was some sort of military outpost, likely
from the Byzantine Christian era. Within a few hours of surveying the site, Prof.
Schmidt sensed that he was confronting something else—something that seemed
impossible. What he uncovered would reveal a truly ancient human relationship
involving widespread, multi-community acceptance of an agreed upon proposition of belief.
At the site, which is now known as Gobekli Tepe, he uncovered large, intricate,
ceremonial edifices, far predating but somewhat similar to Stonehenge. Columns
were placed in concentric circles and beautifully adorned with sculpted carvings.
Some monuments were 18 feet tall and weighed 16 tons. They were covered with
elaborate, stylized images of animals. They were artistically beautiful and, most
significantly, unimaginably old. These could accurately be dated to around 12,000
years ago (one foot or 30 cm+/-). This wasn’t supposed to be happening. These
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ancient ancestors of ours were supposed to be wandering around in animal skins,
in small, extended family clans.
Further archaeological excavations are proceeding today. We now know
that a large number of humans were working on the site as a cohesive group.
This was before humanity had developed much more than basic stone tools, or
supposedly possessed anything close to this level of craftsmanship or engineering
acumen. It was assumed there were no large communities and agriculture hadn’t
been meaningfully established. Recently, researchers at Gobekli Tepe have found
traces of a wheat-like cereal grain that may have been used to feed workers. It is
unlikely it was part of any sort of organized farming, yet, it may have supported
the creation of the remarkable monument.

The ancient spiritual footprint of Gobekli Tepe.
We now find indications of hundreds of industrious humans, presumably from
many different families and clans, working in amazingly functional harmony.
They almost certainly rose to this level of creative industry through shared and
deeply held beliefs. The only communications medium these creators had was
direct verbal or visual signals, but some profound, accepted belief was driving this
remarkable human endeavor.
Archaeological excavations are proceeding today at Gobekli Tepe, but only
slowly and carefully. The area is rife with ancient, complex, and sometimes fragile
structures and artifacts encompassing centuries of presumed worship. It will have
quite a story to tell.
Since Gobekli Tepe, the role of propositions of belief as part of the core human
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story is, understandably, being rethought. For just how long have powerful beliefs
and the rules and regulations they inspired been fundamental to the human
condition?
A couple thousand years after Gobekli Tepe, towns in the Hilly Flanks, an
area east of the Mediterranean near the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, became well
established; many types of community buildings have been unearthed. We began
to identify elaborate artifacts and structures that seemed to have no practical
purposes but rather seem to hold symbolic meaning. Simply put, we understand
now that we are seeing places and objects for conducting ceremonies involving
worship. The shared concepts which supported those artifacts and structures
were quite likely fundamental to binding these communities together. They also
likely became the foundation of rules by which to live. Belief propositions were
probably guiding and regulating cultural progress.
Stanford professor and archaeologist Ian Morris once lamented that every
time a prehistoric site was excavated and something a bit unusual was uncovered,
it was automatically defined as “religious.” This summary default to religion
seemed an all too convenient way to explain away things we couldn’t easily
understand. Then, during one of his own sophisticated excavations, again in the
Hilly Flanks, he and his team discovered a truly unique set of carved, somewhat
humanlike small statues supporting an elaborate, decorative, miniature structure.
It appeared to have been carefully buried immediately after its creation. It took
a lot of effort and skill to create and was then quickly buried—the whole thing
made no pragmatic sense.
“What were these guys doing?” he wrote in apparent exasperation. Prof. Morris
came to accept that this odd artifact, and likely many other unearthed artifacts and
structures, should be studied with acceptance of a strong relationship to shared
supernatural belief propositions. We are likely seeing symbols of that uniquely
human institution we would come to call, “religion.”
A reasonable hypothesis is that our far-distant ancestors learned to communicate to powerful effect in sharing meaningful, abstract visions with each other.
Themes of human relationships to the supernatural, and consequent propositions
of religious faith must have been spreading through face-to-face proselytizing.
Later in our prehistory, certain ceremonial/supernatural practices become
widespread. We find evidence that certain red minerals or other reddish pigments,
such as cinnabar, were rubbed on the bodies of the deceased throughout Eurasia.
Too many of these similar practices and artifacts were found over too long a
period, over too wide an area, for them to have emerged independently. Some
sort of shared ceremonial meaning must have been involved, and it would make
sense that it related to belief systems involving the afterlife. Support for these
practices must have involved some way of sharing messages through intra-clan or
intra-tribal communications. Such communication systems would also have been
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absolutely necessary to create Gobekli Tepe. Once the nature of a relationship to
the supernatural could be effectively communicated, belief in and support for
some of these relationships must have, in a way, “gone viral.” Presumably, these
widely accepted beliefs and consequent formal and informal rules drove much of
the human story, as, for better or worse, they still do.
One sensitive communicator would experience and share a belief or sacred
insight, possibly around the evening fire. Over time and distance, the message,
perhaps supported by art and chanting music, would be repeated and re-repeated
until it became a factor in the living guidelines of larger and larger groups. When
the mediums of communication, such as writing, became institutionalized, this
process would spread more rapidly and with less distortion. The written word
would stamp a degree of permanence on favored propositions of belief and rules
for living.

IV. Symbolic Convergence
How Humans Believe

Our ancestors were apparently communicating and interacting about supernatural
matters, and creating propositions of belief, at increasingly sophisticated levels.
However, without the precision inherent within recoverable written information,
we can’t really get a fix on what they believed. Understandably, symbolic artifacts,
no matter how expressive, won’t allow us to zero in on the actual anatomy of their
beliefs.
As a relatively recent example, Stonehenge in England was constructed only
2,500 years ago, near the end of our thousand-years-per-inch (2.54 cm) timeline.
Yet, without interpretable written words, we have no realistic comprehension of
what Stonehenge meant. Of course, something important was going on, but we
can only speculate about what the huge, ringed edifices represented, let alone the
belief systems that were its conceptual foundation.
While we don’t know “what” our ancestors believed, we can get a reasonably
solid understanding of “how” their belief systems worked.
We can safely assume that, like modern humans, they communicated and
processed information the way we do. We understand how contemporary humans
prioritize and interpret information as they establish and adjust belief systems.
The singular engine driving belief is human communication, always empowered
by the mediums used to communicate, i.e. different forms of speech, expression,
art, song, writing, and electronic broadcasting.
In matters touching on the abstract, such as philosophy, values, religious faith,
and belief, symbols with meaning are mentally aligned in certain rigid patterns,
both among individuals and within cultural groupings. They then converge to lock
in belief systems. Mediums of communication are the tools that create, sustain,
and sometimes alter these symbols and convergences. The resulting belief systems
come to dominate how people and cultures interact with the world.
Understandably, the term defining this process is, “Symbolic Convergence.”
From direct voice and vision to today’s high-tech cyberspace, this process of
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symbolic convergence provides the optics through which humans interpret essentially everything significant.
Especially with propositions of belief, individuals and cultures align symbolic
convergences differently; consequently, they see the world through sometimes
radically different prisms, not a single lens. This often leads to serious problems.

Symbolic Convergence: a description of the dynamic
tendencies within social systems of interaction
PROFESSOR ERNEST BORMANN

The concept of symbolic convergence brought together a number of previously
accepted concepts regarding how communications influence human worldviews
and behavior. The late Ernest Bormann, a respected Professor of Communication
Sciences at the University of Minnesota, coined the term and most clearly defined
the concept in 1972.
In lay terms, the concept of symbolic convergence envisions a world where
our minds are bombarded by constant, competing streams of information. We
then organize clusters of information into patterns of common meaning. These
common meanings are supported by symbols. When these symbols converge,
belief systems that influence and, in fact, govern behavior among individuals and
cultures become somewhat locked in place.
This is the only way individuals and groups can control the complex oceans
of information that surround our limited central nervous systems. Without
these patterns for organizing information, our understanding of life would lose
coherence.
While studying at the Speech Communications Department at the University
of Minnesota as an undergraduate in the late 1960s, I was fortunate to study under
Professor Bormann and later to work with him. During this period, there were
ongoing discussions within the department about the rapid shifts in accepted
community perceptions and symbols. Department leadership realized that the
relatively new communication mediums of electronic broadcasting (radio, movies,
and most especially, television) were fundamentally and quickly impacting world
views in new ways. This observable and rapid shift in pre- and post-World War
II belief systems triggered serious study into, as well as concern about, human
communications and consequent behavior.
As an undergraduate, I had no role in the development of academic concepts
regarding symbolic convergence. Yet, I listened and learned, and when I worked
on communications projects with Prof. Bormann in later years, I came to appreciate the pivotal role of symbolic convergence in understanding human behavior
and the importance of mediums of communication. The medium was, as Professor
Marshall McLuhan had written, fundamental to the message.
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Professor McLuhan taught, wrote and lectured at the Universities of Manitoba
and Cambridge, focusing on the Post-World War II impact of controlled mass
media. His phrase, “The medium is the message,” became an accepted concept in
the study of modern communication theory.
This approach to understanding communications and belief systems provides
perspective in understanding the past, possibly untangling the present, and just
possibly guiding our future as we enter the new communication dynamic of
internet/cyberspace.
Propositions of belief have always been not only supported, but also defined,
through symbolic convergences. They sometimes make little sense from a purely
logical perspective, and strongly held beliefs within the same culture, or for
that matter, an individual, may be technically contradictory. Yet, they were, and
always are, influencing and guiding individual and group conduct, especially on
important matters. Symbolic convergences are the true building blocks of our
principal creations—the Great Pyramid, the Mormon Tabernacle, the Kremlin’s
propaganda headquarters, the shared Islamic/Christian holy site of Haga Sophia,
Disney movies, and the recently discovered Gobekli Tepe. They are also fundamental to your personal life.
If this evening you hear of a bridge collapse in Russia with loss of life, how
you assimilate that information is dependent upon your culture and individual
pre-established patterns of symbolic convergence. The information may fit into
a set of beliefs you may have regarding inherent incompetency of communist
governments. Another concurrently running belief may be that all heavily used
public infrastructures require especially intense monitoring. In a deeper sense, it
may also fit into a worldview that life is fleeting and precarious. For many reading
this, it is likely the event would be merged with symbols supporting empathy for
the tragedy of others.
You may recast the same information into convergent patterns that support
all of the above values and sentiments simultaneously. Belief and behavior are
driven by the way sets of often incongruent symbols will converge. What the
beliefs are and how they merge is always influenced by what and how information
is communicated.
It works the same way for major cultural/national decisions. Environmental
concerns were not a serious matter to Americans going into the mid-1960s. Some
groups were concerned about “preserving nature,” but they were seen as outliers.
The notion of environmentalism, or “protecting butterflies,” was symbolic of an
esoteric or sort of spacey counter-culture obsession.
In 1962, a conscientious 50-year-old marine biologist named Rachel Carson,
working for the US Fish and Wildlife Service, published a slim but powerful
book lamenting the damage that irresponsible industrial procedures, especially
involving pesticides, were causing to our environment. When her book, Silent
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Spring, became popular among certain groups, it was summarily attacked by
academia and the agricultural industry as naïvely alarmist. Time Magazine
labeled her and the book as exploitive and bordering on socialistically sinister.
In 1962, these are some things most Americans accepted:
1. Commerce and industry are vital and valuable—they are good
2. Our primary public and private institutions are honorable and to seriously
challenge them is inherently unwise and possibly unpatriotic
3. The real-world approach to nature, as lamented by E. B. White, “…is to beat it
into submission”
In 1969, these are some things that many, if not most, Americans had come
to accept:
1. Commerce and industry may be sinister and must be monitored
2. Our primary public and private institutions often cannot be trusted to do the
right things
3. Our environment must be protected from unnatural pollution
In a way, all six of the above points were always accepted at some level by most
Americans, but the nature in which they converged profoundly shifted between
1962 and 1969. Consequently, important things would change as symbols
converged in a different pattern.
The Cuyahoga River begins around Akron, Ohio, and flows through Cleveland
as it enters Lake Erie. It was a century-old symbol of admirable and successful
industry and production. The shores along the river were lined with factories and
chemical houses pumping waste directly into the river as they batched chemicals
and manufactured products. By the time of the Civil War, the river was industrially polluted. The first time the river was so burdened with chemicals that it
caught fire was in 1868. As the years went on, the river became more and more
toxic and fires on the river were frequent. Every few years the river would burst
into flames.
By the 1950s, the only thing living in the river was algae. If a worker fell into
the river, he or she would be immediately rushed to an emergency room. There
were even few rats in the industrial buildings near the river because the toxic
water had killed them off.
In 1952, the river literally exploded, burning boats, dropping a bridge, and
igniting many riverfront buildings. It was news for a short time but no one
seriously tried to change anything. They just rebuilt more of the same. The river
was a proud symbol of industrial progress. A Cleveland brewery even named its
premier beer, “Burning River.”
Then, on June 22, 1969, the river caught fire again. It was a minor blaze, and
to this day there is no photograph of the fire because it was extinguished before
any reporters arrived on the scene. There was some minor damage to one bridge.
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This was 1969, however, not Rachel Carson’s 1962, and the electronic and print
media approached things differently, as did most Americans. Symbols converged
in a seriously different pattern.
Time magazine put on its cover what proved to be an inaccurate picture of
a burning river, railing against industrial pollution and corporate/regulatory
disregard for our environment, safety and health. The photograph, which later
became an iconic symbol of Earth Day, was likely of one river’s previous fires,
probably from 1952.
Popular songs were dedicated to the river tragedy, including, Burn On, by
Randy Newman, and, River of Fire, by Scott Pratt. News stories and dramatic
storylines in movies and on television began to focus on ecological degradation.
This somewhat minor incident inspired an avalanche of national water
management reforms, including the Clean Water Act and the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement. Beyond water, per se, it is considered the incident that inspired
creation of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency. Beliefs changed and
profound new categories of behaviors and regulations were the result.
It was the same population, the same country, even the same thing happening
with the same river. The difference was that the symbols involving an industrially
polluted river catching fire now converged in a completely different pattern, and
everything changed.
Why were things interpreted so differently in 1969? In a way, the short answer
is “1968.” Of course, it wasn’t really just one year, but 1968 was remarkable in
that America experienced events causing seismic shifts in America’s controlling
symbols and values. Governing symbols would converge in fundamentally
different ways.
It was a year of upheaval and violence, pushed dramatically into every
American living room through newsprint and radio, and especially through the
now ubiquitous high-resolution, dramatically-colorful television.
This eventful year began with the Vietnam War hitting a milestone in violence
with the January Tet Offensive. The American people had been told consistently
that we were winning the war in Vietnam, but now much of Vietnam erupted in
destabilizing violence, including an assault on the American Embassy in Saigon.
It appeared the whole Vietnamese nation was spiraling into chaos. It was then that
the paragon of trust in American news personalities, the somber but approachable
CBS Nightly News anchor, Walter Cronkite, returned from Vietnam and shocked
the American people by proclaiming on national television that the war was
actually in a destructive stalemate. America had been misled by its military and
political leadership.
Then, in February, the number of American casualties in Vietnam climbed
to a threshold of over 14,000. By the middle of March, tens of thousands of baby
boomers took to the streets in violent and photogenic protests. If the Civil War had
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“What the hell is going on
over there? I thought we
were winning the war.”
Walter Cronkite speaking
to CBS executives prior
to going national with
his stunning negative
critique of how American
was conducting itself in
Vietnam.
By ZUMAPress, Inc. / Alamy Stock Photo

turned brother against brother, the Vietnam War seemed to be turning young
people against the traditional values of adults. Now, the social hemorrhaging was
being reported nightly, in just about real time, into every American home.
In April 1968, beloved civil rights leader, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was
assassinated by a white supremacist. The nation’s major urban areas, already torn
by racial divisions, erupted into flames and violence.
In May, thousands of human rights activists and under-served ethnic groups
converged on Washington, establishing what they termed, Resurrection City. On
the National Mall, America’s iconic, gleaming pool and monumental statuary
on the expansive green before the Lincoln Memorial took on the destabilizing
appearance of a Third World refugee camp.
In June, New York Sen. Robert Kennedy, who was running for the Democratic
presidential nomination on a platform focusing on national failures and need for
reform, was also assassinated.
In August, the Democratic presidential nominating convention in Chicago
turned violent with confrontations between police and protesters. Televised
coverage of what looked like national insurrection was pumped out nightly.
In September, even the iconic Miss America Pageant became the scene of near
violent disruptions by vocal feminists, who protested the indignity of “…subordinating women through this pathetic pornographic display.”
By October, a significant portion of the ethnic rights movements migrated
into the Black Panthers and the Chicano Brown Berets, both of which seemed
to advocate actual violence against established American institutions. At the
Olympic Games in Mexico City, black American athletes raised gloved fists and
hung their heads during the playing of the national anthem.
Americans now saw the world through new electronic medium-enhanced
prisms and its symbols and values were rapidly reordered. How the population
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Grim Realization—listening to his
son-in-law describe the death of a
brother soldier in Vietnam, amid
violent urban riots and a hemorrhaging America, President Lyndon
Johnson wept. America’s controlling
symbols were breaking down.
Source: LBJ Media Kit

reacted to events like a natural river catching on fire from industrial pollution was
a reflection of primary symbols converging in a new pattern.
As new mediums of communication moved to the front of human interactions, the way in which symbols converged changed…then we changed.
The resolution becomes: Which set of symbolic convergences will dominate
the competing belief systems and will consequently drive individual or group
actions? It works that way for people, neighborhoods, and nations. It also worked
that way in our pre-history. Even though we can’t unravel the specifics of beliefs
and governance, relevant symbolic convergences were driving the human story
then, as now.

V. Becoming Human
The Axial Age

The face of Vishnu, the Axial Age Hindu “protector of the good” at Angkor Wat.

The Axial Age is man’s reaching beyond himself by growing
aware of himself as incorporated in the whole of being.
KARL JASPERS
THE ORIGIN AND GOAL OF HISTORY 1949

The Axial Age is disembedding oneself from all social and
other worldly bonds in the search for the absolute.
KAREN ARMSTRONG
T H E G R E AT T R A N S F O R M AT I O N 2 0 0 6

With greater access to enhanced written communications between 3,000 and
2,000 years ago (two or three inches or 6.35 cm), we can now reconstruct the
nature of the symbolic convergences involving emerging beliefs and behaviors.
They were being locked in place and charting cultural rules for much of humanity.
It was then that the different patterns for our current primary belief systems were
set in motion. They have contributed to guiding much of human activity ever since.
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These shifts in belief were contemporaneous with a change in human communications, especially with more sophisticated and widely distributed writings. Now,
thoughtful concepts of preferred conduct, as well as our place in existence, could
be described and shared more widely with depth and precision. These written
propositions could be distributed over large geographic areas and preserved over
time. Distortion would continue, but be minimized. With mass distribution of
foundational or sacred writings, we can understand the belief systems that have
influenced—and continue to influence—what humanity has become.

If there is an axis in history, we must find it…
The spiritual progress which took place between 800 BCE
and 200 BCE seems to constitute such an axis. It was then
that man, with whom we live today, came into being.
KARL JASPERS 1883–1969

Like Professor Bormann, Professor Karl Jaspers was a post-World War II,
highly respected academic who searched out answers to the forces that guide the
human condition. He was also influenced by the secular progress and the simultaneous, institutionalized intolerance and sweeping violence that defined the first
half of the 20th Century.
Prof. Bormann focused on the rhetorical and communication paradigms of
shifting symbolic convergences that had rapidly bestowed power upon dictators
like Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin.
Prof. Jaspers, in turn, focused on the beliefs and values that had triggered the
vicious social dynamics which, empowered by new technologies, seemed to be
ushering in a terrifying new human destiny.
As a German citizen and physician, Prof. Jaspers had closely experienced
the ghastly traumas of both world wars. He was driven to search out the human
motivations that had so brutally played out in his lifetime. Now, they ominously
overshadowed the Cold War world, with atomic and eventually nuclear weapons
threatening humanity’s existence.
What were the roots of the socially destructive symbolic convergences that
had driven the new, fantastically efficient engines of the modern world toward
barbarity?

Humans, we now know, are moralistic actors…committed to
sacred beliefs that express their identity; and are driven by
conflicting inclinations toward revenge and reconciliation.
STEVEN PINKER
P R O F E S S O R O F P S Y C H O L O G Y, H A R VA R D
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Prof. Jaspers identified values and themes in humanity’s historic past that were
now surfacing and surging in viciously destructive patterns as new technological
threats began to define modernity. The governing worldviews were products of
the most accepted propositions of belief, especially, but not limited to, religions.
They desperately required understanding.
Jaspers came to believe that there had been an historic period in human
history that had profoundly altered the nature of literally being “human.” He used
the term “Axial Age,” which had been used by previous historians in a somewhat
different context. He believed that approximately 2,200 to 2,800 years ago a
number of separate Eurasian cultures came to perceive the world and their place
in it in a profoundly different context.
The new concepts included, among others, the observation and logic-driven
written Treatise of Greco-Romans; the concept of an all-powerful, human-sensitive deity among Jewish prophets; advances in the guiding themes of the Hindu/
Indic rhythms of existence; the powerful and serene teachings of Confucius; and
the ego-mitigating detachment of the Buddha. These transcendental perceptions
of the human role in existence would become institutionalized through foundational writings, some of which have become identified as sacred. Humanity would
follow several new paths, and cultures would profoundly redefine themselves.
Prof. Jaspers’ personal history and character unquestionably influenced both
his focused drive to understand humanity and his eventual insights.
Jaspers was a brilliant and ethically courageous person. As a psychiatric
physician who held a teaching position at the University of Heidelberg, he
maintained what his biographers describe as, “…an unblemished record as an
anti-Nazi.” This was not an easy path for an intellectual in pre-War Germany.
His opposition to Hitler and the rise of fascism was as never-wavering as it was
dangerous. Just one quick step ahead of internment, he expatriated from Nazi
Germany to Switzerland, where he taught psychotherapy until the defeat of the
Nazi regime.
In 1945, immediately after the end of the war, Jaspers returned to post-War
Germany to continue his teaching in Heidelberg. His first rather stunning lecture
to students focused on their needing to directly face the fate of German Jews. He
clearly stated that individual guilt absolutely included the obscenity of passively
standing mute in the face of human atrocity.
He had painfully lived through the Nazi extermination of innocent men,
women and children of the “wrong” ethnicity. He had also seen the horrific consequences of the Allied firebombing of Dresden civilians and understood the real
consequences of unleashing atomic or nuclear weapons if the Cold War slipped
out of control. Even Winston Churchill lamented that the age of modernity, with
all its advantages, might also be ushering in a dark period in human history.
Prof. Jaspers wrote that the, “ascent of beliefs,” upon which a troubled civilization
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was presently based, required examination. Ancient and vicious human values
had been awakened and handed ghastly new powers.
He used the term, “Axial Age,” to define this period in history when our
governing propositions of belief were set in place through the availability of
foundational writings and sacred texts.
In the Axial Age, new world views and guidelines for conduct were codified in
a variety of unique styles of writing and publishing. As Prof. Jaspers noted, each
of the major belief propositions was carried along by supportive, standardized
writings. The new medium of widespread, hand-copied publishing had significantly impacted individuals and cultures.

Writing - The art of communicating thoughts to the mind,
through the eye is the great invention of the world.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Technically, writing, per se, had been around in some form for several
thousands of years in Eurasia prior to the Axial Age. Yet, this change in approach
to beliefs corresponded with new technologies that enabled much wider distribution to an increasingly literate population. Mass production of parchment
made writings far more available. Paper had been invented in China and was
being distributed throughout Eurasia. New formulas for ink and improvements in
standardized distribution and writing formats allowed for organized mass publication of information. Writings were being reproduced through organized teams
of hand copying scribes and sometimes published on a semi-industrial scale. The
position of scribe had become an institutionalized profession, and written information flowed as never before.
The result was rapidly growing literacy supported by increased commerce and
the necessity for managing transactions in increasingly complex and productive
endeavors.
The situation was unique. Humanity had tried to communicate through
making marks on surfaces since early Neanderthal times. We can’t be certain
what the Neanderthals’ scratching on turtle shells meant, or the many molded
and drawn, human-like images we find throughout early Eurasia. However, it
became clear that, as communities expand to a certain point in development,
they naturally seek out technologies to memorialize information and concepts
with greater precision.
There has been a long-playing scholarly debate regarding whether symbols,
which can be accurately interpreted as “writing,” initially emerged in India, the
Middle East, or Egypt.
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Which culture “was first” is less important than understanding what our
ancestors were writing. Initially, they wrote pragmatic instructions, orders for
things, and especially information for gathering taxes. Only gradually did those
new mediums evolve to be capable of discussing and promoting concepts dealing
with belief.
Although it occurred much later in history, and as societies evolved, Eurasia
wasn’t the only region where this cultural drive to precisely memorialize messages
emerged. Among the Maya in Central America, dating from around 300 BCE,
thousands upon thousands of carved or written symbols of stylized figures or
glyphs are constantly being discovered. What they meant remained a mystery
until the 1980s, when Harvard anthropologists, with support from Soviet linguists
and Apple computer technology, permitted us to decipher these writings. We can
now read and study what has become a remarkable history of life and interactions among Mayan people and their predecessors, the Olmec, in pre-Columbian
Central America.
In Mexico, Native Americans created elaborate pictures that probably did not
constitute “writing” in terms of precision, but when studied in context and in
sequence, even abstract messages start to come through.
The Inca in South America developed another form of memorialized communication to maintain accurate historic records and provide guidelines for agricultural practices and tax collection. They developed a complex system for using
uniquely colored strands of yarn of different lengths, bundling them in certain
ways to provide interpretable information. For a time following their conquest by
the Spanish, these colored yarns were used by Spanish colonial governments to
maintain a stable flow of taxation of the subjugated populations. Eventually, the
Spanish introduced their own Westernized accounting system and the yarns were
unceremoniously burned, thereby destroying centuries of pre-Columbian history.

This ancient
Maya writing
has no connection
to Eurasia but
provides technical
information and
expresses complex
human values and
religious insights.
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Spanish priests were amazed at the sorrow of the Incas, who watched centuries of
their carefully archived history go up in flames.
At a certain point of development, there simply is an inherent cultural drive to
communicate both practical and, eventually, deeper matters, with precision over
space and time.
Now, as this Axial Age in Eurasia memorialized its beliefs, we have a response
to Prof. Ian Morris’ frustrating lament, “What were these guys doing?” Through
archaeological endeavors, which are becoming more and more illuminating, we
can better understand the foundations of modern man’s primary propositions of
belief.
Perhaps we could now, with effort, come to better know, as Prof. Jaspers put
it, “…man with whom we live today.”

VI. Establishing
Propositions of Belief
Seeking Our Better Angels

After the Second World War ended, many thoughtful people, along with Professors
Bormann and Jaspers, tried to comprehend 20th Century global, organized
violence. The unparalleled scope of savagery had emerged alongside established
religious beliefs, in tandem with amazing advances in science and technology.
Now, for the first time in human history, with 20th Century weaponry, self-destruction of our species was a real possibility. We had the theoretical ability to
blow much of the crust off the earth and unleash levels of radiation lethal to
planetary life.
In terms of religious faith propositions providing humanity direction,
nominally “religious” nations, along with others promoting Atheism (Communists), and a master race destiny (Fascists), demonstrated similar uncontrolled
violence toward one another.
If the Quran, the Bible, the Talmud, the Hindu Upanishads, the Analects of
Confucius, Das Kapital, Mein Kampf, or even A Way of Awakening of the Buddha,
had not been able to put a damper on the global carnage, to what could humanity
now turn?
Science alone did not seem the default solution.
The most educated nation in Europe, probably the world, was pre-war Nazi
Germany. In Asia, the Shinto-influenced Japanese empire was the most developmentally organized and best educated nation in Asia.
It was science that introduced the evolutionary concept of natural selection,
which some took to extremes, believing God or nature had endowed a master
race. It hadn’t been all that large a step for the self-defined master race to accept a
destiny of coldly using modern technology to degrade, dominate and, eventually,
exterminate “inferior humans.” Pseudo-science approaches to natural selection
could blend with religious faith propositions in promoting selective human extermination. As Hitler put it in an interview with reporter Richard Breitis in 1931:
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“I am convinced that I am acting as the agent of our Creator. By fighting off the
Jews, I am doing the Lord’s work.”
It was science that provided the technical means to efficiently sink oceangoing vessels by stealth, consequently drowning thousands and starving millions.
It was science and technology that opened the gates to firebomb civilians with
ghastly incendiaries that represented the closest imaginable environment to hell
on earth. Now, science had given opposing belligerent superpowers the capacity
to unleash atomic and then hydrogen-nuclear weapons. If nuclear war emerged,
it might be superficially based on resources or survival posturing. Yet, I believe
that Professors Jaspers and Bormann would more accurately place the real cause
with dogmatic propositions of belief, supported by deeply ingrained, reawakened,
symbolic convergences.
It’s not surprising that many other deep-thinking people in the latter half of
the 20th Century were driven to contemplate the nature of dangerous, human
belief-driven motivations. It might just be possible that, if we understood both
the fundamentals of human social behavior and paths for calling upon reasonable
belief propositions, we could work our way through this pending global horror.
In June of 1945, as Dr. Robert Oppenheimer removed his protective eyewear
having witnessed Trinity—the first detonated atomic bomb—his troubled mind
defected to a religious faith proposition. As if in a trance, he whispered an ancient
quotation from the Hindu Bagavad-Gita, the oldest of recorded Axial Age sacred
texts:
“Now I am become death, the destroyer of worlds.”
As the Cold War took hold, a series of introspective books on religion and
belief were published, some within the academic community, some aimed at the
more sophisticated reading public.
In 1945, the philosopher/writer Aldous Huxley published, The Perennial
Philosophy, which strove to search out a common set of religious values that
might provide humanity responsible direction. Four years later, Joseph Campbell,
Professor of Literature, Sarah Lawrence College, authored, The Hero with 1000
Faces. His work beautifully provided an archiving of comparable contemporary
religious myths and beliefs to better guide us through a dangerous age.
The book that likely had the most impact, particularly in academic circles,
was Hudson Smith’s 1958 work, The Religious Man, a carefully organized and well
researched history of contemporary religion, and a subtle but impassioned plea
that humanity search through its beliefs and “wisdom traditions” to find or create
higher and more coherent ethical standards for human conduct.
Nobel Laureate author, Samuel Beckett, had traveled throughout Germany after
leaving Oxford at the time Hitler and fascism were taking power. He developed an
abhorrence of institutionalized fascism. An Irish citizen, an accomplished athlete, and
respected author with a Nordic appearance, Beckett was allowed to take up residence
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in Paris after its Nazi occupation. He wrote by day and fought Nazis with the French
Resistance by night. Eventually a price was put on his head and, like Prof. Jaspers,
he barely escaped capture and execution. For his bravery and sacrifice, the French
government awarded him the Croix de Guerre for valor, a singular military honor
for foreigners.
After the war, Beckett returned to Ireland to collect his thoughts and refocus.
His writing changed. He authored several powerful pieces focusing on the dark
side of the postwar world. His grim theatrical play, Endgame, related the story of
an apocalypse as the tragic result of failed human interrelationships and humanity’s inability to cope with the challenges of the emerging modern world.
Like Samuel Beckett, British writer George Orwell was hostile toward fascism
and left Britain to fight as a volunteer in Spain against the Nazi-supported Spanish
fascists. Interestingly, he also distrusted Communism and made an effort to avoid
fighting alongside communist antifascist brigades.
Orwell was seriously wounded and, while convalescing, conceived of, and
in 1941 published, the hauntingly powerful societal introspective book, Animal
Farm. Following the end of the Second World War, in 1949, he published the
popular and terrifying dystopian novel, Nineteen Eighty-Four. The book envisions
a society, utilizing Churchill’s “perverted lights of science,” that enslaves humanity
in totalitarian, mind-numbing captivity. The tools of “Big Brother” are advanced
electronic media. This includes radio propaganda, which by law must be listened
to, and television in homes, which defines “truth” while it watches the watchers.
Both in the academic and lay postwar community, there was an overshadowing, grim sense of doom confronting humanity.
It was in this climate that Professors Jaspers and Bormann turned their
respective intellects toward understanding the prevailing propositions of belief
and the process through which consequent belief-based convictions control
human conduct.
Could we chart a better future if we understood the nature of why and how we
believe? First, we need to stand back and realistically get a handle on what we believe.

Belief is natural—it comes partly from the way
our minds are hardwired.
TA N YA L U H R M A N N
S TA N F O R D A N T H R O P O L O G I S T

Especially since the discoveries at Gobekli Tepe, we have looked more
carefully for subtle signs of prehistoric beliefs. In the Paleolithic era, 300,000 to
30,000 years ago (25 to 2.5 feet or 7.6 m to .76 m), we observe complex ceremonial
burial practices commonplace throughout huge geographic areas in Eurasia. As
mentioned, this involved ceremonial rubbing of the deceased with pigments,
consisting of a blend of iron oxides and sometimes cinnabar, the latter often
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imported over great distances.
The only reasonable interpretation is that an important ceremony-related
belief system had been communicated and proselytized throughout Western
Eurasia.
Later, in the upper Paleolithic, around 25,000 to 20,000 years ago (1.75 feet or
.84 m), we find hundreds of somewhat similar, miniature figurines of women with
enlarged breasts, hips, and thighs carefully carved out of polished stone, wood, and
ivory. These have been termed, “Venus Figurines,” and are now generally accepted
as religious in meaning, likely supporting a relationship to fertility.
Of course, we don’t know with precision what the figurines represented, but
in her publication, When God Was a Woman, historian Merlin Stone makes a
reasonable case that they represent something connected to sacred life-giving
powers, perhaps a Mother Earth. The belief system supporting their creation
was successfully spread throughout much of the emerging Eurasian civilization.
Communication mediums were limited to voice, visual presence, and repetition.
Still, we now understand that religious faith propositions spread, likely incorporating art and ceremony to enrich the symbolic message. Proselytizing beliefs
seems to be ingrained in humanity.
By 3,000 to 2,000 years ago (2.5 inches or 6.4 cm), various Eurasian cultures
had evolved to a point where there was progressively expanding trade and the
consequent sharing of information and worldviews across Mediterranean,
Indic, and Asian cultures. This process created and was supported by somewhat
standardized coinage and especially by more refined and frequent use of written
communications and higher levels of literacy. Within Eurasia, various propositions of belief emerged, with some spreading quickly, often sporadically, through
proselytization. A significant difference was that writings offered a sort of stamp
of permanence or semi-institutionalization of belief propositions. There would be
foundational writings and sacred texts, many of which are, at least in part, with us
today. They have understandably made their way onto the internet and are bound
into the chemistry of emerging cyberspace.
When improved intercultural communications and the permanence of a
more accessible written word blended with the natural and ancient human drive
to promote and share beliefs, there emerged the Axial Age. The anatomy of the
prevailing religious faith propositions would be influenced by new communication mediums as they created what Prof. Bormann would describe as widely
accepted cultural symbolic convergences. While there were and are thousands of
unique “religions,” only a few Axial Age religious faith propositions would come
to significantly dominate and influence humanity into modernity.
As use of the Silk Road became exceptionally well-traveled, pumping products
and sharing innovations and philosophies among Asia, India, and Mediterranean
cultures, the nature of Eurasia changed. Through time and space, the drive to
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communicate with precision enabled more effective commercial and social interactions. Belief propositions could now spread geographically and be preserved
over distance and time. Written records now allow us, at some level, to follow
what was going on with emerging humanity. We at last can now partially understand “What these guys were doing.”
Eurasian empires rose and fell, often influencing the destiny of their favored or
out-of-favor belief propositions. The governing dynasties of China had competing
approaches to perceptions of life and existence, expressed most specifically through
Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism, all of which emerged in the Axial Age. The
massive Persian Empire at first accepted and supported early Christianity, then
they persecuted Christians in a drive to lock in more traditional, Axial Age-enhanced Persian Zoroasterism. The Western and Eastern Greco-Roman Empires
saw its (often dysfunctional) family pantheon of Olympian gods in tension with
new era religions and the quasi-scientific Treatises-oriented thinking. The Mauryan
Empire in India had to survive a tense, often hostile balance between Hindu sects
and Buddhism. For a time, the major ruling monarchy tried to accommodate
both.
A religious faith’s relationship to governing secular authority was obviously of
serious consequence. The Roman Empire first tolerated, then persecuted, and finally,
powerfully endorsed Christianity. The Christian Roman Emperor Constantine,
in 330 CE, warned the Persians that the followers of Zoroaster had to stop persecuting Christians or face the wrath of Rome. In India, a charismatic Buddhist monk
converted an influential Hindu monarch to a path of peace and fulfillment through
Buddhism. Understandably, the conversion followed an especially destructive
era of conflict among Indic sects. Yet, there were non-Imperial forces influencing
an environment in which propositions of belief would rise or fall. Eurasia was
becoming secularly and intellectually more advanced, allowing Axial Age beliefs
environments in which to expand. They would displace Animistic*-based beliefs
and then compete with one another.
The increasingly sophisticated concept of contract, strongly supported by the
introduction of coinage, enabled the technological capacity to write and publish
for large numbers. Coinage and contracts fostered faster growth and more productive sharing of skills and information. Everything changed, including belief
propositions.
When Harvard Economic Professor John Kenneth Galbraith published
his seminal book, Money, he supported viewing money as essentially a form
of highly efficient, contractually oriented communication. Money expedited
rapid, sometimes complex, exchange arrangements. If a society had an agreed
upon value directly connected to a defined symbol, e.g. fur pelts, bolts of silk,
*Animism - The attribution of a soul to animals, plants and inanimate objects and natural
phenomena, i.e. weather.
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precious metal coinage, a piece of paper with a publicly certified value, or even
controlled electronic impulses, this “money” would promote temporal progress.
What emerges is a profound acceleration in complex and productive covenants
or “contracts.” Contract sophistication and standardized coinage evolved simultaneously with Axial Age beliefs. Their relationship is important. One did not
cause the other, but both resulted from enhanced quality of human contact and
communication. Things, services, and perspectives could be far more efficiently
expressed and shared.
Contracting is fundamental to an evolving humanity. To get a conceptual
handle on the power of contracts and money, identify virtually any object within
your present line of vision. Then consider how it came to be. In my case, it is the
stapler on my desk.
Incorporated in my stapler are around 15
components that I can see. They are made
of plastic, rubber and metal. The components came from different parts of the world
through different means of transportation. The
components and how they got to where they could
be assembled and distributed were made possible by written contractual agreements, triggering sophisticated guidelines for design, mining, molding, milling,
assembly, packaging and, finally, marketing/sales/shipping/delivery. At all levels
of production, written contractual guidelines made possible by the lubricant,
“money,” allowed the stapler to efficiently land on my desk. So, I got my stapler
thanks to the efforts of hundreds of people who will never know (or likely be
aware of) each other through the concepts of contract and money.
In the Axial Age, contract and coinage came to life, which at their best would
even work across cultures with significantly different beliefs. The Silk Road,
connecting Asia, India and the Mediterranean, became a turbo-charged trade
route. Our ancestors could not yet create a stapler, but the efficiencies of contract,
coinage, trade, production, and writing were enriching the human condition with
a new, higher order of complex things and concepts.
Secular progress in the Axial Age involved acceptance of three concepts:
money, contract, and a drive to produce and distribute goods/services. These
could only function effectively on a large, efficient scale with common usage of
writing and regulated commercial conduct. This new level of human communication ushered in a dramatically enhanced quality of life. The shift is comparable
to what we are now experiencing with internet/cyberspace.
It was in this era of rapid worldly progress that, simultaneously, a drive toward
belief and proselytizing also started to embrace new dimensions. It was here that
Prof. Jasper identified the rise of modern foundations of today’s major, established propositions of belief.
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Several distinctly unique propositions of religious faith and belief emerged
and spread somewhat erratically over huge distances in Eurasia. The singular
artifact that most supported new religious faith propositions was the creation of
foundational and sacred texts.
Once a standardized written language was in place, messages could be
imprinted on wood, stone, and eventually, processed reeds (papyrus). Then, along
came parchment and vellum from animal skins, and finally paper. As stated previously, paper seems to have been invented in China. Legend refers to a Chinese
courtier observing wasps creating a hive of tissue and learning to batch the inner
bark of mulberry bushes, along with rags and resin, to manufacture “paper.”
Parchment, wood, and papyrus were still being used, and they too, were often
mass produced, as were new generations of inks and applicators, or brushes.
Soon, manufactured writing material was traded as a commodity. The Silk
Road enabled the spread of a new generation of writing materials in Asia, India
and Europe. Slowly, most Eurasian cultures learned how to mass produce different
versions of paper-like material and, as with the control of fire, humanity changed.
Once writing material was widely available, communication exploded and
civilizations advanced. Proclaimed laws had been memorialized in written form for
centuries. The Code of Hammurabi, which specified civic rules and criminal laws
ranging from guidelines for divorce to penalties for poor building construction,
had been in place since 1754 BCE. They had been imprinted on seven-foot stone
monuments in major and minor cities throughout the Babylonian Empire. Now,
with writing material, a semi-permanent memorial could be replaced with more
detailed and responsive guidelines. Rules to live by could be mass produced,
distributed widely, and more easily adjusted as situations and values evolved.
We now see medical libraries and new medical texts sharing perspectives on
remedies and pharmacology. In construction, the creation of specifications and
early blueprints emerge, including geometric stress points for safeguarding heavy
construction of grain bins, bridges, fortifications, and religious facilities. The
Biblical Old Testament tries to compute Pi, an important concept for construction,
and comes close. In Gaul (France), we see complex working arrangements spelled
out in enforceable material and labor contracts. This permitted investment in large
project ventures such as the development of manufacturing facilities or underwriting shipping and overland trade. We even find systems involving banking
and credit.
It is at this point in history that Karl Jaspers detects a seismic change in Eurasia’s
propositions of belief and religious faith. Many religion historians and cultural
anthropologists had observed that religious faith propositions in preliterate or
pre-Axial Age societies typically focus on what has been termed, “Animism.”
In Latin, Animism is directly translated as “breath, spirit, or living.” Its meaning
regarding religious faith propositions involves believing that natural objects hold
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an essence apart from their material existence. Conceptually, it postulates that
entities like animals, plants, mountains, rivers, and weather contain discretionary
living forces that may be approached as supernatural entities, typically to support
temporal human fulfillment. Food, health, safety, and individual or cultural status
are typically sought through appeals to these animated life forces.
In primitive human societies, precarious struggles for survival were directly
and obviously connected to elements in nature that had constant and often
absolute control over human life. Social institutions of the era had only minimal
buffering capacity to enrich or protect individuals. Pre-Axial Age populations
were at the nearly total mercy of the natural environment. A default to belief
systems involving an appeal to forces in nature for pragmatic advantage made
sense.
A merchant in the Roman Empire era authored a manual on how to manage a
caravan over primitive areas along the Silk Road connecting India and the Mediterranean. He diligently reported on the religious faith propositions of the preliterate
tribes and cultures other merchants would encounter. Some, he informed his
readers, would worship cranes, others, fish, and still others, eagles.
Well into the Axial Age, the Egyptians maintained a sacred living crocodile
in human luxury, including adorning it in precious metals and jewels, in addition
to seeing to its every physical need. It was a worshipful appeal to the Nile River,
which they believed the chosen crocodile could influence. The annual flow
patterns of the Nile determined starvation or abundance. The river was a god,
and reverence toward the chosen crocodile was a pathway to communicate with
and influence the Nile.
Even today, many belief propositions find connecting with the natural world
a path to fulfillment. The Shinto religious faith, prominent in Japan with over 100
million followers, preserves a sacred approach to entities of the natural world. It
can respectfully be defined as, in part, Animistic. Certain contemporary Christian
groups support and focus on “prosperity religious faith,” which connects support
of their religious faith propositions and institutions with personal temporal
wealth. Of course, this secular prospering is identified as secondary to achieving
transforming Christian salvation, but, as in traditional Animism, worldly benefits
are incorporated within this belief system.
The various Axial Age religious faith propositions were significantly different
from each other, but in certain ways, unique from what had come before. The
propositions that survived would set humanity on a new course, which Karl
Jaspers struggled to understand. What was driving and controlling humanity?
What had supported modern, civilized societies’ participation in two catastrophic
world wars and was now poised on the threshold of global annihilation?
Initially, Jaspers scrutinized the work of two German historians and philosophers, Victor von Straub and Ernst von Lasaulx, who had published in pre-Nazi
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German academia. They had both documented a hypothetical time period when
independent and different types of religious faith and other belief propositions
had established themselves in Persia, India, China, among Jewish prophets, and
within the Greco-Roman world. Something important, they felt, had happened
to humanity.
As Prof. Jaspers studied their work, he began to delve into the specifics of
the propositions which had emerged. He identified several common characteristics:
1. Transcendence. While substantially different from each other, all focused on
moving (or ascending) toward dimensions beyond the observable material
world.
2. Approaching the Unseen. While past belief propositions had essentially
been appeals to natural forces for individual or cultural flourishing, these
new approaches pushed toward deep connections with unseen dimensions of
enhanced awareness. These Axial Age propositions were not aiming to “feed
the gods,” as Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor put it, but to connect with
the “essence of existence.”
3. Foundational or Sacred Writings. Over the centuries, these belief systems
modified, but each had been memorialized and strongly built upon through
revered, reproducible writings. As we approached modernity, these core
propositions of belief were guiding humanity in fundamentally consistent
patterns, compatible with original insights. They were stabilized by principal
guiding publications, a medium of communication identified as foundational,
or sacred texts.
Other characteristics of these new religious faith propositions were that
they typically included guidelines for secular living, along with transcending
beyond secular quality of life matters. Another general consistency was that these
successful new religious faiths would be open to all, not only the elite, or special
ethnic or cultural groups. There were exceptions, including Judaism and Zoroasterism, both of which adopted Axial Age religious faith propositions in concept,
but neither became one of the most prominent world religious faith groupings.
Often there was an appeal to a higher authority, (not always gods or a god),
and confidence that a force or enlightened path would be consistent throughout
time and space.
Without the incentive to proselytize widely, the followers of Zoroasterism
were eventually pushed out of Persia by Islam, where Zoroasterism had been the
militantly enforced state religion for centuries. The post-Axial Age propositions
of the prophet Zoroaster incorporated a sophisticated concept of good and evil
and a powerful, singular God. Much of Zoroasterism dogma and legends can
be found in the Jewish, Christian, and Islamic writings, including the story of
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God’s wrath and Noah’s Ark. Today, there are only around 3.5 million followers of
Zoroaster, mostly in India. They not only do not proselytize their religious faith,
but also restrict membership to those born into or who marry into the religious
faith. Judaism also does not proselytize to spread its religious faith. Historically,
Jewish leaders have often discouraged outsiders converting to Judaism. Presently,
traditional followers of Judaism number less than 15 million, compared to 2,200
million Christians and 1,600 million followers of Islam, both of which have clear
foundations in the Axial Age Jewish prophets.
Given the basic differences in emerging major belief propositions, it is understandable that there would be aggressive competition and sometimes serious
conflict in the quest to evangelize converts. Sometimes the conflicts were with
the unaffiliated, typically those who followed non-Axial, Animistic religious
faith propositions. Serious competitions sometimes shifted into destructive and
eventually violent interactions among Axial Age followers.
As Oxford historian Peter Frankopan states in his 2015 masterful history The
Silk Road:

Intellectual and religious exchange had always been animated across
this region (Eurasia) now it became more complex and competitive.
Buddhism moved first and fastest as a cross-cultural proposition of religious
faith. Emerging in India, we find strong evidence of Buddhist communities among
the Therapeutai in Egypt, and later, Buddhist symbols and statuary in Scandinavian burial plots. Inspirational Buddhist monks vigorously proselytized this
new approach to the dynamics of coping with and becoming one with existence,
and the messages often took hold.
Local rulers could typically determine which propositions were accepted,
ignored, or outlawed. In the case of Buddhism, there were extraordinary adoptions
among rulers. Some rulers began to demand adherence to Buddhist religious faith
propositions and infrastructure by all peoples within their respective realms.
One of the largest empires to formally mandate adherence to Buddhism
was the Kushan Empire, which encompassed huge portions of Central Asia and
Northern India. However, the price of government support often involved serious
amendment of aspects of religious faith propositions. The Kushans supported the
Buddhist religious faith through creation of elaborate temples, or stupas (temples
“of the divine family”), as places for both religious reflection and for supporting
the training of proselytizing Buddhist monks.
They also altered the dynamics of the religious faith, including some fundamental covenants. Among other things, the temples were filled with Buddhist
scholars discussing, amending, and compiling new and sometimes non-traditional Buddhist texts. These were often translated into local languages, with the
goal of making them appealing to a growing literate audience. One of the sacred
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documents produced was the Lotus Sutra, which encouraged locals to donate
jewels and coins to the monasteries, assuring donors that their gifts would, “carry
them over oceans of sufferings.” Essentially, donations could smooth the path to
Nirvana. This concept contradicted the spirit of the initial Buddhist approach,
which involved an internal and socially detached focus on a personal, and a
non-materialistic connection with the transcendent. Among all the Axial Age
belief systems, financial support became entwined in spreading the religious
faith, if possible along with good relations with secular authority.
By the time Buddhist missionary monks traveled to Asia, they had perfected
patterns for supportively working with the controlling governments, securing
necessary financial infrastructure and institutionalizing their religious faith
perspectives. Between 400 CE and 500 CE, or 1,500 years ago (1.5 inches or 3.8
cm), Buddhism in several varying forms had become firmly established in China
and was in occasionally serious philosophic competition with the precepts of
long-established Confucianism.
While Buddhism remained present in the Indian subcontinent, it never could
seriously displace the intricate and humanly engaging dynamism of the Indic
religious faiths, often grouped under the term “Hinduism.” This was especially true
since Hindu perspectives, too, had reformatted as part of the Axial Age, with the
publication of the Upanishads and other introspective Axial Age Indic writings.
Around 80% of those living on the Indian subcontinent connect with Hinduism.
The other 20% or so are mostly followers of Islam. It often does not go well.
For a time, a branch of the followers of the Hindu way established themselves
in Indochina, particularly with the Khmer Empire in Cambodia. In Indochina,
they were eventually pushed aside by the expansive growth of Buddhism.
As Buddhism expanded in the East, so Christianity spread even faster in
the Middle East and began to penetrate even remote backward areas of Western
Europe. Christianity also found itself striving to positively connect with civic
authority when possible. The Roman Emperor Constantine, who, attributing a
military victory in 312 CE at the battle of Milvian Bridge to the Christian faith,
not only became a Christian, but also the world’s strongest protector/promoter of
Christianity. He enthusiastically institutionalized the Christian faith over much
of the Roman Empire. Christianity, later becoming the state religion of Rome, was
instrumental in the religious faith’s incredibly rapid growth. However, it was the
nature of the message and inherent commitment to spreading the religious faith
by Christian missionaries that took it far beyond the Roman Empire. At some
level, it spread erratically, penetrating into the depths of Arabia and Africa, into
Eastern Europe, and eventually into Northern Europe. It spread most successfully
throughout the Middle East and became established as far east as Northern India.
In Persia, organized Christianity attempted to and actually did institutionalize itself for a time, working successfully with Persian monarchs. Christian
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church leaders in the East formally sought advice and approval of the Persian
monarchy for bestowing leadership positions within their churches. Then,
Persian Christianity hit a crisis. There was a hard-core religious revival within
the formal Persian State Religion of Zoroasterism.
Christianity in Persia consequently experienced some of the most horrendous
persecutions in its troubled early history.
Zoroasterism was complex and ancient but, like other major religious faith
propositions, it had evolved during the Axial Age. The ceremonial worship of
fire and the sun seems to have transformed more toward embracing concepts
of transcendence, involving eternity, good versus evil, and subservience to
a singular, all powerful god. The leadership of the followers of Zoroaster were
typically controlled by the Persian monarchy, or possibly vice versa. The religious
faith became indistinguishable from government authority and was also often
seen as a religious faith available only to Persians.
Christianity, however, focused on conversion of anyone and everyone and
seemed remarkably immune to intimidation by threats of, and even actual, persecution. Many Christians seemed to stoically accept suffering as a sort of sacrament.
In the end, the Christian faith thrived while Zoroasterism rose and declined with
the Persian Empire. As mentioned, Persia eventually completely succumbed to
Islam, with the few remaining followers of Zoroasterism expatriating to India.
Christianity tried to work out relationships with civic authority and were
cognizant of the need for continual revenue to support their institutions of
religious faith. Both would lead to major problems but would also be a component
of the Christian faith’s becoming the most accepted religious faith proposition in
the world.
Buddhism and Christianity were the major post-Axial Age competitors. Yet,
they are significantly different in their religious faith propositions. Among other
things, the embedded, anchor Christian concepts of sin and salvation, or even the
presence of an all-powerful, singular God, are not meaningful in many Buddhist
traditions. The disconnect with the existence of a god personality and the social
detachment of Buddhism are foreign to Christians. There are, however, interesting commonalities. Buddhist and Christian approaches put a tremendous and
continual focus on publishing and distributing (and sometimes amending) their
sacred texts, often in contemporary languages, as tools for locking-in conversions of literate elites. Significantly, both also reached out to everyone, not just
a particular ethnicity or those with loyalty to a certain civic authority. Anyone
could be a “chosen person,” even the poor, the powerless, and those of any culture
or ethnicity.
So, as we entered the Sixth Century CE, primary Axial Age religious faiths
are expanding, leaving behind both pre-Axial religious faiths and the Axial
religious faiths that could not or would not successfully proselytize. The process
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is anchored in place through new communication mediums involving publishing
and increased literacy.
Buddhism and Christianity expanded with unprecedented vigor. Axial Age
Hinduism remained divided into unique and different groupings or sects, but
was permanently locked into the massive Indian subcontinent and became established in portions of Southeast Asia. In China and Asia, in general, Confucianism
Analects remained somewhat institutionalized as presenting preferred patterns
of social conduct and governance. However, their influence waxed and waned
with the predispositions of Chinese secular leadership. Asian Buddhism was
becoming accepted by many, alongside Confucianism and, to a lesser extent,
Taoism.
The Greco-Roman non-religious focus on the science-oriented Treatise was
also spreading in different patterns throughout the Mediterranean, but principally the Middle East.
Zoroasterism, Taoism, Jainism, Judaism, and a number of other religious
faith propositions influenced by the Axial Age would continue into the modern
era but with substantially fewer followers and proportionally reduced influence.
The Greco-Roman and Nordic pantheon of gods would slowly pass into history
but leave behind many of their lessons, perspectives and values. Some of their
ancient concepts would influence and blend with new, thriving religious faith
propositions. However, the often-squabbling family of Olympian deities, and the
somewhat more Axial Age-influenced Cult of Apollo, would fade into history.
In the year 610 CE, in a cave near the city of Mecca, the prophet Mohammed
began receiving a series of revelations and is commanded by an angel to “recite.”
The recitations became the Quran, the sacred text of Islam. In 622 CE, the year
Zero on the Islamic calendar, the recitations gave formal birth to the new religion
of Islam. The connection to the Judaic prophets and even to Christ was incorporated into the new religious faith, but the Quran was distinct in that it served as
a clear, direct, and divine message from the singular God, from Allah. This new
religious faith focused on the Quran and other supportive writings that defined in
detail a relationship to the transcendental. It also set out mandated behaviors of
people and nations. Over the next several centuries, Islam established itself over
much of the Middle East and was effectively pushing into portions of both India
and Asia. One day, it would push deeply into Southwestern and Eastern Europe.
The religious faith was spread by both conquest and conversion and represented
the last of the four dominating, present day, Axial Age religious faiths.
Somewhat similarly to Christianity and Buddhism, but far more strongly,
Islam focused on interaction with, and in some situations even control of, secular
governing authorities.
Like Confucianism, the Greco-Roman Treatise belief proposition was not a
competitive faith-based religion. The Treatise was an approach to understanding
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the world through observation and logic-based introspection. The format of the
Treatise became the foundational written texts out of which would emerge the
scientific method. The Treatise was not necessarily in competition with propositions of religious faith, but in time, that relationship would change.
The rise of Axial Age beliefs was enabled by preserved foundational and
sacred texts. These writings also allowed Prof. Jaspers to interpret what humanity
had believed, to better understand what we now believe and, consequently, what
we have become.
In each case, variations of these writings are with us still, guiding much
of humanity and directly or indirectly prescribing how we live, often through
formal regulation. They will play a sometimes subtle, but powerful role in how
we approach the age of cyberspace. Understanding something about these fundamental writings becomes important.

VII. Sacred and
Foundational Texts
Pivotal Writings Lock in Beliefs
And Regulations For Living

The Analects of Confucius
(475–221 B CE, REVISED IN MID HAN DYNAST Y 220–206 B CE)

The written Analects of Confucius…has wielded more
power over more people over more time than any other Scripture
with the possible exception of the King James Bible.
STEPHEN PROTHERO
PROFESSOR OF RELIGION, BOSTON UNIVERSITY

It’s embarrassing to read a Google search under “Confucius.” Page after page of
often racy “sayings” reduce some of humanities clearest and most profound philosophic thought into irreverent slap-stick. Actually, the historic Confucius may
have found this both understandable and entertaining. Historic records imply
that he was calm in the face of insult or irreverence and also had a sense of humor.
Briefly, Confucius was a traveling sort of “consultant” to local feudal states in
China. With his following of disciples, he visited, advised and, most importantly,
inspired the publishing of guidelines for promoting personal, family, community
and civic harmony. His focus was self-improvement, especially in support of
a productive, harmonious social order, often memorialized through formal
ceremonies. The Analects and other writings were recorded by his disciples
and were refined and expanded by subsequent followers. There are records of
his disciples risking their lives to protect and preserve the original written texts,
which eventually became, The Analects.
From time to time, Confucius’ writings have been banned and even publicly
burned in China, particularly under dictatorial, dynastic monarchs and, in the
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20th Century, under Chairman Mao’s Communist Revolutionary Government.
Interestingly, the study of his writings today is solidly endorsed by the People’s
Republic of China. It allows and even supports a number of Confucius-oriented
temples and educational institutions where the Analects and other writings are
the primary focus of study. Only five religions are officially recognized by the
People’s Republic of China. They include Buddhism, Taoism, Roman Catholicism, Protestantism, and Islam. The government accepts Confucian writings as
insightful contemplations, helpful for individual, family, and state harmony, but
not “religious.”
In the early stages of the Axial Age, there were many Chinese philosophers
whose writings had, and still have, influence, especially Lao Lie Tuz, the principal
author of writings supporting Taoism. Confucius, however, had and continues
to have, by far, the most impact with his guiding principles. These, over time,
probably have changed the least of any major Axial Age propositions of belief. He
was reluctant to comment on spirituality-oriented matters and has been interpreted to be neutral toward or even uncomfortable with scientific inquiry. Taken
to extremes, he seemed to have believed that a focus on understanding nature
could lead to being distracted from social obligations, disrespect for the wonders
of the world, and fostering a disconnect from the human community.
Until the post-World War II rise of communism, Confucius’ writings often
constituted the basis for Chinese civil service examinations and were widely
studied. Confucian thought has become institutionalized in many Asian nations
and is deeply entwined with fundamental Asian world views.
Eventually, there would be at least philosophic conflict with the introduction
of Buddhism into Asia from India. A key disparity relates to how one engages with
family and society. To the followers of Confucianism, such interactions are vital.
One must consistently connect in a supportive way with family, other individuals
and civic institutions. There is ritual and etiquette to soften any potential social
conflict, and the promotion of social values, including the Analects version of the
Golden Rule:

Do not impose on others what you yourself would not desire.
This contrasted with the Buddhist orientation toward internal focus and
exclusion of external “noise” or secular influences to achieve an enlightened state.
The Buddha himself abandoned his wife and child to pursue his contemplations.
The medium of the written word permitted Confucian insights to attain a
level of impact Confucius never realized in his life. Near death, he lamented his
lack of having real impact on humanity. Actually, his words and writings were
carried forward and eventually published by hand, then printed and distributed by
subsequent governments and publishing houses. In his analysis of Confucianism,
Boston University Professor of Religion Steven Prothero makes a solid case that
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much of recent Asian commercial success and the often-successful Asian approach
toward work and social cohesion are consequences of Confucian influence.
Like Socrates, Confucius chose not to publicly speculate on divinity or
sacred matters. He didn’t disbelieve in the unseen; he just felt his pivotal role and
temporal duty was to guide humanity toward deeper aspects of social interaction
with the rhythms of productive social existence.

The Bhayabherava Sutta of Buddhism
(550 +/- BCE)

If you meet the Buddha on the road, kill him!
ZEN MASTER LINJI

Not really, and certainly not literally. Zen Master Linji, founder of the
prominent Rinzai Buddhist sect, was making the point that if you begin on the
path to transcendental enlightenment and you meet someone, even the Buddha
himself, who tries to show you the way—see them as a threat! The path to enlightenment must be a uniquely personal discovery, achieved through a defined
process of intense and progressive contemplation.
Sometime around 550 BCE, the legendary Buddha, or the “Awakened One,”
went through an experience involving acceptance of human suffering and then
diminishing or eliminating it in one’s life through achieving enlightenment. The
pattern for attaining this state does not rely upon an appeal to a god or gods,
or a relationship with any specific supernatural entity. There are formulas that
guide the thinking and meditative process where one comes to a realization or
awakening. When the special state is achieved, there is “Nirvana,” a blissful,
otherworldly state, devoid of suffering.
The event that first fixed the Buddhist faith proposition in place in Eurasia
was its adoption by the Indian Emperor Asoka in 330 BCE. After a successful but
destructive and gruesome series of wars, the Buddhist concept of tranquility and
self-awareness was seen as an enlightened alternative to the emotion-driven hate
that had ravaged the Indian subcontinent.
Under Asoka, monuments to the Buddha and monasteries or “stupas of the
faithful” were created. Buddhist missionaries who were trained in the teachings
of Buddha would be supported in proselytizing the religious faith. There were
a number of written documents describing the transcendental meditation
processes; however, like Islam and Christianity, there emerged divergent sects
among Buddhist followers, and different written documents are translated and
approached quite differently.
The Bhayabherava Sutta, or “discourse on fear,” was arguably the Axial Age
document most important in initially spreading the word. However, it was the
monastery trained missionaries, with their saffron robes, shaved heads, and calm
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demeanor modeling a detached tranquility, who were critical to successfully
spreading Buddhism.
The missionaries taught that suffering is the consequence of being human, yet,
through a meditative process, an individual can attain a status where suffering is
not destructive or even painful, in a way where suffering actually will not exist.
Like Christianity in the Levant, Buddhism steadily declined during its first
millennium in its Indian homeland. It continued but did not compete favorably
with Hinduism, Jainism or, eventually, Islam. Later, written Buddhist sacred
texts and missionaries traveled to Asia, where the Buddhist approach to life took
root and today is an ingrained aspect of Asian thought. In Indochina, Buddhism
actually displaced an established version of Hinduism that had dominated the
area for generations.
There is a saying in China that one should attempt to be a Confucius at work,
a Taoist at play, but ultimately, a Buddhist at heart.

The Upanishads of Hinduism
When I have questions, I turn to the Upanishads.
NIELS BOHR
DA N I S H P H YS I C I S T / N O B E L L AU R E AT E

The paragon of Karl Jasper’s vision of Axial Age religious faith propositions,
i.e. shifting toward transcendence and away from appeals for earthly fulfillment,
is most clearly modeled in the transformative Hindu practices and beliefs
exemplified in the writings of the Upanishads.
In the Axial Age, the dominant Hindu faith in India, which had been firmly
established for thousands of years, shifted from a reliance on traditional rituals
and appeals for practical well-being to a focus on “Atman,” or the human soul, and
the “Brahman,” or ultimate reality.
The ancient Hindu faith proposition may involve accepting a powerful God
force or presence but focuses on hundreds of colorful gods and voluminous
writings, usually allegorical, which were and are designed to guide individuals
toward well-being in life and the afterlife.
The concept of multi-deities is a reach for many monotheists, followers of
Islam, Judaism and Christianity. The best way to approach the Hindu worldview
is first to understand that the interplay of their gods has little in common with
the pantheon of Greek or Norse gods. Among Indic faith propositions, sometimes
there is focus upon a single, more powerful and overriding spiritual entity, and
sometimes not. But there are always the “gods.” These gods are often only peripherally interested in human matters. But sometimes they are like Ganesha, a god
who acquired an elephant head and then sacrificed one of his tusks to make a
writing instrument and enrich humanity with sacred texts.
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To gain perspective on “gods,” consider congregations gathering in a mosque,
synagogue, or church, listening to a reading dealing with matters of religious faith
or conduct. What is being said may often be interpreted quite differently within
the mind of each listener. Congregants may each envision a somewhat different
message and, consequently, worship or focus on an unclear or unintended concept.
They likely even envision a singular God with significantly different natures. The
Hindu approach, in a way, connects more directly, giving deities clearly differentiating personas for modeling different approaches to life and existence. A follower
can select one of many deity-enriched stories upon which to contemplate, and the
theme or message will typically be perfectly clear and provide responsive insight.
The various gods may hold different values, personalities, and predispositions, but their adventures and messages will be clear, compatible with accepted
beliefs, promote preferred human conduct, and better define the transcendental.
When there is conflict in either concept or behavior among the deities, it will
likely mirror one of the internal conflicts that must be faced by individuals or
societies. The religious faith lesson is often incorporated in how the deities work
through—or tragically don’t work through—their dilemmas.
In the early writings of the Indic faiths, especially the polytheistic Verdas,
there are deities representing different aspects of the weather, of duty to others,
of the home, of rivers, of virtues, of fire, of war, etc. Some are defined as noble,
some as lecherous, some as compassionate, and some as wild drunkards. Yet,
what comes through in the stories of their adventures and decisions are rules for
living and, especially prior to the Upanishads, for attaining an improved quality
of secular life and sometimes afterlife.
In the Axial Age, beginning in the Sixth Century BCE, Indic faith propositions shift, and the core 52 writings of the Upanishads focus on what Prof. Stephen
Prothero terms, “astounding religious creativity.”
With Axial Age perspectives, there still are plenty of deities doing things
in the world to humans and to each other, but the Axial Age focus shifts to
transcendence, which includes the concepts of reincarnation and karma. As with
Buddhism, special individuals, who are called “renouncers,” now turn their backs
on occupation and family, as well as physical comfort, and wander the cities,
villages, and rural farming communities of India, proselytizing and reciting from
the Upanishads.
When Greek writers traveled to India around 300 BCE, they observed what
they described as many “homeless sages,” preoccupied with philosophy and often
attacking as misguided certain established ritual aspects of older Hindu faith
propositions.
Today, Hinduism is the third largest religion in the world, and it blends with
remarkable ease and success into the modern world of technology and cyberspace.
There is a tradition in much, but not all, of Hindu perspectives that vigorously
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embraces knowledge, a search for truth, and productive innovations. Stephen
Jobs, one of the founders of Apple, Inc., has credited his youthful travels to India
and exposure to Indic thought as a major contributor to his vision regarding the
potential of cyberspace.

Mediterranean Monotheism
THE TORAH (800 BCE +/-), THE BIBLE (200 CE +/-), THE QURAN (632 CE)

THE TORAH

When Karl Jaspers pegged the Axial Age between 800 and 200 BCE, ending
200 years before Christ’s birth and 800 years prior to Mohammed’s revelations,
it seemed to make no sense to many historians and especially to Christians
and Muslims. Over 30% of the world is Christian and nearly another 25% are
followers of Islam. How could the world’s two major propositions of religious
faith, involving over half the world’s population, originate outside the Axial Age?
Professor Jaspers’ view was that in the Axial Age period, Jewish prophets had
created a new, enlightened view of a monotheistic world. It defined a relationship
to a singular God who was concerned with humanity, and it opened a transcendental relationship between God and mankind. The nature of this sort of shift in
thinking was the prime condition defining the Axial Age. It was this one caring
God epiphany that became the foundation and essence of both Christianity and
Islam. Contemporary Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are directly traceable
outcomes of the Axial Age Judaic prophets.
In his insightful book, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow, Hebrew
University Professor Noah Harari describes the ancient Jewish synagogue, with its
smoldering animal sacrifices, trumpets, clashing cymbals and lively chanting as
more a sort of “noisy bar and barbecue pit,” as opposed to a sanctuary. That may be
a bit harsh, but around the time of the Axial Age, like other major Eurasian faiths,
Judaism transformed. A thoughtful and transcendental approach to a worshiper’s
relationship to a different sort of god emerged. That new, non-Animistic faith
proposition would have profound and lasting impact on emerging humanity.
The Torah translates to the term, “The Law,” but it also can be interpreted as
“a path” for guiding and teaching. It presupposes a dynamic, flexible, and ongoing
sort of sacred dialog. Technically, the Torah refers, in large part, to the first five
books of The Old Testament (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy), but it also speaks to a process involving the need of a follower or searcher
to continually interact with the Torah’s teachings through progressive study and
questioning.
The Tanakh is an abbreviation or acronym that includes the Torah but also
incorporates other, later writings, including the Book of Psalms, which was
created by various Jewish prophets around the Axial Age period. The average
historic dating of the different Psalms is around 700 BCE.
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Around 200 CE, just on the outer edge of the Axial Age, the Mishna, which
became what is often referred to as the “core text” of rabbinical tradition, was
authored.
In Prof. Jasper’s reading of history, within the dynamic dialogue inherent
in the Jewish traditions of the Torah, the Tanakh and Mishna, there emerged a
sacred commitment to keep the laws of, and interact in prescribed patterns with,
a monotheistic God. This holy entity was interested in and cared about humanity
in general and Jews in particular. It was within this concept of a single, powerful,
and ultimately caring God that both Christianity and Islam would evolve and
flourish. Much of humanity has been inspired and guided by Axial Age dialogues
of these early Jewish philosophers and scholars.
Today, there are probably less than 15 million practicing Jews worldwide,
with around 5 million in Israel and approximately the same number in the United
States. No other nation has more than a million Jewish citizens. The Jewish faith is
not one that proselytizes, so understandably, not many convert. Rabbis sometimes
discourage conversions. There is a sort of unwritten tradition among some temples
that converts are at least ceremonially rejected several times before a synagogue
agrees to admit them to the religious faith. There are historical roots supporting
hesitancy toward Christian converts to Judaism. A Fourth Century Rabbi warned
synagogues to “never have religious faith in a proselytizer” (Christian convert).
Another Rabbi scholar proclaimed that, “converts are as difficult as irritating scabs.”
Peter Frankopan, director of the Oxford Center for Byzantine Research,
relates a story of a successful Central Eurasian trading community along the Silk
Road around the year 1000 CE. Christians and followers of Islam were vigorously
competing for conversions in the Animistic community. This was prior to the
Christian Crusades, so there was animosity but not necessarily violence between
adherents to the competing Christian and Islamic faiths. They were just intolerant
of each other.
Leaders in the trading community listened to the vitriolic and emotional
proselytizing for both Islam and Christianity and were apparently put off by the
hostility.
The traders also observed that within their community there were a few
congenial Jewish merchants. The “Sons of Abraham,” as they called themselves,
quietly kept their own religious faith and seemed to get along with, and do
productive, civil business with, everyone. The community realized that they
should move beyond Animism, and what made the most sense to them was—
everyone becoming Jewish. They apparently sent envoys to rabbinical leaders
requesting guidance on how to become Jewish. History does not record the
response of Jewish religious leaders, although Professor Frankopan suspects they
were both surprised and non-accommodating. We do know that there was no
singularly Jewish community in Eastern Eurasia around 1000 CE.
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The writings surrounding Christianity are ubiquitous. The Library of Congress
has catalogued close to 200,000 books about Christianity and Christian Biblical
interpretation. No human could even scan them all in a lifetime.
The Christian Bible has taken on many forms as schisms have appeared within
emerging Christian infrastructures. Typically, the Christian Bible contains the
principal books of the Judaic Torah, which are referred to as the Old Testament.
Letters from the apostle Paul and four Gospels, or “good news reports,” attributed
to Disciples Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, are the basis of the Jesus focused
New Testament.
As mentioned, the adoption of Christianity by the Roman Empire, after
informal and formal decades of serious persecution, helped encourage the spread
of Christianity, but the power of Christianity was, and is, effective communication
describing the nature of its religious faith proposition. The message of a singular,
powerful, and demonstrably humanity-sensitive God is as institutionalized as the
primary proposition of belief for around one-third of the earth’s population. The
“Bible” is seen as the interpreter of Christian faith. There are many versions of the
Bible, but the foundational messages and meaning are usually seen as consistent.
The King James Bible is sometimes used in American courtrooms, in spite of
a strong commitment to separation of church and state. Officers of the court may
ask those who testify to literally place their hand upon the Bible and swear to tell
the truth. Similarly, presidents, judges, and other civic officials are often “sworn
in” by placing a hand upon a Bible as they recite an oath of loyalty to their professional responsibilities and community.
If an elected official or anyone else wishes to avoid taking an oath on a Bible,
they have the right to demur, but it’s rarely done.
The Bible is treated respectfully by most and seen as a sacred artifact by
many Christians. However, different translations and interpretations of Biblical
meanings have created misunderstandings, and sometimes serious and even
violent conflicts within the Christian community.
Today, most Christians respect most versions of “the Bible,” and it serves as
a sometimes-opaque guideline for behavior and belief among those who follow
Christianity, as well as for many others who accept its moral direction.
The Christian Bible in its different versions remains humanity’s most
approached standard for guiding behavior, as well as for connecting with a sacred
transcendental relationship.
THE QURAN

Islam is considered a “recited” religion, spread and preserved through the
centuries by speech and sound, in reading and listening to the sacred words. The
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hauntingly beautiful Adhan, or invitation to recitation, is chanted five times a day
in Islamic communities throughout the world.
Recitation was the medium followers of Islam believe was used by Allah or
Allah’s representative, the Angel Gabriel, as he connected with Mohammed, giving
him the directive to also “recite.” Since the Quran was delivered in Arabic, the
messages are considered most sanctified when recited in Arabic. Wilfrid Smith, a
religious scholar, has compared the Quran as more similar to the persona of Jesus
than the Bibles in Christian theology. It is perceived as an absolutely sacred text,
and the author or “maker” is Allah.
There are secondary Islamic publications like the Hadith, which is a scriptural compilation of Mohammed’s quotations and discussions of his views and
values. However, the Quran is “perfect”—the ultimate sacred text. The reading
or recitation from it has been compared to the Christian Eucharist, or seen as
somewhat similar to achieving Nirvana in the Buddhist tradition. It is a sacred
experience.
Mohammed received his revelations between 610 and 632 CE. By 750 CE, the
Islamic faith dominated North Africa and had spread into the Iberian Peninsula
in Western Europe, and in Eastern Europe through present-day Turkey, and North
to the Aral Sea. Soon it would push into Asia, eventually dominating portions of
India and Indonesia.
Islamic writings provide clear counsel on a number of seemingly secular
issues: punishment for criminal behavior, guidelines for contractual commitments, charity for widows and orphans, and guidelines for lending money.
Among followers of Islam, there is a limited distinction between the secular and
the sacred. Shariah, or the “right legal path,” seeks to seamlessly blend religious
rule with secular law.
A main focus of Islam relates to the afterlife and the transcendental experience
of “reconnecting” with the sacred. The Quran explains that essentially everyone
is born Muslim but degrades or loses the sacred relationship, which must then be
regained. The Quran is Allah’s sacred directive on how to live, but especially on
how to reconnect with the sacred.
In conclusion, starting with the Torah and its antecedent sacred texts within
the Jewish tradition, the Christian Bibles, and the Islamic Quran and other
writings, monotheism emerged from the Levant and Arabia. Soon, Christian
and Islamic monotheism would institutionalize themselves among all the people
and empires of the Mediterranean, then much of Eurasia, and eventually have a
presence in virtually every part of the world. These written words as sacred texts
would reach out over time and space to promote and create a level of worldwide
monotheistic transcendental awareness. They would also powerfully guide, or at
least influence, personal, cultural and national decision making into modernity.
They will unquestionably impact our interactions with cyberspace.
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The Treatise of the Greco-Roman Axial Age
(300 BC)

The Axial Age in Greece would make marvelous contributions
to mathematics, dialectics, medicine, and science, but it
was moving away from spirituality.
KAREN ARMSTRONG
T H E G R E AT T R A N S F O R M AT I O N

The Greco-Roman Treatise is not a singular text, but a constant flow of
organized, typically published, perspectives following a transparent pattern of
logic.
Prof. Jaspers realized that within Greco-Roman Axial Age thinking, something
remarkable involving belief emerged, which was distinct from the Axial Age
religious faith propositions. The Greco-Roman Treatise contributed significantly
to how he came to define the Axial Age. He understood that the concepts of
how this approach to human thought was evolving had become fundamental to
humanity, although in a unique way.
Jaspers’ initial focus was on Socrates, of whom he said:

His mission was only to search in the company of men, himself a man
among men, and to question unrelentingly, to expose every hiding place.
To demand…thought, questioning, testing…
As early as 600 BCE, the Greek mathematician and astronomer Thales had
founded the discipline of natural philosophy. His thinking was unique in that
his perspectives regarding how mankind and nature functioned did not involve
supernatural mythology. They were based singularly on observation and logic
expressed through publication of a Treatise. In the same period, the philosopher Anaximander postulated that all matter must be made up of “something
imperceptible” to our senses. This “something” lay beyond our experience, thus,
our comprehension. He even pointed out that it was likely that this essence was
beyond the gods (presumably the pantheon of Greek gods) and was probably the
source of all life, even all that is.
This detachment from traditional Olympian gods as an ultimate source
of relevance was new and shocking to the point where it could be considered
criminal. Socrates was executed because his teaching seemed to be corrupting
traditional Athenian faith propositions among the youth.
Other published Greco-Roman concepts postulated that mathematics could
serve as a bridge between the visible and the invisible (Pythagoras), and that all
matter, including all life, is in a constant state of flux—nothing is permanent, “no
man steps into the same river twice” (Heraclitus).
Since we were all assumed to be made of some sort of blending of unknowable
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material, the philosopher Empedocles expounded on the concept of evolution.
He claimed that all humanity, including himself, likely evolved from some sort of
fish. He pointed out that it is likely we are all made by mingling interchangeable
parts.
Several Athenian philosophers were convinced that all things come from
mixing of innumerable “tiny particles,” controlled by a creating principal called,
“Nous” or “the mind.” Essentially, they were defining many things through the
Treatise, which eventually influenced the concept of the Scientific-Method.
These philosophers and analytical thinkers, such as Plato and Aristotle, often
accepted some form of sacred process or entity that could help define human
good. However, that entity’s or entities’ interacting with, or even caring about
humanity was not to be expected. Many philosophers, like Socrates, admitted
to simply not knowing the way or purpose of human existence. Some would try
to work such matters out through observation and logic. Some would deny that
anything supernatural could exist.
Cambridge Greek Cultural Professor, Timothy Whitmarsh, in his 2016 publication, Battling the Gods: Atheism in the Ancient World, documents a subtle but
thoughtfully expressed, emerging disbelief in the pantheon of gods, or in some
cases any, god or gods, by a number of both Greek and Roman philosophers and
thinkers. Atheism was a dangerous practice, and questioning the reality of the
gods often had to be described in abstractions. Still, the nature and existence or
non-existence of God or gods was continually discussed until the Christian era,
when such public contemplations would be absolutely unacceptable and possibly
lethal.
To Prof. Jaspers, there were several critical aspects to Greco-Roman Axial Age
thinking. First, demonstrated most clearly by Socrates, there was a willingness
to stand back from superstition and/or tradition and attempt to work out reality
through observation and logic. Secondly, in that reality, the proper place of
humanity must be analyzed. Thirdly, there was clearly a new dimension in analytical
thought that expressed a certain confidence in human intellectual capacity.
The belief proposition was that the Treatise process, modeled in mathematics
and logic, may lead us to understand, through our own efforts, the nature of and
our relationship to existence. This concept would later emerge in one dimension
as the Scientific Method, and at another level as, “Humanism.”
Axial Age Greco-Roman thinking could not be considered a prescribed
religious faith proposition, but it clearly involved belief in a new approach to
contemplating the nature of humanity and its place in the “cosmos.”
The Treatise was not connected to Atheism or agnosticism, but to a system of
logic and structured insight. Almost 2,000 years later, the Roman Catholic monk,
Martin Luther, would intensely study Aristotle and, with many other Christian
thinkers, work through a generally accommodating relationship between the
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Greco-Roman Treatise and Biblical scripture interpretation. This would contribute
to providing Luther and others the confidence to challenge the dogma and religious
practices of the medieval Roman Catholic Church.
Most significantly, Treatise-type thinking defined and honored the pursuit
of reality through the Scientific Method. This scientific process of discovery
profoundly influenced human thought, behavior and regulation as much as any
other Axial Age proposition of belief. It also has been generally accepted by most
societies and most directly connects to modernity. Trust and belief in this approach
to thought is, at some level, accepted by nearly all humanity. Its relationship to
religious faith propositions is complex and important. Scientific Method is the
foundation of the engines and anatomy of technical progress in cyberspace.
A distinction from Confucianism and especially religious faith-based beliefs
is that the Treatise and its foundational writings primarily focused on how things
are and operate, not on necessarily what we should do relative to those insights.

VIII. The Dark Side of Belief
Internal Schisms/External Conflict

Once these major, dominating, post-axial religious faith propositions had established themselves in more or less specific geographic regions, competition and
outright conflict within and among them became serious. These conflicts remain
with us from the brutal violence between Hindus and Muslims with the 1946
partition of India, to the World Trade Center mass killings by Islamic zealots on
9/11, and to the 2018 Buddhist-supported persecution of Rohingya Muslims.
Essentially, throughout Eurasia, philosophically incompatible, religion-oriented
Axial Age faith propositions became locked in place through the new medium
of published sacred texts. These beliefs often supported secular quality of life
behaviors while promoting individual and different approaches to transcendence.
For the Christian, it was salvation; to the Buddhist, a path to Nirvana; to the
Muslim, a map to divinely reconnecting with Allah; to the Hindu, a direction
toward a more perfect blending with the rhythms of life and eternity. In many ways,
they were conceptually incompatible and, as the theologian, Rev. Dr. Niebuhr
observed, they could give comfort and meaning, but simultaneously promote
hating those outside one’s particular or cultural circle of religious faith.
While the two major nonreligious faith propositions, Confucianism and
the concept of Scientific Treatise, would experience somewhat more detached
conflicts, they would typically remain on the sidelines of the internal and external
religious faith proposition conflicts. Confucianism with its focus on social interaction would have mostly philosophic conflicts with Buddhism in Asia. In the
West, the scientific treatise would have evolving relationships with Christianity
ranging from support to accommodation and sometimes hostility. Yet these
tensions would never reach the vitriol and violence of the internal and external
conflicts within and among the post Axial Age religious faith propositions.
There would be violent internal schisms and destructive external clashes,
including major and protracted wars within and between the dominant four
religious faith propositions, almost from the beginning.
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Internal Schisms
SCHISMS IN CHRISTIANITY

Christianity was a model of internal divisive conflict. When Jesus was
executed around 32 CE, he likely had less than 100 devoted followers, and none
of them was bound into what we would consider a formal religious organization.
Early Christianity was more a shared concept then an institution. By 391 CE,
when the Roman Emperor Theodosius formally endorsed the Christian faith as
an enforced state religion, there were easily 40 million Christians, most of them
within the Roman Empire. Records are understandably opaque, but it’s apparent
that Christianity was doubling in converts every 25 years. Nothing before had
spread that progressively fast in human history. Its spread related to the “Good
News” message, empowered through enhanced networks of commerce and trade.
The more available and expressive written texts absolutely enabled its rapid
expansion. Written mediums were memorialized, giving the Christian message
stability and semblance. They were eventually termed “Bibles.”
In the middle of the Fifth Century different churches had established
independent infrastructures and followed different biblical texts and interpretations. In the West, two of the major Christian infrastructures or organized
church systems were located in Constantinople and Alexandria. The patriarchs
of both these leading churches clashed over how their respective Bibles described
the status of Mary, the mother of Jesus. Was she sacred in herself or a “selected”
human? They tried to resolve this issue and others through a theological debate
in 451 CE at the Council of Chalcedon. Not only was the issue not resolved,
but in the debate process, they both managed to seriously offend Christians in
the Persian East. The Eastern Church, probably correctly, pointed out that the
debate related to confused Biblical translations from Aramaic to Greek, and both
Western churches had it wrong.
This was a serious matter in that one point of universal agreement was that
the Apostle Paul had essentially placed what amounted to a curse of heresy on any
servant of the church who got serious theological interpretation wrong. When the
whole episode was over, the schism between Christian infrastructures in the West
and East was absolute, and harmony between the two major Western Christian
churches was fatally compromised.
Eight centuries later, Roman Catholic Crusaders would conquer and sack the
Eastern Christian capital city of Constantinople (heretical worshipers of a false
Christ) on their way to liberate Jerusalem from the “Infidel Muslim.” Constantinople would never fully recover. Eastern and Western Christianity also never
reconciled. In another eight centuries, a fanatical Eastern Orthodox Serbian
would assassinate a Roman Catholic Hapsburg Prince and his wife, triggering the
First World War. In the 1990’s, brutal genocidal conflict erupted between Roman
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Catholic Croatians and Eastern Orthodox Serbians.
Harmony among Christian institutions was, and often still remains, fragile at
best in many parts of the world.
A profound Western Christian schism again followed the introduction of the
printing press. This new medium of communication would support a destructive
blood-bath that brought much of Christian Europe to its knees in the 1500s and
1600s. As enhanced, tightly controlled publishing ushered in the transformative
Axial Age, the uncontrolled mass adoption of the printing press in Europe, and
mass-produced hand publishing in the Middle East and Asia, would foster challenges
to primary religious beliefs. The result would create catastrophe for both religious
faith and secular institutions, and consequently, entire populations. Understanding
the anatomy of this new medium of printing and its consequences, is especially
relevant as we face similar communication control challenges with cyberspace.
In 1517, the Roman Catholic Church had moved to a position of typically
unquestioned authority in Western Europe. It prescribed an almost perfectly
accepted proposition of religious faith for Western Europe’s inhabitants. Because
the church was considered inherently sacred, it naturally influenced or even
dictated what Prof. Bormann would have labeled, “principal cultural symbolic
convergences,” for Europeans and European institutions.
Instead of reaching out to communicate and connect with the common
person, as had been the historically successful focus of the Christian movement,
the church simply “was.” It saw itself, and told its followers that it was, hardwired
to the sacred. Church leadership didn’t generally see any point in seeking approval
of the general population. Decisions were made outside the awareness of those
who were not inside elevated ecclesiastical circles. Dictums on matters of religious
faith were conducted in Latin, which could not be understood by the common
person. Ceremony and tradition replaced communication.
One consistent message was that it would go hard on those who discounted
Biblical guidance as interpreted by church authorities, and that basic message was
hyper-communicated* in sermon, architecture, and art.
Then, as now, a new medium of communication emerged and governing
patterns of belief changed quickly. The result would be prolonged violence and
destruction within Christendom.
When Europeans humbly entered and experienced the intimidating architecture of their local church, which was not often, there would be only limited
focus on connecting through a comprehensible sermon or homily. Congregants
typically would enter a quiet, darkened sanctuary and observe the Eucharist
ceremony, respectfully watching the back of the priest’s head as he softly chanted
in a strange, magical language and seemed to batch and ingest sacred compounds.
*Hyper-communicate - To express a similar messsage using several mediums.
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Medieval church controlled art powerfully conveyed that the Bible and it’s rules and
regulations for living, as interpreted through church authorities, needed to be honored to
avoid terrible consequences in the afterlife.
There certainly was a powerful semblance, but not comprehension. They might
observe a massive sacred Bible, written in a mystical language, chained to a post.
Reading it and connecting with its message was out of the question. The Church
projected threats for noncompliance with its teachings and assurances of comforting
sanctity for followers. For centuries, sacred symbolism had been enough.
The communication energies of the church were directed toward elevated
internal dialogue involving ecclesiastical scholars. Beyond being conducted in
Latin, internal dialogues on religious faith were considered “sub-rosa” or beneath
the rose of secrecy. They were, by design and canon law, out of the line of vision
of the common Christian.
Then, as now, this new communications medium changed everything.
With creative use of a jerry-rigged wine press, the printing press began
churning out newly accessible messages. Nothing, including institutions of
religious faith, would ever be quite the same. Factual as well as spurious information would spread, and Europe would become awash in easily accessible information, both accurate and inaccurate. There would be confusion and change.
Revered institutions would collapse, new ones would emerge; communities and
families would fracture and thousands would die in fanatical, prolonged violence.
One of the binding propositions supporting the church’s authority was
a common belief that, after death, a person, or at least a person’s soul, would
typically spend a prescribed period of time suffering punishment for sins prior to
ascending into a heavenly state.
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The church would participate in defining
and cataloguing the sinful acts that triggered
postmortem suffering. The church could also
mitigate the punishment through appeal. Upon
being gifted a petitioner’s money would be
placed in a beautifully crafted, tightly locked
indulgence chest for the benefit of the church,
and told “As the coin in the coffer rings, the
soul from purgatory springs.” One could pay for
your or your loved one’s escape from torment by
essentially entering into a contract, officiated by
the Church, with God.
Interestingly, the church was using elaborate,
An indulgence chest which could
provide relief from torment in
contract-like printed documents to formalize
the afterlife.
the credibility of the donation/contract—a
“salvation receipt” in the name of the donor and identifying the living or deceased
person who would benefit.
Many within the church criticized the practice, particularly the more aggressive
sales pitches by those clerics who controlled distribution of these sacred contracts.
It is a certainty that, within the church infrastructure, the practice of selling indulgences would eventually have been terminated. The church just didn’t respond fast
enough in the new age of private, uncontrolled, mass produced written communications. The church could prescribe exactly what the monk laboring with a quill
in the monastery produced, but not what the secular publisher churned out for
sale, using the new, inky-monster printing press.
Martin Luther was an articulate scholar and Roman Catholic priest who
disagreed with the concept of indulgences and other church practices. He is said to
have nailed to the church door at Wittenburg, a list of theses, or statements aimed
at promoting discussion topics within the church. If this actually happened, it
was probably initially aimed toward creating an ecclesiastical/theological debate
within the circle of the church’s control.
Luther’s status or career within the church hierarchy may have been at risk,
but likely not much more… at first.
There had been challenges to medieval Roman Catholic Church doctrines
in the past that had been stopped by a combination of secular government
sanctioned punishment and religious sanctions. The sanctions could involve a
formal reprimand, excommunication from the church (essentially damnation)
and, on occasion, torture or even execution. Disagreement on theology and
especially church practices could be discussed with some degree of tolerance and
safety within church infrastructures, but never outside the church’s control. Issues
of religious faith and church practices must be dealt with sub-rosa.
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The difference this time was a powerful new medium of communication that
quickly engaged an increasingly literate public. As with the present day shift from
controlled radio and television message to the uncontrolled internet/cyberspace,
everything changed.
A sympathetic but also entrepreneurial Swiss publisher sensed that Luther’s
concepts and what was now being discussed inside the church infrastructure
would be of public interest. More to the point, people would pay to read about what
was going on regarding their religious faith, especially conditions for salvation.
He could inexpensively print what Luther was saying and sell the printings. With
the advent of the printing press, many more adults could now read and nearly
everyone had access to people who could read to them.
At first, hundreds and then thousands of copies of Luther’s writings were
printed in conventional language, enriched with intricate, sometimes grotesque,
yet, fascinating woodcuttings.
The church responded to this
destabilizing defiance with threats
against Luther and publicly burning his writings. Both attempts
worked perfectly in reverse.
Luther became more famous and
the publications more sought after.
The printer loved it and could
make and sell Luther’s printings
faster than the church could collect and burn them. Soon, Luther
became the most read author in
Europe. It was absolutely an early
manifestation of “going viral.”
Under threat of prosecution
and potential execution, Luther
disappeared for a time, but
Uncontrolled woodcut art was now mass-proeventually, with protection from
duced. Compare this image to the controlled
art on page 67. One expressive oil painting seen
supportive aristocrats, he went
by a few hundred now competes with emotive
public again. He quickly realized
caricatures seen by thousands. A comparison to
that this new, almost indestruccontrolled radio and television messages with
tible communication medium
uncontrolled internet/cyberspace is self-evident.
could generate historic results.
So, he wrote and wrote and published and published.
Occasionally, Luther provided what seemed like strange advice, i.e. you can
cure depression by drinking a lot of beer with friends. Luther initially supported
kindness and reaching out to Jews, but he changed after the traumatic death of his
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teenaged daughter and the emergence of religious disorder and violence. Much of
his writing then turned dark and anti-Semitic.
Sometimes he seems to have become delusional, once throwing bottles of ink
at shadows he took to be phantom devils he thought were trying to stop him
from writing. However, Luther always was clearly heartfelt in his expressions
of religious faith, articulate and charismatic in his writing and speaking. He
also hyper-communicated, blending all available mediums of communication,
including maximizing face-to-face opportunities.
When worshipers entered Luther’s newly configured church, instead of seeing
the back of a priest’s head, they encountered a 20-foot-tall, gilded pulpit that
supported this powerfully voiced, carefully dressed religious leader who made
direct eye contact and spoke with conviction in a loud, clear voice in their conventional language. In his sermons and writings, he called upon both ancient and
contemporary values and symbols. The contrast between Luther’s church and the
traditional Roman Catholic Church at the time must have been stunning. He was
a natural communicator, now armed with the new weapon of mass printing, and
multi-colored woodprint art. He harnessed the multi-media formats of the time.
When the Roman Catholic Church finally fully comprehended what was
happening, they responded with the “Counter Reformation.” They also began
use of printed pamphlets, including emotive woodprint art in the local language,
articulating anti-protestant appeals.
Inevitably, there was tragedy. Similar conflicts, always exacerbated by the
printing press, erupted in England, Switzerland, and France. Printing presses on
all sides exploded with emotional religious appeals. The fallout was a prolonged
and savage series of confrontations, that turned brutally violent. The 30 Years
War, triggered by religious conflict, eventually resulted in the deaths of hundreds
of thousands. Considering the consequent famines perhaps a third of Germany’s
population was wiped out.
Printing enriched the human condition in many ways and paved the path
to modernity, but it also profoundly disrupted society. Adjusting to this new
medium of communication would bring out the worst in humanity.
Throughout the many conflicts, there were a dozen or so temporary peace
initiatives, each of which in some way tried to find middle ground among religious
factions. Mercifully, the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 brought Europe desperately
needed peace through religious compromise.
The basic resolution was that all citizens would follow the rulings and Christian
religious teachings of their respective local governments, or leave the area and
relocate in a region where the religious faith propositions were compatible with
their own. By that time, Europe was in ruins, confronting both famine and
economic collapse. Slowly, Europe healed and the inter-Christian animosities
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Source: Wikipedia

were subdued, but beneath the surface, animosity continued for generations.
There were many instances in the European religious wars where futile efforts
to find common ground and peace were undermined by religious leaders. The
locked-in beliefs would not accept accommodation toward another proposition
of religious faith.

St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre
An example of failed efforts to find a peaceful conflict resolution was the
Massacre on St. Bartholomew’s Day. It ended a deeply sought-after opportunity
for peace, which would have saved thousands of lives.
In the summer of 1572, it looked as if peace might finally come, at least to
France. The Protestant Huguenots had succeeded in working out an arrangement
with Roman Catholic King Charles IX. Essentially, they would be allowed to keep
their religious faith and in return would remain loyal to the King in a potential
war with Spain. The Protestant Huguenot leader, Henry of Navarre, was to marry
the King’s Roman Catholic sister, Margaret, to consummate “the blessed peace
that would preserve France.” There was to be a great feast where Huguenots and
Roman Catholics together would celebrate the marriage and the end of hostilities.
Neither Roman Catholic nor Huguenot religious leaders were pleased, but it
looked as if the hostilities would finally end.
The King’s mother was a devout Roman Catholic of the de Medici dynasty. She
was solemnly informed by a Cardinal that because of the marriage, her daughter
would now lose her soul and suffer eternal damnation. She may be deposited in a
lake of fire for eternity.
The King’s mother then arranged an attempt to assassinate a popular Huguenot
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military leader, an admiral Coligny. When the assassination failed, the King tried
desperately to disassociate himself from the attempted assassination to preserve
the hope of peace. But, as his mother and the Cardinal had likely anticipated, the
peace effort ruptured. Since most Huguenot leaders had come to Paris without arms
to celebrate the wedding and the peace, they were easily captured and unceremoniously hanged. By October, another 70,000 French, mostly Protestant peasants,
were also killed, and the conflict resumed. Hundreds of thousands of Christians
continued killing each other for secular motives, in part, but for many to secure
salvation assured by their respective religious leaders’ interpretations of scripture.
SCHISMS IN ISLAM

Shortly before his death in 632 CE, Mohammed, by some accounts, was
concerned that the Islamic faith might split into factions, and he warned his
followers that an internal conflict within the religious faith must be prevented.
After his death, as he had anticipated, a serious division emerged. While all
Islamic followers accepted the Quran, leadership of Islam became a matter of
contention. Soon there were two factions of Islam, the Sunnis and Shia.
In his publication regarding the history of Islam, Dr. Robin Wright, a fellow
at the Woodrow Wilson Center, makes the case that the Sunni/Shiite division was
not primarily over doctrine, but mostly about resources and power. However, like
the Christians, the common followers, especially the soldiers, were likely fighting
for a religious faith proposition and a secure afterlife assured by different interpretations of the Quran.
Today, 85% to 90% of the followers of Islam are considered Sunnis with the
remainder mostly Shia.
The inter-Islamic schism has never really abated. As recently as November
2017, 30 militant Shia waving the green flags of the Islamic State burst into a
Sunni mosque in Cairo, machine gunning over 300 worshipers, including 27
children. Sunni/Shia conflict is fundamental to the persistent violence in Syria,
Iraq and Iran.
SCHISMS IN BUDDHISM

Internal schisms within Buddhism are real and philosophically significant,
but typically tend toward a passive focus on technical approaches to connecting
with accepted Buddhist doctrines.
The differences within Buddhist sects relate to understandings and preferred
paths of achieving what is perhaps best described as “transcendence beyond ego.”
There are serious internal schisms in Buddhism and violence is not unknown, but
it is infrequent, especially compared to the other three major Axial Age religious
faiths. There is occasional violence against those of other religious faiths.
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Among Hindus, there has always been a certain amount of tension among
sects. The followers of Indic Hindu groups are unlike the other religious faithbased propositions in that there has never been a religious faith institution or
infrastructure seriously claiming to be the single authority for Hinduism. There
have been dogmatic conflicts that have led to violence. Gandhi, a follower
of Jainism, was assassinated by a follower of an aggressive Indic Sect. There is
presently occasional conflict within some Indic sects relating to the role of
birth-determined castes and treatment of women that has turned violent.
INTERNAL SCHISMS

Each of the Axial Age propositions of belief have experienced internal
conflicts—some far more vicious and protracted than others. Those conflicts
are typically influenced by shifts in mediums of communication. In Europe, it
involved the printing press, in Asia and the Middle East, the more accessible mass
production of hand-crafted, uncontrolled publications by scribes. The level of
control of communications is significant as a precursor to internal disruption and
sometimes violence.
Belief based hostility as a consequence of new, uncontrolled mediums of
communication may have special significance as we face our cyberspace challenges.

External Conflicts
A competitive relationship between Buddhism and Confucianism in Asia has
existed for centuries, but generally both learned to coexist, along with Taoism.
In a way, the propositions of the primary Asian beliefs have contributed to a
composite Asian worldview.
Clashes between Buddhism and Islam are another matter. Conflict and intolerance have been constant for a thousand years. One of the first well publicized
acts of modern Taliban Islamic Extremists was to blow up ancient sacred Buddhist
statuary that had been in place along the Silk Road for centuries.
The recent persecution of Muslims in Myanmar, formerly Burma, by militant
Buddhists has been particularly vicious, bordering on what a United Nations
2017 report termed, “genocidal.”
Interestingly, cyberspace was instrumental in causing and exacerbating the
religion-inspired brutality in Myanmar. Buddhist agitators used social media to
spread inaccurate news about Islamic atrocities to inflame Buddhists and then
organize them toward protracted violence. Buddhist-controlled public databases
were used to locate Islamic businesses and residences to target for violence.
The mother of all religious conflicts for the primary Axial Age religions is the
prolonged conflict between many of the followers of Islam and followers of the
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Christian faith. What began as a passive or even mutually accepting approach
by both religious faith propositions in the 600s and 700s CE, soon evolved
into serious competition for souls and support from secular leaders. Christian
missionaries and Islamic enthusiasts, particularly in Central Eurasia, developed
into increasingly aggressive competitors.
There were eight major Crusades involving Christian Europeans taking,
losing and then trying to retake Jerusalem, islands in the Mediterranean, and
key port cities in the Levant. For nearly 200 years (1096 –1291), the Christian
and Islamic relationship developed into nearly constant warfare and bloodshed.
When temporary peace treaties were established, religious authorities on both
sides typically overruled them and hostilities reemerged. Armies supporting
both religious factions were motivated by their respective religious authority
promising eternal salvation, involving a high-quality afterlife, which would be
assured through sacrificial participation in the holy wars.
The conflicts often degenerated into religiously sanctioned barbarism.
In 1132, a Christian legate happily reported the following account to Western
church leaders regarding the massacre of the Islamic village of Beziers:

Our men spared no one, irrespective of rank, sex or age, and
put to the sword almost 20,000 people. After this great slaughter,
the whole city was despoiled and burned, as divine
vengeance raged miraculously…
(Translated by W.A. Sibley)

In some cases, Christian Crusader armies actually resorted to cannibalism,
and since the Muslim were not considered “human,” church clerics seem to have
acquiesced to the practice.
Islamic military leaders refined the use of a weapon they termed “Greek fire,”
which was similar to modern Napalm. They launched a hollow vessel by catapult,
which contained a highly flammable fluid that would ignite upon impact with
ghastly consequences. Islamic military and religious leadership agreed that it was
too inhumane a weapon to use against “real humans,” but any Christian soldier
or sailor was fair game. Concurrently, the Roman Catholic Church outlawed the
use of the newly designed, highly lethal crossbow against all but the followers of
Islam.
Those holy wars seem to have substantiated the concept of theologian, Rev.
Dr. Reinhold, that once a large enough group is united in a sanctioned belief
and culturally isolated from an opponent, brutality and savagery often have few
restraints. With sacred texts firmly locking in respective and different beliefs, the
destiny of Eurasia profoundly changed.
The Silk Road, which had been a primary means of intercultural communication and commerce in Eurasia for 2,000 years, was effectively shut down. The
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paths and demarcations of the Silk Road sharing goods and world views among
Asian, Indic and Western cultures was used to such an extent that its ancient
trodden trails can still be identified by satellites. Now, it was shut down by
post-Axial Age, belief-based conflict.
Essentially, the borders of Europe were now defined by Islam. The Arctic was
to Europe’s north, the Atlantic Ocean to the west, and hostile followers of Islam
sealed off the south and much of the east. These borders would largely remain
impenetrable into modernity. Asia and India would be opened up to the West
only when European technology allowed the earth’s major oceans to be crossed,
circumventing the Islamic Middle East.
External conflicts between the followers of Islam and Hinduism were also
extreme, with unceasing hostility carrying over to the present day. Periodic
Islamic/Hindu tensions and violence continue with the epicenter of conflict on
India’s northern border regions.
Following the Second World War, the British, who had controlled most of
India for centuries, relinquished colonial control. In 1947, India would have its
independence, but realizing that there was pending hostility between the Hindus
and Muslims once independence was a reality, the British identified two Northern
Indian provinces or geographical states that were to become Islamic nations
(Pakistan and eventually Bangladesh). The rest of India would be essentially
Hindu.
The subsequent explosive post-independence Hindu/Muslim violence was
almost beyond comprehension. Around 4/5 of India is Hindu, with the remaining
1/5 mostly Muslim. Under the British mandate dividing India, 14 million people
were “resettled,” or better described as “dislocated.” The religious faith-based
fallout cost the lives of men, women and children by the hundreds of thousands.
The departing British governor of West Punjab reported that half a million
Muslim died trying to enter his province, and the British Commissioner at
Karachi put the number of Muslim casualties in his province at 800,000. Mass
murder, organized rape, and large-scale violence went uncontrolled on both sides.
It became a blinding chaos of religion-based violence and death.
The clash of religious faiths in India continues. In 1998, the Hindu National
Bharatiya Janata party swept into power, in part calling for India to be redefined
as a singularly Hindu nation. They put forth unsuccessful efforts to legally
restrict Hindu/Muslim marriages and to destroy Islamic mosques (and Christian
churches) throughout the country, replacing them with Indic-oriented temples.
In 2002, more than 2,000 Muslim were massacred in the Northern Indian state
of Gujarat. The Hindu authorities did not deny the killings, but explained that it
was in just retaliation for Muslim militants attacking a train carrying Hindus to
a pilgrimage site. Apparently, around 60 Hindu pilgrims may have been taken off
the train and slain by Islamic extremists.
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The retaliatory anti-Muslim violence by Hindu sects involved nearly a week of
killing and looting of Muslim shops and organized gang raping of Islamic women.
Reporters covering the conflict described shocking torture and physical brutalizing, of children. An international investigation followed and it was clear that the
violence was, at least in part, organized by Hindu civic leaders and police, who,
as in Myanmar, used sophisticated computer software and government records
to identify Islamic property and homes. This allowed them to more effectively
victimize those of the Islamic faith—an ominous signal regarding government,
cyberspace and misuse of data.

Hope
Historically, there have been, and still are, efforts to rise above belief-based
conflicts. Seeking tolerance among those who hold different beliefs has been a
hopeful aspiration for many thoughtful and responsible leaders, and nations.
At times, tolerance in matters of belief has been achieved. As we enter a new
era of human communications and controls, paying attention to those past efforts
is of special value.

IX. Tolerance
Like Fingers on a Hand

Different versions of the dominant propositions of belief, especially propositions of religious faith, are deeply embedded in cultures and individuals. They
can’t be expected to go away—they have held, and hold, profound power over
humanity. So, in the 21st Century, as our mediums of communication shift again
with emerging cyberspace, the focus becomes: can we live in harmony, tolerating
differences in belief?
There has been a subtle, often faltering but sometimes successful, trend toward
tolerance that may provide contemporary guidance.
The concept of tolerance in Eurasia, post-Axial Age began long ago. When
Genghis Khan died in 1227, he had temporarily established what still remains the
largest geographically contiguous empire in world history. It depends on how you
define “empire,” but a kind of Mongol rule stretched from the edge of Japan to
Eastern Europe. Mongol expeditions went as far west as Vienna, and in the east,
into Southern Indochina, including Vietnam.
Concurrently, by the mid-13th Century, several dominant Axial Age religions
were established and competitively expanding within the Mongol empire. They
aggressively spread their messages, now memorialized by sacred writings. Escalating
conflict within and among these major religious faith-driven religious propositions
had become divisive to the operational harmony of the Mongol empire.
The three primary religious faiths that were most aggressively competing and
clashing within Eurasia, and which are with us still, were Buddhism, Islam, and
Christianity. Each had developed different and highly proscriptive philosophies,
dogmas, and doctrines, which were not big on tolerance. They were typically
hostile and increasingly violent toward one another.
The Christian Crusaders invaded, pillaged, and temporarily occupied
important portions of the Islamic world. Islam retaliated, invading and occupying
much of Southwestern and Eastern Europe. Meanwhile, Buddhism projected a
path of philosophic and sacred detachment, which had become institutionalized
in sections of India, across Central Asia and much of Eastern Asia. All three were
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in deep and desperate competition, which was undermining the Mongol Empire.
The Mongols originally worshipped “The Eternal Blue Sky,” an Animistic Sky
God. However, even in Genghis Khan’s early years, many Mongols had converted
to Islam, Buddhism or Christianity, or were followers of other Axial Age emerging
transcendental religious faith propositions.
Mongol concerns didn’t relate to the conflicting religious faith propositions
in and of themselves. They were, at the time, mostly Animists and tended toward
a singular focus on the temporal. The problem for them was that adherents of
the different Axial Age religions couldn’t live or work together. The animosity
ran deep; intolerance and hostility were impairing the Empire’s harmony and
prosperity. It was destabilizing the critical Silk Road, the world’s largest free trade
zone. The Mongols wanted the conflict and disruption to stop.
Genghis Khan began his remarkable path toward establishing the largest
contiguous empire in history by gathering a number of devout followers, including
Animists, Christians, Muslims, and Buddhists. With his multi-faith fellowship, he
overthrew the traditional Mongol aristocracy and went on to create his vast empire.
Genghis Khan’s massive
Mongolian empire eventually
stretched from the borders
of Japan and Indochina to
the edge of Europe touching
Austria. It successfully, for
a time, encompassed all the
emerging primary axial age
beliefs through supporting
religious tolerance.
Genghis Khan was committed to allowing freedom of religious faith among
his followers. However, as the Mongols began to conquer other lands, a powerful
Animist shaman of the Eternal Blue Sky, named Teb Tengeri, took credit for the
Mongol success in the name of his Sky God. Presumably, he began to attack, or at
least criticize, those who followed the new Axial Age religious faiths.
Spurning any force that would divide his followers, Genghis Khan had Teb
Tengeri’s back broken, rendering him a paraplegic. He then placed him in a tent
covered with heavy felt, which would not permit him to communicate with the
Eternal Blue Sky as he died. It was important that he was not directly killed by man,
but by nature. Genghis then spent several days in the wilderness alone, fasting
and appealing to the Sky God for forgiveness and for support in his upcoming
conquests. The punishment for religious bigotry was clear. One must not attack
another’s religious faith or beliefs.
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Genghis Khan’s commitment to open religious pursuits continued. When his
children and grandchildren created a new capital city, a Persian visitor wrote of
his surprise in finding that one of the major public buildings housed religious
leaders of all the major religious faiths. Genghis Khan had also mandated that
when he conquered a new land, no taxes were to be leveled against physicians,
undertakers, or the religious leaders of any of the major Axial Age religious faiths.
Macalester College professor and Asiatic historian, Jack Weatherford, has
published an insightful book entitled, Genghis Khan and the Quest for God. He
makes a well-documented case that the seed of a sort of pragmatic civic tolerance
of individual religious faiths emanated from the Mongol empire, which influenced the European Enlightenment and eventually America’s founding fathers.
After Genghis Kahn’s death, his son, Ögedei, decreed that he would identify the
“best” religious faith, possibly a composite of several leading Axial Age religions.
Then, he might propose that everyone in Eurasia follow the selected religious
faith proposition. He would institutionalize religious consensus for Eurasia and
thereby assure civil harmony. A practical solution!
He formally sought the wisest available representatives of Christianity, Islam,
and Buddhism and commanded them to participate in what was essentially a
debate. In 1254, at the Mongol Empire’s new capital city of Karakorum, selected
scholars of each religious faith met in what turned into a weird but instructive
confrontation. Actually, a sort of resolution did emerge that has contemporary
value.
By then, the symbolic convergences that locked in their religious faith propositions were prescribed in their respective sacred writings and insular to the point
where compromise on matters of belief was out of the question. Nirvana and
post-mortem eternal heaven and hell were involved.
We don’t know exactly what happened in the great debate except that it became
so chaotic at some point that the Kahn demanded that the exasperated religious
leaders calm down and have several stiff drinks of fermented goat’s milk. The
idea probably was that intoxication would create a more congenial atmosphere
and help these religious leaders reach some sort of reasoned consensus. Instead,
after becoming inebriated, the religious leaders moved no closer to any sort of
agreement and things apparently got worse. The Muslim, who presumably wasn’t
happy about being forced to drink alcohol, simply began to loudly recite from
the Quran. The Christian, probably an Eastern Orthodox bishop, began loudly
singing Christian hymns. The Buddhist monk likely physically withdrew into a
corner and began a meditation-oriented chanting.
Exactly what the Mongols themselves made of this behavior is lost to history.
They almost certainly were perplexed.
When it was clear there would not be any conciliatory agreement, drunk or
sober, the Kahn decreed that they and their converts could each go their own
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way in terms of their religious faith, but they could not continue to disrupt the
harmony of the Empire or the secular wellbeing of its subjects. They had to accept
each other’s right to follow their own religious faith.
They must all work together toward the common good, at least in the temporal
world. They must be like “fingers on a hand.” Each could be unique and different,
but they must live and thrive together in productive, functional harmony.
The Mongol Empire has passed into history, but the philosophic descendants
of the religious faiths are still with us, as is the valuable but often fragile concept
of “fingers on the hand.”
As groups within the Mongol Empire broke away and moved to local rule,
the new governments sometimes preserved variations of the religious tolerance
concept. As an example, The Decree of Turda in remote Transylvania, following
expulsion of Mongol domination in 1366, declared, “It is not allowed for anybody
to intimidate anybody…for his religion.”
In 1598, the Edict of Nantes in France promoted religious tolerance as the
model legal path toward dampening religious intolerance. To this day, the French
preserve a certain undercurrent of cultural tolerance that has enriched them as a
nation and supported their openness in culture and the arts.
This concept of secular harmony overriding religious discord was the essential
covenant with the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, as it ended decades of brutal
conflict between European Roman Catholics and Protestants.
In the 18th Century Age of Enlightenment, the “fingers on a hand” concept of
religious tolerance would be supported even more clearly. It would work its way
into European progressive thought and law and would become memorialized as
an inviolate principle within the American Constitution. Freedom of religion or
religious tolerance would slowly, but increasingly, become enshrined among a
growing number of modern nations.
Colonial America had not always been big on religious tolerance. Several
colonies held annual anti-Roman Catholic holiday celebrations, and some Christian
denominations had become official religions of their respective colonies, receiving
public tax revenues. In the 1740s during an American religious movement termed,
“The Great Awakening,” some aggressive Protestant religious leaders had strongly
condemned all non-Protestants, including Jews. There was a real fear that religious
bigotry was present in the shadows of the new, largely Protestant Christian nation
and could become as threatening as it had been in Europe.
In the summer of 1790, the congregants of the small Touro Synagogue in
Newport, Rhode Island, were concerned—more precisely, frightened. The new
American Constitution had been ratified by their state and they were essentially
in a new country called the United States of America.
Touro Temple congregants wondered if they could appeal to George
Washington, their new President, and inquire about their safety. Some in the
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synagogue had confidence that they and their religious faith would be protected
in this new America. Others weren’t so sure.
The leader of the congregation, Moses Seixas, felt that it would be presumptuous to directly contact the great man, but pressed by the congregants, he wrote
a careful letter to Pres. Washington, beginning, “Permit the children of the stock
of Abraham to approach you…” Essentially, he asked if they and their children
would be safe in this new nation. Pres. Washington’s response was quick and clear.
He responded in writing the same day he received their letter:

The government of the United States, which gives to bigotry
no sanction, and persecution no assistance, requires only that
they who live under its protection should demean
themselves as good citizens…
A few months later, Pres. Washington visited the little synagogue, personally
making it clear that they, their families, and their religious liberty would be
safeguarded under the laws of this new American nation.
These emerging values of tolerance would require protection and, as the world
moved into modernity, they would be both emulated and savaged.

X. Intolerance
The Lost Children of the Island

The human paradigm Prof. Jaspers was trying to penetrate, regarding the forces
that molded what modern humans might become, came into personal perspective
when I visited a remote Greek island. Looking back, something seemed strange
or even ominous regarding the island and its grim and somewhat sullen people.
Something was.
What I was told, although I can’t verify the specifics, was that during the
Nazi occupation, the people of the island had helped a small number of Jewish
families escape. As a consequence, late one night, the island’s Nazi commandant
had ripped most of the village’s children out of their beds, dumped them in a
ship’s cargo hold and took them out to sea. When they were never seen again, it
was obvious he drowned them.
In my life, I’ve been exposed to substantial violence and death, and I understand that conditions can, particularly in war, turn decent people into something
less—sometimes a lot less. Yet, this officially sanctioned act against innocent
children seemed inconceivable. As a parent, I still shudder and can’t shake the
imagery. It must have left a permanent stamp of unfathomable helplessness, not
only on the tormented parents, but also the entire grief-stricken community.
The Nazi commandant had achieved his goal. Terror had elevated his “master
race” toward nearly absolute physical and psychological control.
I don’t know exactly what happened that night. I’m certain something sinister,
which reasonable people would consider inhumane, occurred on that small
island. I tried to ask an older island gentleman once, but no one discusses that
night. Reading the expression on his face, I never asked again.
Thousands of ghastly crimes committed by both Italian and German fascists
upon the Greek population are well documented.
On December 13, 1943, in the Greek community of Kalavrya, the Nazi’s
117th Jager Division, in retaliation for the action of some partisans, rounded
up virtually all the citizens, including women and children. Males between ages
of 12 and 90, who might have theoretically offered some resistance, were taken
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to a hillside and machine-gunned. The helpless women and children were then
forced into a schoolhouse, which was set on fire. A few managed to escape in the
confusion and lived to tell the story. Over 1,200 deaths could be documented
that night, and Kalavrya essentially evaporated. In Greece, between 500,000 and
600,000 citizens died. Some believe, I think correctly, that the Greek nation has
never quite recovered.
In 1944, Life Magazine obtained and published a stunning set of photos
taken by a Nazi officer in Greece named Peter Weixler. The photos first showed
Nazis proudly raising the swastika over the Athenian Parthenon, the traditional
birthplace of democracy and civil liberty. Then the photos showed bombed-out
schools, hospitals, churches, and homes. Oberlieutenant Weixler seemed proud
of, or at a minimum, indifferent to, the suffering the occupiers had visited upon
Greek noncombatants.
These fascist perpetrators were at least nominally Roman Catholic Italians
and both Protestant and Roman Catholic Germans. The Germans belonged to the
best formally educated population on earth. What happened?
This, of course, was what Professors Jasper and Bormann, in their own ways,
were struggling to comprehend.
Axial Age beliefs, locked in place through foundational writings and sacred
texts, permitted and were even modified to promote institutionalized inhumanity.
The sentiments, stereotypes, and prejudices inherent in Axial Age beliefs
were molded to converge in new, powerful and monstrous patterns. These sorts
of human travesties had happened before in history, but this time, a completely
new medium of communication fed the evil, and it exploded in scope and reach
beyond historic precedence. A fundamental component was the introduction and
vigorous use of controlled electronic mass communications. This new medium
was the lubricant that enabled machines of modernity to serve as tools for those
suppressed but reemerging instincts of unconstrained brutality.
Early in World War II, when the Nazis had begun bombing British cities,
the British government devised a plan to obtain information from downed pilots
and other captured German soldiers. Essentially, they relocated them to large,
comfortable, stately British estates, and provided them with excellent food and
quality amenities, including religious services and even organized entertainment.
They were treated as honored guests.
What the prisoners were not told was that every room was bugged; stenographers recorded essentially everything these distracted, comfortable Nazi soldiers
said to each other. This tactic provided a treasure trove of military information.
They also archived precisely what the soldiers said to each other, reflecting what
they believed. Later, in the 1980s, researchers were provided with transcripts of
these personal discussions among the unsuspecting German soldiers.
There had been a post-war assumption that atrocities committed by the
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Nazis were based on the dictatorial power the government held over its people
in general, but particularly its military. Barbaric Nazi practices were interpreted as the product of a few sociopathic leaders in absolute control, who were
issuing irrevocable orders to ordinary people. “Good people” were co-opted into
supporting obscene behavior.
The recorded discussions however, projected something else. High-ranking
officers, as well as common soldiers demonstrated a distressing comfort in
describing their inhumane actions. They laughed about shooting children,
sexually exploiting young girls before killing them, and tormenting the elderly.
A sadistic contagion of evil surrounded the way they had come to see and accept
their appropriate role in the world. They seemed to find no incongruity with
their piously attending Roman Catholic or Protestant religious services and later
relishing in their acts of atrocity.
Of course, history and circumstances were part of the fascist dynamic, but
it was the controlled mass media that supported a rapid realignment of cultural
values, creating an internally justifiable code of conduct. With the powerful new
electronic communication mediums, symbols were manipulated to converge in
dangerous patterns.
Once in authority, chosen through a duly democratic election process, Hitler
and the Nazi leadership controlled the newspapers, including all articles, editorials, and even cartoons. The vision of a persecuted master race seeking justifiable vengeance, and advancing toward a sort of “sanctified” racial destiny, was
repeatedly portrayed. The master race was not only perfectly justified in eliminating “others,” but it also had a duty to degrade and destroy those who dared to
compete with their evolutionary/sacred destiny.
Newspapers and publications had been manipulated before, but this was
different. It was blended with the 20th Century technologies of institutionally
controlled electronic broadcasting. The radio, now found in most European
homes, spewed out stories and tales that captivated and infuriated the public. An
impassioned, living human voice could now be heard throughout Germany and
other fascist nations. The unique, Austrian-tinged, quivering voice of righteous
indignation from Hitler, and speeches by other engaging propagandists, were now
electronically invited into people’s homes. The messages were, in a way, personal.
Even more penetrating, electronic motion pictures were now embedded
in every large and even small community within Axis nations. Impassioned
storylines were burned into the value systems of all Germans, especially the
youth. The prelude to movies repeatedly showed clusters of rabid rats spreading
disease, comparing them to Jews spreading a social plague.
The Nazis gave great prominence to emotive motion pictures. In the stunning
documentary, Triumph of the Will, Hitler is gloriously depicted in his plane,
accompanied by a Wagnerian prelude, descending to earth from the clouds like a

Nordic god to preside over the Berlin Olympics. Thousands of German soldiers
were sequestered to participate in films depicting the ancient nobility of Teutonic
Germans standing up to the Slavs and other, “lesser” humans.
Europeans had for some years been captivated by Hollywood films. Hitler’s
favorite film was reportedly the American movie, King Kong. Before American
involvement in the war, Nazi propaganda
officers met with the heads of Hollywood
movie studios and made it clear that they
would not allow any films into their nations
that promoted values with which they
disagreed. Hollywood producers quickly
agreed to collaborate. Soon, movies showed
Charlie Chan, the fictional American
Honolulu Detective, working with the
police/gestapo to catch criminals.
In Austria, a young Adolf Hitler had
Under pressure from prewar fascist
trained himself in “the stare,” in which
governments Hollywood soon had the
he would fix his eyes silently on another Confucius quoting master American
person, immobilizing his face, glaring detective Charlie Chan working with
unblinking at the person. Now, he used that the Nazi police to resolve who-done-it
talent to stare into a movie camera with his crimes.
eerie and penetrating deadpan. Many who interacted with him commented on his
ability to lock in others with this mesmerizing, practiced glare, accompanied by
his powerful and unique voice.
Nazi propagandists also understood the potential value of television, and
Hitler became the first politician to use it to personally connect in real time with
millions. At that time, televisions weren’t commonly in homes, but people could
gather in town squares or public buildings throughout the fascist world to see
Hitler “live” on television. The penetrating face and voice of Adolf Hitler would
speak to them, in real time, virtually person-to-person…and then, the stare.
When the unsuspecting Nazi prisoners of war were being recorded in
Britain, it seemed natural for them to laughingly discuss how they had abused
and tormented those who stood in the way of mankind’s destiny by their mere
existence.
Comprehending the ingrained power of religious beliefs, the religious faith
communities had been, to the extent possible, co-opted to support fascist values.
As mentioned, Martin Luther had once written kindly of Jews and encouraged
that they be treated respectfully. After the death of his daughter, and experiencing
the traumas of the early phases of religious wars, Luther’s writings had turned dark
and anti-Semitic. These later writings of Luther were embellished and distributed
en masse by the Nazi government. Franco, the fascist leader of Spain, assured
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the Roman Catholic Church that his conservative government would vigorously
support the church’s efforts toward maintaining a moral community, even by
extreme Police State practices. Italy’s fascist dictator, Mussolini, provided huge
bequests of land and special rights to the Roman Catholic Vatican.
Hitler himself professed to be a Roman Catholic, and also wrote with
compassion about the Lutheran Chaplin who ministered to his army comrades
in World War I.
In Germany’s academic community, compliance and support for Nazi values,
especially their ethnic destiny as a master race, was mandatory. Historians as
well as anthropologists published on the evolutionary superiority and historic
destiny of the Aryan race. The more academically technical term, “Eugenics,”
was sometimes used to quasi-support the pre-destined master race concept as a
Darwinian sort of biologic enlightened postulate.
Control of all key institutions of public communication was important, but
the engine that truly gave semblance to a complete and deep shift in how symbols
would converge was the emerging medium of institutionally controlled electronic
messaging.
The symbols of religious faith, of compassion and justice (for the right people),
were preserved and reordered. Leading symbols remained but were engineered by
electronic communications technology to converge in powerful new patterns.
By the early 1940s, aware and introspective people and societies had a growing
consciousness of the level of atrocities and threats confronting humanity as the
modern world emerged.
Prior to Prof. Jasper’s study of the historic roots of human values, and Prof.
Bormann’s analysis of symbols and convergences, some scholars of religious faith
had sensed and tried to come to terms with what was happening.
As Fascism and Communism emerged, the respected theologian Reinhold
Niebuhr published, Moral Man and the Immoral Society. His writings are
considered by the International Modern Library Association as one of the 20
most important writings of the 20th Century.
Professor Niebuhr reflected on the potential for human intolerance from
the perspective of both history and particularly religious faith. He developed his
writings as an ominous warning for a world moving headlong into modernity and
the unknown.
He initially focused on how national groupings were bonding together in
support of anti-social beliefs. These groups could be persuaded to push aside the
humanizing impulses that typically soften conduct of individuals working and
living with others. Simply put, our modern society of massive national populations and shared culture can bond through the new, enhanced and powerful
communication mediums, and have the potential to create monsters.
Rev. Dr. Niebuhr’s publications make a solid case that groups or cultures that
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have been persuaded to remain socially and intellectually isolated can be pushed
to violent xenophobia. It was this process that became the foundation of righteous
and aggressive ethnic cleansing and the use of nightmare weapons of mass
destruction against civilian populations. The tools of modernity had awakened
an ancient, uncompromising hatred toward “the other,” as well as provided the
technical capacity to annihilate.
As Prof. Jaspers carefully analyzed the roots of humanity’s path in searching
out its proper place in existence, what had really happened within Axial Age belief
systems?
The short answer is that those beliefs that thrived in the post-Axial Age
became powerful in not only sacred but also secular ways. Sometimes, in addition
to offering human comfort and profound new levels of transcendental fulfillment,
they were perfectly capable of accepting and even promoting what can reasonably
be defined as destructive and inhumane.
Devout Christian crusaders could slaughter the Islamic children of Jerusalem,
and devout Muslim extremists could annihilate thousands of innocents at the
World Trade Center. Devout Buddhists in Myanmar could savage Islamic women
and children, as could devout Hindus in partitioned India. As demonstrated with
the mediums of controlled broadcasting and 20th Century fascist propaganda,
cultural descent into inhumanity could now happen quickly. The new mediums
of mass electronic communications had a reach beyond anything that had come
before. Alongside new era communications mediums, modern weaponry could
now be used to wreak chaos and destruction at thresholds that only a few years
before would have been beyond imagining.
What was really going on?

XI. Institutionally
Controlled Broadcasting
Humanity Connects—Under Supervision

On our 1-inch or 2.54 cm-per-thousand-years scale, the relative speed it took
one-way, controlled, electronically-enhanced communications to spread
throughout the world is about the height of two stacked coins. It quickly institutionalized new mediums of human communication that expanded, enhanced,
and destabilized our world.
From 1900 to the year 2000, much of modern human society leapt through
scratchy radio and silent, jerky, black-and-white motion pictures at community
movie houses, to 24/7 home delivered colorful dramas and dynamic real-time
news and views. The way we communicate has changed and is accelerating at
progressively greater speed.

Meet Sarah. She is an exceptionally smart 16-year-old woman living in rural
America in 1915. Her world is the farmhouse built by her grandfather with a land
grant he received for service to the Union during the Civil War. The farmhouse,
its outbuildings and fields presently
constitute pretty much the boundaries of her life.
She’ll be expected to marry
one of four or five young Lutheran
men within a 30-mile radius of
the farmstead, and to hold to the
domestic life rhythms of neverending labor and solitary farm wife
service within her present world.
It won’t happen.

Source: Wikipedia

Sarah’s World
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In her one-room schoolhouse, she has excelled and has read just about every
book in the little corner alcove that serves as the school library, reading many
two or three times. Through those readings, supplemented by the local weekly
newspaper and an occasional trip to the Carnegie-endowed library in the nearest
big city of 1,000, she has come to understand that there are special things beyond
the farmhouse’s horizon. Just like wise and questioning women and men for
thousands of generations before, Sarah is curious and wants to understand as
much about the world as possible. She has sensed that a valuable and fascinating
world beyond her present existence just might be available.
She is excited and anticipating something special. Her uncle, the owner of a
successful local tack and hardware store, has purchased tickets for her, her older
sister and younger brother to hear a man named Limburg who will be speaking
at the Lyceum. The Lyceum is a sort of a community open-air theater, covered by
a canvas canopy and attached to the library in the really big town about 70 miles
to the southeast. At the Lyceum, in warmer weather, they perform theatrical plays
or concerts and sometimes have political debates. These are typically sponsored
by the town council or the Farmers Grange.
Mr. Limburg, however, is different. He visits the city once a year, bringing
newspapers from all over the world, and for 2-1/2 hours, along with stereo-optic
pictures he projects from a lantern, he will entertain and enthrall the people of
the surrounding communities. In his enchanting voice, he will read excerpts he
has selected from newspaper articles. Both important and sometimes humorous,
the stories come from around the country and even around the world. He will tell
those attending about not only the metropolises of New York, Chicago, and San
Francisco, but also London and Paris, and even exotic and faraway cities in Asia,
India and Africa. Sarah knows that there is a war in far-off Europe involving kings
and emperors. Mr. Limburg will explain what’s really happening.
With her mother’s help, Sarah has carefully dyed her older sister’s white
confirmation dress, which is now hers, by slowly immersing it in coffee to give it
a sophisticated tannish color. She is thoughtfully deciding how to wear her hair
and if she should wear one or both of the two small pieces of jewelry she owns.
She desperately wants to avoid seeming unsophisticated. She will be exposed to
the real and fascinating greater world for 2-1/2 hours.
As she leaves, she turns to look at the farmhouse, and it crosses her
consciousness that this place is only a small part of things much larger and far
more complex—things with which she desperately wants to connect.
Time passes.
Sarah is 79, and now, in 1978, she is seriously concerned. She pushes a button
on her new television remote control to see how Pres. Carter is doing with the
proposed Panama Canal Treaty. She likes Pres. Carter, especially for his work in
bringing Israeli Prime Minister Begin and Egyptian President Sadat together to
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attempt peace in the Middle East. She also knows the US dollar has plunged to a
record low compared to the Japanese yen, and Pres. Carter is being blamed. She
has listened to and watched him carefully on television. She trusts him and will
work for his re-election. She hopes he’ll be successful.
As she spins through the television channels, she discovers that one of her
favorite movies, “Annie Hall,” produced by New Yorker Woody Allen, received an
Academy award.
In a few days, the Dallas Cowboys will play the Denver Broncos in the Super
Bowl, and her retired oral surgeon husband has invited a number of his friends
and her brother over to watch. She’ll need to drive to the grocery store and load
up on Super Bowl supplies…beer and food. She smiles, remembering how once,
while listening to a State University Football game at her uncle’s store soon after
he got a high-quality radio, he gave her and her brother a small can of exotic
pineapple to share. It had come from faraway Hawaii. They felt so privileged. She
decides that she will actually purchase a couple of fresh pineapples to cut up and
serve at the Super Bowl party. It may be a little weird for the men, but her brother
will remember.
En route, she also wants to stop by the mall with her granddaughter to buy
a business suit to wear to the opening ceremony for the new audiovisual library
addition. She’s been on the library board for 35 years, and she’s been invited to join
the group cutting the official opening ceremonial ribbon. She trusts her granddaughter’s judgment in stylish clothing and doesn’t want to look unsophisticated.
“I’m thinking something tannish,” she tells her granddaughter, “perhaps
coffee colored.”
Within only two generations, modern communications shifted from using a
small copper wire to touch a crystal in the highest room of the house late at night
to get faint, sporadic radio signals, to being engulfed in and bombarded with
Technicolor news and stories, both live and prerecorded.
In America, the entire nation had heard the strong and calming radio voice of
President Roosevelt telling a depression-terrified public that, “The only thing we
have to fear is fear itself.” The free world at war had been inspired by the rhetoric
of Churchill to his beleaguered British nation. Strong, electronically transmitted
voices had given them resilience in economic catastrophe and courage to endure
and face down dictatorships.
When faces and visions were added, electronic mass communications took on
an even more captivating power.
With amazing speed, television, combined with radio, entered normal households with controlled visions and words. Now, reminiscent of long-ago evenings
by the communal fire, watching the face of an articulate speaker tell a story, the
family watches a glowing television screen. With expressive faces and remarkable
visuals, intriguing stories of interest are told, always compatible with the values
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of the day. The electronic box in the living room will inform, entertain and
comfort, especially in the evening. These new messages, vigorously competing for
attention, are broadcast across a cathode ray tube—not around a campfire—but
the impact to the watcher is similar. What distinguishes the electronic broadcast
is that millions may now be impacted by a single presentation. That’s a huge shift
in human communication. It changes everything.
It’s not easy to be able to broadcast out to the public. It can be expensive and
require talent, or luck, or both. However, once you actually acquire that access,
you can do wonders!
Refrigerators, food, cars, and belief systems can be promoted, en masse.
However, these communications only go one way, and how the messages are
accepted or rejected becomes a high-stake guessing game. You can’t look across
the evening fire and get feedback about how your message is being received.
Yet, amazing things can and do happen.
As television became commonplace, “the” new medium of communication
quickly changed public perceptions. Locked in symbols were being manipulated
and re-converging in important ways. Among many academics, “broadcasting”
was being compared to the historic introduction of writing and, later, the printing
press. Both writing and printing had changed human belief systems through
enhanced mediums of human communications, but change happened slowly.
With television, one could observe serious belief systems shift almost overnight—
in some cases, actually overnight.

When a Puppy Changed American History
In September 1952, Dwight Eisenhower, the American general who led the
successful Allied liberation of Europe, was running for president and likely to win
when something odd happened. It would confound students of human behavior,
political science, and especially communications science. It provided a shocking
example of the power to influence a nation with the new medium of controlled
electronic communications—television.
A little known but articulate politician from California named Richard
Milhous Nixon had been nominated to serve as Eisenhower’s vice presidential
running mate on the Republican ticket. Eisenhower instinctively didn’t like the
choice or the man. Many observers in the national press also felt Nixon was a bad
choice for high office. For those who had followed his career, he was essentially
seen as smart but fundamentally manipulative and prone to dishonesty.
As the campaign progressed, it was quickly discovered that Nixon had
inappropriately taken money from business leaders, presumably for government
favors. Once his misconduct was made public, the assumption was that Nixon
would summarily be replaced on the ticket. The national media had him cold.
At the time, 1952, television was somewhat grainy and static-prone, but its
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black and white pictures were reaching a substantial number of American homes
and other easily accessed sites, connecting with almost everyone. If there was
an important event taking place, most Americans would contrive to see it on
television somewhere, whether in a storefront window, a tavern, a public library,
or a neighbor’s home.
Nixon asked for time on national television, which seemed to indicate he
might resign from the Republican vice-presidential ticket on air. He got his time
and a huge audience. What happened next was a dramatic example of manipulation through shifting symbols only made possible by television. Interestingly,
the singular visual was a man’s expressive face and voice.
Nearly the whole country was watching the speech to see if this obviously
shifty California politician could talk his way out of an impossible situation. Odds
were that he would resign. However, by the time Nixon finished his short presentation, he had become one of America’s most popular and trusted personalities.
He would go on to become vice president, then president, of the United States.
Eventually, he would be forced to resign the presidency just prior to indictment,
consequent impeachment and possible imprisonment for criminal conduct.
What happened?
The answer is, Nixon artfully shifted the symbols defining “who he was,” and
they re-converged to define him as a good and trusted man.
The singular issue to be technically addressed in his presentation to America
was whether or not he had taken money from business interests who wanted
favorable government treatment. Of course, he had, but he quickly dealt with
this issue by briefly stating that his personal attorneys had reviewed his financial
dealings and pronounced them appropriate. That was all he said regarding the
actual issue at hand. That part was over quickly.
To those who understood the absolute meaninglessness of his own attorney
making supportive statements, he was guilty as sin.
Nixon then smoothly switched topics. He sighed in feigned sorrow and said
that he had better tell America about the rest of his life in case “they” continued
to go after him and his family. He spent the remaining 90% of his short television
appearance discussing his personal life, family, and dog.
He mesmerized his national audience with stories about his challenging
early life and his rise from near poverty. He spoke with quiet modesty about his
military service during World War II. Regarding his military service, he really had
a lot about which to be modest but he came across as patriotically self-effacing.
Then, he discussed his and his wife’s financial struggles with raising a family and
owning a home in post-war America. He was a workingman who had inherited
little, unlike the many rich, elite, liberal politicians presently attacking him. He
had a mortgage and the added responsibility of taking care of his elderly parents
and in-laws. Consequently, his wife couldn’t afford a fur coat, but she wore a
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“respectable Republican cloth coat,” and he shared with the American audience
that he always assured her that she looked lovely anyway.
After more stories about his struggles as a “common family man,” trying to
support his nation and Gen. Eisenhower, his war hero presidential candidate, he
paused, looked into the camera, set his jaw, and dramatically told about a friendly
supporter who had, in fact, given him a gift. He felt he had better
report that, too, to the American people before he was attacked
again. The supporter had heard his two little daughters had
wanted a puppy and, in kindness, he had sent them one. The
girls named “…the little guy, Checkers,” because of his tiny
spots, and they loved him passionately. Nixon then glared
defiantly at the camera. He seemed controlled, but angry. After
a dramatic pause, he stated that if the good people of America
wanted him to resign because of “gifts,” he would, but as a father,
he simply would not let wealthy, elite, and vindictive politicians
take the beloved “Checkers” away from his little girls.
As future President Eisenhower watched this amazing performance, he
glanced at his wife. She was literally tearing up as Nixon pledged to protect his
children from the heartless, politically motivated puppy thieves. Eisenhower
snapped his pencil in half in quiet rage. He understood that both he and America
were now stuck with a criminally prone, opportunistic, but gifted media manipulator. Eisenhower had just spent years desperately struggling to put down foreign
leaders with similar skills, sinister tendencies, and access to electronic media. As
the pencil snapped, perhaps the General was remembering how morally corrupt
fascist leaders had successfully used symbolic imagery via mass communication
mediums.
The American public overwhelmingly supported this reinvented Richard
Nixon. After a few moments, he had become one of the most admired personalities in America. Nothing factual really changed, but symbols had been electronically realigned. In the end, it did not go well for the nation.
The speech communications community in academia struggled to understand
exactly what had happened. Although the model was not refined and published
for another 20 years by Prof. Bormann, it was understood that electronic broadcasting, especially through television, could be used to reorganize images and
stereotypes in a manner that could quickly redefine national belief systems.
A manipulative politician who had clearly demonstrated questionable ethics
was converted into a paragon of virtue by realigning symbols to converge in a
completely different pattern.
The American public watching Nixon on television did not expect to feel
empathy toward a crooked politician, but their support for a decent, hard-working
family man, working to protect his children and family dog, simply overpowered
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the symbols of a shifty politician. One organizational template aligning more
powerful symbols trumped another.
There was a second historic episode involving the emerging television medium
that I believe contributed toward Prof. Bormann’s 1972 publication defining
symbolic convergence. It, too, profoundly changed what America believed.
In 1968, I was in a small discussion group Prof. Bormann was leading a day
or two after we learned that civil rights leader, the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., had been assassinated. Much of the class was still in shock, and several
students wept at mention of his name. Prof. Bormann seemed especially calm
and, in a gentle but authoritative manner, he challenged us to accept our grief but
also honor Dr. King by carefully analyzing how he had become so effective in his
life’s mission.
So, we did, and in following Prof. Bormann’s counsel, an important part of
what we learned had to do with a special mountain—Stone Mountain.

Stone Mountain
…let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia!
R E V. D R . M A R T I N L U T H E R K I N G , J R . , 1 9 6 3
Broadcast on national television as he
stood before the Lincoln Memorial.

On August 29, 1963, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, speaking before
thousands in person and millions through the medium of television, Martin
Luther King, Jr. delivered his famous “I Have a Dream” speech. He understood
what needed to be said and he knew how to engage people through television
and radio. More than that, he sensed what symbols had to be addressed. When he
finished speaking, racial justice was seen in a different light by much of America.
Important primary symbols re-converged in a different and, by any reasonable
standard, a more enlightened way.
His allusion to Stone Mountain in the speech was highly significant, although,
generally, only Southerners actually understood what it meant when he challenged
what the mountain symbolized. He was zeroing in on an historical icon that held
powerful, locked in symbolism involving religious faith, America, and race. Stone
Mountain, Georgia, wasn’t going away, but its symbolism needed to be ground
down.
Something dramatic had happened on that mountain 17 years earlier, in the
spring of 1946, a special time in American history. Americans had just won wars
in Europe and Asia and were now proudly feeding much of the world through the
Marshall Plan. America saw itself as the greatest success story in the modern era,
possibly in world history. There was a sense of intense nationalism that seemed to
put its stamp on and define everything. A Judeo-Christian God was smiling, even
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beaming, down on America. A spirit of national patriotism and self-assured pride
dominated belief systems and decisions. Soon, Congress would add the religious
phrase, “under God,” to the Pledge of Allegiance, requiring it to be recited by
every American public-school student. American currency would be stamped
with, “In God We Trust.” The original phrase, “Mind Your Business,” had been
an appeal to work hard. Nationalism and religious faith were blended and their
symbols smoothly converged. Although uneasily for many, the circle of religious
faith and national values encompassed de facto and legalized racial segregation.
There was a half-moon lighting the several dozen paths to the summit of
Stone Mountain that cool spring night in 1946. Silently, 2,000 well-dressed white
Southern men soldiered their way through the forested foothills by moonlight
to the treeless plateau at the crest of the mountain. Then, a stately figure, robed
in shining green silk, with his face partially covered and wearing an elaborate
pointed crown, would slowly lead 700 other men wearing bleached white sheets
and hoods to the center of the plateau. In white, they struck a contrast to most of
the other men in dark suits or military uniforms, many home from the recent war.
These men were Christian, white and patriotic Americans.
Two of the white robed knights stepped forward, one holding a cross, the other
an American flag. They raised them both, just visible in moonlight. Suddenly,
from behind them, a huge cross, 200 by 300 feet, burst into flame. By the fiery
light of the burning cross, the men swore an oath to their God, their nation and
racial segregation, “Now and forever.”
These men were not thugs nor town halfwits. They included local, state,
and even nationally elected leaders. Then-President Harry Truman may or may
not have once taken the Stone Mountain Oath, but we do know he had paid a
$10 membership fee to join the Klan. They were craftsmen, farmers, teachers,
salesmen, and law enforcement officers. They were self-sacrificing soldiers, loving
parents, and respected clergy. They were the citizen stalwarts who controlled
Southern society. Try to imagine how the symbolism of that night affected them.
Now, 17 years later, Dr. King confronted the almost sacred symbol of Stone
Mountain and successfully created a massive shift in symbolic convergence. He
had access to controlled broadcast media and his impassioned face and clear, deep
voice carried into the living rooms of most of America. Thousands of men had
experienced the giant burning cross; now, millions of Americans saw the sincere
face and heard the impassioned voice of the Reverend Dr. King.
“I have a dream,” he shouted, as he made direct eye contact with America.
That dream was about an America that was kind, fair and just. He quoted the
Founding Fathers’ pledge that under our nation’s laws, all were to be held as equal.
He called upon common decency and Christian values to assure that his children
would be judged by, “the content of their character, not the color of their skin.” He
dreamed of an America that would allow black children to have decent schools
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and play in playgrounds with white children. He had this magnificent dream
about an America that would overshadow the ceremony on the plateau of Stone
Mountain, Georgia.
The symbol of Stone Mountain shifted for many Americans that afternoon.
The dial was moved. They would still believe in symbols inherent in the flag and
the cross, but not so much in what the Mountain had once represented. For many,
Dr. King significantly decoupled Stone Mountain from what it meant to be an
American Christian. He succeeded only because he had access to a new medium
of communication, understood its power, and sensed to which symbols he could
appeal to realign American values.
Nothing significant would have occurred if his communication mode had
simply involved a speech to supporters or a written editorial. In spite of the
technical distortions and grainy picture on 1960s televisions, Americans saw Dr.
King and heard his resonating voice, and the symbol of Stone Mountain started
to crumble.
Like his namesake, Martin Luther, who had used what was then a new
medium—the printing press—to challenge and change his world, Martin Luther
King, Jr. now used electronic broadcasting to work his dream into American
values. For many, symbols re-converged and the world changed.
A message can be cynical or righteous, and in either case the medium is the
engine that empowers.

The Nature of Television
The explosive institutionalization of television in the modern world, on the
heels of the ubiquitous presence of radio, had no real equivalent among the
technological mediums rapidly impacting humanity.
Advertising, empowered through the fairly new concept of “mass marketing,”
fed television’s rapid expansion. Money poured into the mass media controllers—
the radio and television networks and their owners.
Many were initially so suspicious of the new medium that most early television
sets actually had wooden cabinet doors that could shut away the screen. The
strange new “eye into the world” would be locked out when the television was
not being viewed. Part of the rationale for this was that people were nervous that
they were being watched by some unseen force. Also, it was seen as somewhat
bourgeois to be enjoying the entertainment of the masses. This wooden door
lockout permitted the family living room to be safe from this new contraption
that could be spying on or dumbing down the family.
In totalitarian nations, radio and television programming was quickly and
tightly controlled by government authorities, assuring that messages and imagery
would always reinforce government approved values. In democracies, there were
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also controls, both formal and informal, but a careful balance emerged among
artist/talent, media ownership, and the government, which claimed it controlled
and could regulate “public air.”
Many of the controls involved mandated “decency.” Married couples were
always shown in separate beds until the 1960s, when a cartoon involving prehistoric characters, The Flintstones, broke with tradition and daringly showing Fred
and Wilma Flintstone sharing a bed as they discussed problems with their pet
dinosaur. At the time, even that rather innocuous image of two cartoon characters
sharing a marital bed was an event.
In Great Britain, incensed housewives organized and created near violent
protests, demanding the presence of “wholesomeness censors” at all levels of BBC
broadcasting, including news programming.
The real impact on how viewers were encouraged to perceive the world
manifested itself most powerfully with the values promoted through dramatic
presentations. In virtually every drama story there was an honorable, handsome,
white male hero who was invariably successful in seeking righteousness, as defined
by prevailing conventions. Both in news broadcasts and entertainment, national
values were consistently promoted and, sinister foreign values condemned.
Eventually, for many American families, television seemed to take on the
characteristics of an odd, sort of interesting, and often insightful family member.
Around the glowing television set, they would be informed, entertained, and often
find comfort. They would repetitively hear and see moralistic stories promoting
and reinforcing accepted values and symbols. Significantly, everyone would hear
and see pretty much the same messages.
At first, there were few options in terms of what could be viewed. There was
perpetually a white, middle-aged male in a suit, somberly sitting at a desk reading
the news. It was hard to imagine that what was being reported by this guy might
not be both wise and true.
There was a serious communication limitation with the new medium. The
radio or television news broadcaster or dramatic actor couldn’t receive any direct,
reliable feedback from the audience. The communication only worked one way.
There were complex but pathetically unreliable rating systems. If an advertiser paid to have their product or service placed inside of a radio or television
program, they couldn’t get accurate feedback on impact, other than some signals
from a change in sales, and gross sales figures provided erratic feedback loops.
Who could tell what was really having an impact without direct feedback? Were
they even presenting to millions, or just empty space? How the decisions by an
audience to spend money were triggered by which messages over which programs
was an enigma.
One of the largest corporate purchasers of radio and television time in the
1970s complained that he was certain that half his advertising dollars were wasted.
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He just didn’t know which half. In point of fact, no one could tell with much
reliability what programming was being watched by how many. Absolutely no one
could tell who was being impacted in what way by which messages.
It was a bit different with the simultaneously expanding “pulp” newspaper
and magazine industry. Their advertising impact was something of a guessing
game, but with print, one could always determine how many people were actually
purchasing the written publication. It wasn’t that way with electronic information
pumped out through radio and television. You had to work by instinct, and
sometimes the instincts were bad.
How the religious community formally approached first, the radio, and then,
the television medium is of interest. Religions were nearly always treated respectfully in both news stories and dramatic presentations. The real impact was in
religious proselytizing and financial appeals. In the Western World, these involved
mostly Christian programming and were typically delivered by charismatic, faithbased presenters.
Both religious radio and television appeals for adherence to a religious faith,
and money, ran the gamut from enlightening and comforting to the preposterous.
In the 1950s, the Roman Catholic Bishop Fulton J Sheen, became the most
popular and most often watched television personality in America, including
both religious and secular television. He was a strikingly handsome and engaging
personality. He would sweep onto the television screen wearing his flowing
religious robes, make direct eye contact, smile and engage in a lighthearted, often
self-depreciating, monologue. He then would gently move into serious and real
issues that touched the lives of his massive television audience.
He took on the controversial issue of alcohol abuse, commenting on how
it could be compared to a disease. This view was controversial at the time and
the topic was unpopular among many Roman Catholic clergy and certainly the
powerful alcohol industry.
He nearly always provided messages that crossed denominational lines and
became immensely popular with Roman Catholic and other religious viewers, as
well as those not affiliated with any religion.
Bishop Sheen was never forceful in asking for donations, but given an audience
that surpassed literally anything else on the television networks, he was sent tens
of millions of dollars. His financial success created a serious conflict within the
Roman Catholic Church regarding who would control the revenues, to the point
where the Vatican and the Pontiff himself got involved in settling this internal
American church dispute. At one point, the Pope actually sought input from then
President Eisenhower on how to best settle the conflict.
To this day, the mostly black-and-white television programs of the late Bishop
Sheen can be purchased on DVDs and are occasionally still replayed on television.
His view on social issues included his discomfort with racial segregation and
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America’s role in the Vietnam War. Both issues also created divisions within
the Roman Catholic community. Later, it was learned that he had identified and
was critical of sexual impropriety among clergy, although his concerns did not
become public for decades.
It is interesting to compare how the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Bishop Sheen each mastered a new medium of communication in the interest
of their religious faith perspectives, as well as how they created destabilization
within traditional religious communities. Both men were attacked by established clergy. Bishop Sheen was identified as an anti-Christ spokesman for the
Biblical “whore of Babylon,” as the Roman Catholic Church was termed by some
Protestant evangelicals. He also came into serious conflict with American Roman
Catholic leadership. The Reverend Dr. King was identified as a “communist front
man” by right wing politicians and formally asked to leave Alabama by a number
of prominent Alabama Protestant clergy. In April of 1963, Dr. King was arrested
by the Birmingham City police for leading an unauthorized, non-violent protest.
Eight of the leading Protestant clergy in the city published an open letter to him
asking him to essentially stop his disruptive activity. His response became known
as the “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” and was read throughout the world under
the title “Injustice Anywhere is a Threat to Justice Everywhere.” His response is
considered a classic in both civic and Christian faith publications.
In contrast to proselytizing by the likes of Bishop Sheen, Dr. King or the
impassioned, charismatic evangelist, Billy Graham, there were many religious
appeals that worked to a remarkably lesser standard.
One highly popular and financially successful evangelical TV personality went
too far one night and the controls of the media stepped in, helping to establish a
precedent for broadcast media control of even constitutionally protected religious
expression.
By the late 1960s, television was running 24/7, as opposed to being shut
down from midnight to dawn. Late-night viewing sometimes involved increasingly desperate appeals for money from religious personalities. At one point,
around 2:00 in the morning, a prominent religious presenter told his viewers
that an 80-foot-tall angel had somehow entered his bedroom the night before
and proclaimed that he would murder him unless he raised a certain amount of
money. The religious leader implied to his audience that if they did not send him
money that night they might be responsible for his death. They were being tested.
The unstated consequence was that for the sin of turning their back on him, they
may suffer in the afterlife.
One of the viewers, who knew the owner of the local television station,
telephoned and woke the owner and described what was being said. After the
owner had tuned in and reheard the frantic, tearful, and bizarre performance,
he called the station and quickly replaced the desperate appeal with cartoons. “I
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don’t care what you put on but get that wingnut off my station!” he supposedly
told the station’s late-night engineer.
The matter was of regulatory concern and nearly went to court over issues of
freedom of religious expression and “religious persecution.” It was becoming an
issue of controlling religious expression over public air waves. Who was in control
of a religious message once television time had been purchased?
The potential legal challenge wound down after the famous Chicago editorial
writer, Mike Royko, wrote a widely distributed editorial entitled, Don’t Let God
Get Away with It! Obviously using irony, he pointed out that if we gave into this
sort of extortion, people of actual community value would next be threatened.
Even popular television personalities or beauty queens may be the next to be held
hostage. The extortion from the supernatural would just get worse, he, tonguein-cheek, warned his readers. The widely read editorial likely had an impact on
endorsing ownership controls of even religious broadcasting over public air.
It was determined that messages involving freedom of expression, even
religion, were subordinate to the owners of the media provider, namely the
television station. The station had the right and even responsibility to ultimately
control the message. The Federal Communications Commission declined to
sanction the station owner and, in terms of civil action for damages, it would be
hard to find a jury sympathetic to such an opportunistic appeal for donations. As
one legal commentator put it, “They would be lucky to find a juror who could keep
a straight face.” Beyond that, since the giant angel hadn’t murdered the preacher,
in a way there would be no significant damages.
In the end, there was no regulatory or court challenge. The media owner was
in control.
This level of ultimate control over electronic broadcasting would not be the
case when the next major paradigm-changing medium of communication hit the
modern world—cyberspace.

XII. Uncontrolled
Broadcasting—Cyberspace
Humanity Connects—Without Supervision

Cyberspace and the internet now opens humanity to new and virtually unregulated
powers to connect and control.
According to Google, there are at least 28 definitions for the term “cyberspace;”
there is no agreed upon universal definition. Ultimately, cyberspace will best
define itself in coming years.
The word “cyberspace” is derived from the Greek word “kybernetes,” which
can be translated as the way to control or govern something complicated, such as
a ship rudder, or it can refer to the person charged with piloting a ship. It has to
do with the dynamic of sensitive and responsive control of something extremely
complicated through constant access to feedback, presumably similar to the
challenge in antiquity of controlling a sailing ship.
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The word cyberspace actually had been used in 1948 by the scientist, Norbert
Wiener, who was searching for a way to describe the technical concept of using
electrical impulses to provide rapid feedback, enabling sensitive human control
over “things.”
The term is sometimes identified as originating in contemporary usage in
1982, with a popular science fiction trilogy by William Gibson, especially the
book, Burning Chrome. The story involves two future computer geniuses who
figure out a way to work with “cyberspace concepts” to financially bankrupt a
crook named Chrome. Today, we would call them “hackers.”
Recently, an interesting collection of Danish abstract art from the 1960s has
come to light, signed by, at that time, an unknown artist with the pseudonym,
“cyberspace.” Cyberspace actually turned out to be two collaborating women
artists who chose to identify their combined artistic creations as reflective of the
concept of “cyberspace.” Those two Danish artists were Susan Ussing, a professional artist, and her collaborator, Carsten Hoff, a respected architect.
Their “cyberspace art” consists partially of flat collages involving photography
and tinted paper, depicting individuals in shadow form existing and apparently
thriving in the midst of complex, yet organized geometric formations. Their work
projects a feeling, as one art critic put it, of “curiously lost in space, but unafraid.”
These artists saw cyberspace not necessarily related to computer technology
but rather as a pattern for humans reorganizing materials and spaces in ways
that were more consistent with a future human condition. In a sense, their art
was profiling the way humanity might possibly be more perfectly accommodated
through controlling strange, but technically enhanced, new environments.
The term “cyberspace” came to be used in the 1990s as almost synonymous
with the then emerging internet, but it always related to more than internet or
social media-based information sharing. The internet is a component of cyberspace, but the term encompasses something deeper.
As an art form, an analytical term, and even a science fiction metaphor,
“cyberspace” relates to effectively and sensitively engaging with information in
a way where, with feedback, we create enhanced human dimensions of control,
insight, and connection.
There are significant differences between institutionally controlled electronic
broadcasting and less or uncontrolled communicating or connecting with others
and things in cyberspace.
With controlled broadcasting, when the Flintstone’s cartoonist decided to
project an image of family intimacy by drawing Wilma and Fred Flintstone in the
same bed, she or he had to worry about formal “controls.” Would the sponsors,
who ultimately paid everyone involved in providing the message, be okay with
the image? Then, also worry about whether or not it would be allowed by censors
from the network or the local station owners. Finally, since the government
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controlled (policed) the public airwaves, what would the Federal Communications Commission think or allow? The “Eighty Foot Angel in my bedroom,”
matter had made it clear that even constitutionally protected religious expression
would be controlled as it moved through public air. But what about cyberspace?
With cyberspace, when a cartoonist draws a picture of Wilma and Fred in bed
together, all that is involved is essentially hitting a “send” button. The message
can go to the world, or to a targeted group like the Flintstones fan club. Even a
tasteless, sexually provocative statement could be included and no authority will
likely shut down the message. A few people may be offended—or entertained—
and they are all free to compliment or admonish. Some parental control tools
may limit some individual access points but, like Martin Luther’s original Swiss
printer, trying to deny access to new communication mediums is ultimately futile
and often renders the messages more appealing.
The American Humanist Association promotes worthwhile, socially humane
efforts, often in conjunction with or at least compatible with a number of religious
philanthropic efforts. However, one of their primary focuses is also the spread of
Atheism (or at least agnosticism). After decades of effort, they became a legally
recognized religious entity in terms of tax exemption in the United States and
began a public effort to promote Atheism, especially to young people.
In 2012, they began a national campaign to reach out to young adults and
older teens, offering Atheism and humanism as an alternative to religious faithbased beliefs. They sponsored a National Day of Reason and launched outreach
initiatives. Among the taglines for young adults was, “Why believe in a God? Just
be good for goodness’ sake.”
They correctly realized that they would benefit the most from using electronic
media to impact young people. So, they built visual ads promoting a youth-oriented website labeled, “KidsWithoutGod.com.” Their sophisticated promotional
advertising used an image of two photogenic teenagers, with one saying to the
other, “I’m getting a bit old for imaginary friends,” then directing the audience to
the Kids-without-God website.
The American Humanist Association formally approached youth-oriented
radio and television stations and networks and were quickly turned down by the
likes of Time for Kids and the National Geographic Kids channels. The Disney
channel executive who was approached thought it was a joke (in poor taste),
before realizing they were serious and throwing them out of his office.
Conversely, they took their message into cyberspace, where they reported
that they were nonchalantly accepted for national and international, widespread,
and targeted outreach, by Pandora, Facebook, Reddit, Google, and YouTube.
As long as they could put up the money, out the message went, not only to
the world, but presumably to questioning teens who may be targeted through
sophisticated algorithms.
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The two completely opposite reactions demonstrated the fundamental
difference between electronic media that is institutionally controlled, and that
which is mostly uncontrolled.
The controlled broadcast artist throwing out a message into the ether through
radio or television will never have a clear picture regarding how their creation
impacts how many people. All the artist or communicator really knows for certain
is that they have to be really careful of the controlling institutions.
The cyberspace communicator will generally have insight into how many are
connecting with the message, and how they got to the message, and he or she is
also likely to get content feedback. The message may be applauded or pilloried or
both, and the author will likely know quickly if he or she touched a good or bad
nerve. If there is little or no response, that says something important as well.
The essence of cyberspace communication is that anyone can become a
broadcaster, and everyone can, and someone often does, react to the uncontrolled
broadcast. When promoting a product or service, you may get an instant purchase
order. When sharing a viewpoint, a quick reaction can follow, or a disconcerting
silence. This new dynamic of communications, along with enhanced communication and control over things, is having a powerful effect on nearly every human
institution and individual.
One of the most important cyberspace impacts relates to Scientific Method.
We are learning, sharing, and controlling complex information at a speed and in
patterns that has never been even closely approached. It’s typically uncontrolled by
any formal institution. Information and views are shared individual to individual,
or individual to institution, as well as to targeted persons or groups, or with anyone
interested. That human communication paradigm may crash or be ignored, or
receive a reaction, or inspire erratic emotion. It is always open for challenge. The
speed, openness, lack of controls and scope of who can reflect on or react publicly
to the communication is new to human communications. It is especially new to
the academic community, where established formal and informal communication
patterns involve hierarchies of peer review, and sometimes almost ceremonial
interaction with journals.
Now, a scientist, or technical professional, or an interested layperson, or a
crackpot can, within a few minutes, link up and share both information and
perspectives with the public, experts in an area, or other crackpots. The result
has been exasperating levels of useless noise and amazing (sometimes disturbing,
sometime enlightening) perspectives in many traditional areas of inquiry.
From interpreting literary styles, to mass-producing individualized genetic
information, to concepts about history, to building enhanced sewage systems,
perspectives can now erratically migrate into chaotic free-fall as they overshadow
traditional academic protocols.
This uncontrolled opening up of published information is frustrating for
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traditionalists. I have an acquaintance in a somewhat controversial area of
environmental research. He is a respected, academic luminary with a tenured
position at a major university. After turning crimson with rage at a wildly erratic
published reaction to a technical paper he had reviewed, he slammed shut his
computer, looked at me and said, “It’s the twilight of the gods!” Things will change
in science and, if managed correctly, much of the change may, in the end, be for
the best. But, it will be disruptive as we learn to establish new systems of information review and control.
In medicine, the cyberspace dynamic may soon allow you to go to any clinic
with any problem and, at the fingertips of a technician, a complete detailed history
of your health and your genetics can be instantly “pulled up.” If there’s an injury
or disease, the results of thousands of previous symptoms and responses to those
with similar genotypes can be accessed quickly using cyberspace systems. By the
time you interact with a physician, he or she may have a profound understanding
of your personal health, the nature of any problem, and the responsive remedy
options. He or she may reconstitute the old historic, “doctor home visit,” only this
time, the reassuring face and voice will be electronically communicated over your
computer.
The most promising enhancement involves moving
beyond categorical medicine, where a remedy to your
health problem is based on how groups of individuals
responded. Instead, a remedy will engage in what is termed,
“Precision Medicine” where finite categories relating to compatible
DNA profiles and exact condition will be assessed using a massive,
perhaps global, data base of similar genotypes and conditions.
Theoretically, a physician/health care worker should be able to isolate a reliable
remedy set at about the speed of light. Use of such a data base can prevent as well
as treat, creating a new dimension of enhanced human health.
At the time of this writing, it doesn’t work that way, but if it doesn’t become
available soon, it is a tragedy. The basic infrastructure is in place and the technical
capability is a reality. It just has to be thoughtfully wired together. An eye toward
“doing no harm” in the process will be important.

I think our industry is screwed up and is ripe to be disrupted; either
we do it or some Stanford dropout in a black turtleneck is going to.
D AV I D T F E I N B E R G M D , M B A
C E O G E I S I N G E R H E A LT H S YS T E M S

When Dr. David Feinberg left his position as CEO of UCLA Health Systems
and took over Geisinger Health Systems in financially stressed areas in Pennsylvania, he began institutionalizing a number of approaches which probably
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wouldn’t have been permitted at UCLA. These included a practical use of available
or easily obtainable cyber oriented information sets to prevent and better respond
to patient risk.
Using what he termed “predictive analytics” he began using data from both
patient genetics and ZIP Codes to identify and anticipate health problems. The
concept that certain ZIP Codes related to poor nutrition or more probable
exposure to Lyme disease or opiate abuse was straightforward. Combining ZIP
Code with appropriate targeted warnings regarding Lyme disease prevention,
opiate abuse sensitivity, and aggressive support for better nutrition, was obvious,
and inexpensive.
It was a little more challenging to, as he put it, “genomify” the practicing
physicians, but as they began to screen and accumulate genetic data on patients,
the value quickly became obvious.
As an example, a 16-year-old girl was admitted to the ER for athletic
related dehydration. After her parents agreed to genetic profiling, it was quickly
realized that she had at least two genetic predispositions associated with cardiac
arrhythmias. This resulted in not only appropriate warnings to protect her from
risk, but they also quickly identified that 15 out of 30 of her relatives served by
Geisinger carried similar genetic risks. Awareness and prevention support could
be provided to reduce risk.
The costs associated with these absolutely obvious database enhancements
was minimal, and the payoff in terms of both preventing harm and medical expenditure is obvious. In September of 2019 the Mayo Clinic and Goggle announced a
historical partnership in the deep reading and application of medical and genetic
data. With increasing accuracy your tissues can be essentially converted into
readable cyber-algorithms and blend with an analysis of your condition or predisposition to a disease. Yet, they can also telegraph information to health insurance
companies that may be incentivized to avoid providing you with health coverage.
People may also overreact to unrealized health concerns.
In 2018, the American Food and Drug Administration approved 10 personal
genomics to detect predisposition to congenital disease, including rare blood
disorders and Alzheimer’s. Simultaneously, hundreds of worthless or dangerous
health or medical compounds were being marketed internationally through the
internet without any reasonable controls. Health care must adjust to cyberspace
on several levels.
In terms of “things,” the manufacture and delivery of everything are done
at typically reduced costs, with more focus on safety, and increasingly a focus
on ecology and sustainability. Physical “stuff ” is produced with better quality, is
moved about faster and is typically more affordable. A good example is perishable
fruit. In the 1970s, United States imports totaled less than 25%. Now it imports
53% of its fruit from other countries, where more favorable weather conditions
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and labor costs make it less expensive and of better quality. With a far better
cyber-controlled trade infrastructure, shipping and distribution, people eat
better at less cost, to the obvious benefit of quality of life and public health. But
“things” also include weapons—even cyber guidelines for manufacturing your
own weapons—as well as mass produced and transported dangerous drugs.
Regarding criminal justice, networked cameras are putting more and more
activity on recordable and recoverable video. Today, London is probably the most
monitored city in Western Europe, with 180 permanently monitoring cameras in
Central London alone. We don’t know the levels of surveillance in closed totalitarian societies. Banks of DNA data connect to individuals and are combined
with trackable cell phone information, providing a level of surveillance never
achieved in the past in any society. Of course, crime is dropping in modern
“wired” societies, with the obvious exception of new generations of sophisticated
cybercrime, including hate crimes.
One of the more recent advances in policing has been the ability to pull
biologic tracers off cell phones. When you use a cell phone, you leave a tiny bit of
now easily identifiable human DNA trace. This biologic profile, combined with
historic records of GPS positioning and completely recordable internet communications, makes your phone a “little you.”
So now your biologic information merges with cyber systems to the advantage
of law enforcement.
Yet, in a larger sense the relationship between the individual and governing
authority is profoundly changing. This dynamic is of understandable concern to
civil libertarians. Do we really want and can we thrive in a world almost devoid of
privacy and where everyone is vulnerable to intrusive government monitoring?
Could this be the foundation for the shadowy terror George Orwell envisioned in
Nineteen Eighty-Four? These realities demand regulation.
In terms of food, there is serious research into mass producing protein, such
as meat products, by growing or manufacturing animal-type tissue with specific
DNA sequencing. This means that the perfect beefsteak may be mass produced,
or more accurately, harvested from a modified incubation chamber. Humanity
will get its meat without requiring the slaughter/suffering of animals. What sort
of destabilizing social consequences will we confront if our fundamental need for
food is met through a completely new paradigm?
Human communications and levels of control move more and more rapidly,
with new devices that translate languages quickly with increasingly sensitive
nuance. Eventually, the quite foreseeable goal is that two people who speak different
languages will simply insert ear plugs and enter into dialogue. Yet, even if the
words can be understood, will the cultural and belief dynamics inspire confusion
or animosity? Will we better connect with and bond, or frustrate diversity?
Irrespective of geography and culture, teams now routinely collaborate in
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cyberspace to find solutions in all areas of human need and concern. The nature
of the uncontrolled broadcast in cyberspace empowers groups accomplishing
goals together. Previously they would be less likely to connect, or if they did, not
anywhere nearly as effectively.
Homosexuality in most Islamic nations is illegal and, in some, it is a capital
offense. Yet, through the internet, groups of lesbians who follow Islam have found
each other and have been publicly promoting LGBTQ rights and are appealing
for full acceptance within the Islamic faith. That could never have happened prior
to cyberspace communications. Of course, it is also possible that violence-prone
homophobes will also find and mutually support each other.
There are likely serious problems not yet anticipated, as we tumble forward
into this truly undiscovered dynamic of human communication and technical
advance. We need to prepare for unexpected opportunity, and risk. Similar to past
fundamental shifts in human mediums of communications, many challenges will
be both unexpected and painfully difficult. Danger and opportunity are both out
there and they are likely historically huge.
As the mist of cyberspace dissipates, there are some areas of special concern
taking shape which may require new approaches to governance:

Cyberspace Crime and Civil Liberty
Federal, state, and even most local law enforcement entities maintain false
websites to capture offenders. They scan for trolling individuals or groups of
criminals including pedophiles, drug dealers, or those who coordinate the theft
and distribution of stolen credit card information or stolen property. They have
also uncovered large and complex international human sex trafficking operations.
Uncovering terroristic threats or foreign interference involving false internet
postings designed to destabilize is also a new and necessary dimension for local,
national and international law enforcement.
The tension between civil liberty and surreptitiously spying by public agencies
is omnipresent, as it should be. Criminals find new ways to perpetrate crime in
cyberspace, and governments find new ways to penetrate people’s lives, ostensibly
to protect them. Public systems are typically not well prepared for interacting
within cyberspace, although they are learning. The critical goal must be to create
and balance safeguards and establish coherent systems for preserving dignity,
lawful protections and personal freedom, while enabling opportunities opening
through cyberspace.
Around 20 years ago, there was an article of faith that, with the rise of the
internet and uncontrolled electronic communications, dictatorships and oppressive
governments would be subordinated to these emancipating, open communications.
In his 2018 book, The Perfect Weapon: War, Sabotage and Fear in the Cyber
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Age, New York Times national security correspondent David Sanger explains how
that optimistic vision was profoundly premature. In fact, cyberspace seems to
be capable of ushering in a more perfectly controlled and closed society. Sanger
makes the case that more open societies are becoming vulnerable to manipulation
by dictatorial governments, which hold few qualms about using contrived cyber
information streams to destabilize internal and external opponents.
As former deputy Secretary of State Anthony Blinken and Brookings Institute
Senior Fellow Robert Kagan expressed in a joint Washington Post Editorial
in January 2019: “Autocrats, fearing democracy’s strength and appeal, have
weaponized the tools of social control they use at home to sow divisions within
and among democracies.”
Illiberal governments quickly learned that cyber information systems could
be marshaled to assert a whole new dimension of control over the personal lives
of their populations. At least, that has become the objective. The People’s Republic
of China, in particular, has pulled out all the stops to assert overreaching levels of
cyber-control.
In 2017, Wang Huning was appointed to China’s Politburo, one of a group of
seven communist leaders who absolutely rule China. Remarkably, he had never
governed a province or run a state ministry. He was and is, quite simply, a cyber
policeman. Upon his appointment, he immediately announced that he intended to
establish an uncompromising policy to assure national “cyber sovereignty.” Every
aspect of cyber communications and operation in China would be controlled by
the state and marshalled to assure a “perfect Chinese cyberspace experience.”
Soon after his appointment, Wang called a meeting of major leaders in the cyber
world, including Jack Ma of Alibaba and Tim Cook of Apple. With President Xi
at his side, he “laid down the law.” The People’s Republic of China would own and
control all cyberspace interaction within their nation; it would be criminal not to
interact under strict government observation and control regarding cyberspace.
In February of 2019 the New York Times reported that China had implemented
a program to draw and archive DNA from all its citizens. Similar proposals have
been made in the U.S. and Britain.
Should (or can) a government bureaucracy implement near absolute controls
on how millions of people are going to interact with things, institutions and, most
ominously, each other?
How this scenario of attempted complete government control of cyberspace
plays out is one of the most important civics issue in our time. A lot can go right,
or terribly wrong. The point is, the mediums of cyber communications are far
from a predestined path to an egalitarian society. This lesson hit especially hard
for the stunned leadership at Facebook when they learned that their platform had
been used to destabilize democratic elections and possibly coordinate violence
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against individuals and at-risk populations. Dangerous people and groups were
being handed a new weapon.

…cyberspace is an arena that has empowered individuals and
aggregations of individuals…in ways that have never happened before.
PROFESSOR NAZLI CHOUCRI
MASSACHUSET TS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

The Echo Chamber
I’m an amateur Myanist, which means, although I’m hardly a scholar in the
area, I have a serious interest in understanding the pre-Columbian Mayan civilization, a literate society that emerged independently from Eurasia in Central
America. I’ve spent a lot of time studying the ancient Maya in classrooms, reading,
and at pre-Columbian archaeological sites. There’s not a lot of us, but we really are
committed to uncovering the intriguing mysteries of the ancient Mayan world.
With Apple programming support, some dedicated Harvard, University of Texas
at Austin, Hamline University and other cultural anthropologists, we are making
progress. Working together we can now, through uncontrolled electronic collaboration, somewhat understand and help each other learn from ancient Mayan
writings. They are often written on stone or placed on pottery, and rarely, but
sometimes, we actually uncover a type of written text, bound into accordion-like
books. Each year, more and more writings are uncovered, including Codices in
ancient Mayan that Christian missionaries missed burning in the 1500s and 1600s.
We’ve advanced quickly, enabled by remarkable new cyber technologies,
involving linguistic studies, the use of infrared reading of ancient frescos and,
most recently, seismic LIDAR lasers that have provided details about yet un-excavated ancient buildings and even a lost city in the Central American jungles. But
the overriding advantage is our ability to communicate translations, photos, and
concepts with each other. The kind of discoveries that previously took decades of
protracted struggling to tease out, can now collaboratively evolve through group
contemplation in weeks. We quickly distribute and jointly build upon our information in a sort of “international echo chamber.” In a way, we have created and
maintain our own dedicated cyberspace broadcast channel. It really works!
But what if our cyberspace echo chamber had an evil objective? What if we
all wanted to rob banks? Should how and what we communicate on these new
mediums of targeted information sharing be policed? If so, how, and by whom
or what? There can be dark dimensions to echo chambers, involving both what is
shared and how they are policed.
There is a successful yogurt manufacturing plant in Twin Falls, Idaho. The
company was started by a yogurt connoisseur from Turkey named Hamdi Ulukaya,
who hires immigrants. Many of his immigrants understand the nuances of yogurt
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production and are Islamic. There is also a conservative internet blogger who is
well known in Idaho. The Wall Street Journal labels the blogger a “right-wing
provocateur.”
On June 2, 2016, a five-year-old girl in Twin Falls was roughed-up by three
boys, ages 14, 10, and 7. The seven-year-old boy was the son of a legal immigrant
employee from Iraq. The blogger, like my Mayan study group, operates in an
echo chamber where participants share interests and interact with each other in
support of their objectives. His echo chamber is hostile to immigrants in general
but especially those who follow the Islamic faith.
The blogger apparently heard about the incident and reported to his members,
Syrian Refugees Rape Little Girl at Knife Point in Idaho. There was no knife, no
one was Syrian, there was no rape, and the legal Islamic perpetrator was seven
years old. Once the blogger had captured his group’s attention, he could say things
through his cyber broadcast that controlled media broadcasting would never allow.
Talking with friends is just not meaningfully controlled by anyone and that is how
we presently categorize most cyber-enhanced communications. It is approached
more as a telephone conversation than a radio or television broadcast.
The blogger went on to produce a provocative video for his followers to watch
and share with a promotional tweet: “Idaho Yogurt Maker Caught Importing
Migrant Rapists.”
That tweet may have gone too far, and Mr. Ulukaya, the highly respected owner
of the Idaho yogurt plant, tried to determine if there can be some sort of civil legal
remedy. No one is certain if he actually can successfully sue regarding somewhat
personal discussions within a closed cyberspace echo chamber. However, after
legal threat, the right-wing blogger technically retracted his message. The
technical retraction likely had limited impact.
Seeking to control semi-personalized cyberspace interactions is an issue that
must be addressed. Can we implement effective voluntary standards of cyber
civility? Do we allow civil court remedies for certain cyber acts or perhaps even
sanctions in criminal law? Is a formal legal path addressing the potential darker
sides of echo chamber cyberspace necessary, or will there be unintended consequences with government controls? How this and other information sharing
will evolve is unknown, although the People’s Republic of China seems to have
decided how it will approach cyberspace.
Not to get overly paranoid, but the last time a powerful new dimension of
human communications, namely the printing press, morphed from controlled
to uncontrolled, Europe was decimated in protracted religious wars. It would be
wrong to panic or frustrate the promises of cyberspace, but this new communication medium creates a potentially risky enigma. Clusters of like-minded actors
will find, motivate, and enable each other to good or bad ends. Then again, who
decides what is “good” or “bad”?
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Trolling Cyberspace Outliers
Our world is filled with lonely, troubled people. Today, many of them wander
through cyberspace, riding their phones, tablets and laptops like erratic magic
carpets into sometimes desperate social interaction. They are seeking connections and meaning. Sometimes, of course, this paradigm goes terribly wrong.

This (event) prompted me to type the words, “black on white crime”
into Google and I have never been the same since that day.

Following the highly publicized shooting of an
unarmed young black man by a vigilante, another
young man sought insight into what happened by
wandering through cyberspace.
Dylann Storm Roof was a 21-year-old white man,
and clearly troubled. Alcohol, drugs, a dysfunctional
family, and failure in almost everything he attempted
had stamped his life. Neighbors reported that he would
wander out of the house in the morning, sit on the curb
staring into space and then, after a few hours, move to
a different curb for the rest of the day. He was a blank
Dylann Storm Roof
slate waiting to be written upon.
One day, alone in the solitude of his bedroom, he opened his “cyberspace
intimate,” a computer, laptop, tablet, or phone, and asked about blacks and crime.
Cyberspace robots seamlessly carried him to the racially charged website of the
Council of Conservative Citizens—the CCC.
He read story after story, spun and hyped involving ghastly crimes committed
by black criminals against innocent white victims. First, he was shocked as he
read stories of abuse, then he engaged in frank internet discussions with his new
friends. Finally, he embraced this cyber entity as a brother in arms. Interestingly,
his new white supremacist cyberspace colleagues may have been flesh and blood
humans or responsive robotic algorithms—most likely a combination. Who
or whatever it was, it had recruited a convert, soldier, and eventually a martyr.
His new cyberspace intimates pleaded with him to avenge and protect abused,
vulnerable, and endangered members of his threatened white race.
He answered the call.
Soon after his electronic epiphany, on June 17, 2015, he entered a historically prominent black church in the Low Country of South Carolina. He pulled
out a revolver and brutally murdered nine—the Senior Pastor and eight other

Source: Wikipedia

DYLANN STORM ROOF
W H I T E S U P R E M A C I S T, M A S S M U R D E R E R
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worshippers. He had no remorse and, even facing life imprisonment or possibly
the death penalty, he was steadfast and unrepentant.
No racially charged brochure or ranting guy sitting next to him at a bar could
likely have touched him in such a calculated and personalized manner. In his
empty life, the targeted, seemingly personal cyberspace interactions symbolically
and cynically filled the void. The governing symbols in his life re-converged in a
pre-programmed rhythm anticipated by those on the other side of the computer
screen or programmed algorithm. Innocent people were murdered, unquestionably using the internet as a weapon.
Similarly, in October of 2018, a 46-year-old internet-radicalized truck driver,
Robert Bowers, expressed his cyber-supported, anti-Semitic commitment by
barging into a Pittsburgh synagogue and gunning down 11 Jewish worshipers.
Targeted communications prowl through the world of cyberspace, typically
for economic advantage, but sometimes for philosophic converts. Cyberspace has
shown an unnerving ability to create an intimacy, most ominously among the
lonely and socially vulnerable, promoting the targeting of “others.”
Of course, cyberspace is not inherently good or evil. Converts to responsible
social causes, whether involving the environment or caring for those in need,
emerge in a steady altruistic stream from cyberspace. The trolling misanthrope is
the outlier—yet, they are real and they are a threat. The take-away is that there is a
new force “out there” which needs to be understood because its power is transformative; it can provide value and enlighten, or become degrading and dangerous.
Whether it is a crafted appeal to do violence, a heartfelt appeal to help others,
an appeal toward bigotry and divisiveness, or a sincere or cynical sales pitch, the
medium of cyberspace carries with it specialized power to target and penetrate.
It can get personal and realign symbolic convergences through a sort of cyber
intimacy. Like no other medium of communication, it can touch hearts and
minds en masse, or become personally responsive to a target audience. It will
mold individuals, societies, and our future. Our foundational beliefs will probably
most influence which paths we take regarding controls. Yet, those beliefs will also
be impacted.
The population-wide potential when cyberspace crosses into the territory of
personal philosophy, worldview, or deeply held propositions of belief, is something
new. Cyberspace absolutely has proved that it has the capacity to override tolerance
and define a despised “other.” Those with “different” ethnicities, cultures, or belief
systems may find themselves at special risk. It is also possible that cyberspace will
promote understanding and tolerance. It is probable it will do both.
It’s impossible to predict where we are going as cyberspace blends into our
existence and our belief systems, but there are signals of what the future may
portend.

XIII. As we Enter Cyberspace
Where Are We Going?

Since our beginning, humanity and it’s rules and regulations has been influenced
and even defined by what cultures and individuals believe. In the Axial Age,
a higher order of transcendental belief became locked in place and integral to
creating a new type of human community.
The communal fires, art/song, writing, publishing, printing, and controlled
broadcasting, have each influenced how our most important symbols aligned,
what we believe, and what we became.
Now, we are on the threshold of another fundamental change in human communication. Uncontrolled electronic broadcasting and cyberspace are becoming the
major worldwide tools for how humans communicate with each other and interact
with the world around us. There will likely be tremendous secular progress,
accompanied by concurrent challenges to humanity’s guiding beliefs. There will be
a connection, or possibly confrontation, among our primary propositions of belief,
including those of religious faith. Important things will change.
As we enter this uncharted dimension, perhaps the warnings of Winston
Churchill from two generations past will again become relevant. In the 1940s,
regarding the challenges of fascism, Winston Churchill told the world that, if
unsuccessful in containing this new challenge:
“(we may) …sink into the abyss of a new dark age, made more sinister, and
perhaps more protracted, by the lights of perverted science.” If, however, we
successfully address the challenges, we may move forward “…into broad, sunlit
uplands.”
It seems to me we are now facing a similar historic crossroads. We need to
step back and put our current situation in historic context.

Human Progress in Perspective
If we travel to 320 BCE, we might be able to entice Aristotle to enter a time
capsule and move 2,100 years into the future. After all, he had a powerful curiosity
and he was then 64 years old—at that time, a really old age.
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So, in 1780, we park his time capsule in Philadelphia, outside a newspaper
office, and introduce him to Dr. Benjamin Franklin. We ask Dr. Franklin to help
Aristotle adjust to a strange new world.
Actually, it’s not all that hard.
Aristotle is confused about the nature of guns until Dr. Franklin explains how
quick-burning chemicals can rapidly expand, create explosions and hurl objects.
Aristotle then understands how modern weapons work. The ships that are now
sailing the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans from continent to continent are not much
different from the ships Aristotle knew that sailed the Aegean and Mediterranean
Seas from island to island. They both use wind and wood to cross water and
move people and products from place to place, typically for economic advantage,
sometimes for war. Aristotle would have little difficulty in connecting with the
politics of the time, i.e. democracy versus aristocracy and/or autocracy/monarchy.
Similarly, while products are better and more accessible now, paper, textiles,
metallurgy, food and beverages would be relatively similar to what was available
in Aristotle’s ancient world. The printing press would have been impressive, but
really, it was just a modified wine press put to creative use.
Now, we talk Dr. Franklin (who’s also a curious man of 74—in his time, also
really old), into taking a much shorter trip, only 210 years into the future. In 1990,
he steps out of the time capsule onto the west bank of the Seine River in Paris, and
we introduce him to Nobel Laureate, author, resistance fighter and philosopher
Samuel Beckett, who agrees to help the good doctor adjust to the 20th Century.
It goes poorly!
Nothing seems to make sense. The streets have no horses but are literally
overrun by monstrous, multi-ton, multicolored piles of metal moving at unnatural
speeds. Dr. Franklin looks up in the sky and sees gigantic, silver, man-made
objects blasting through clouds. He watches the strange variety and abundance
of exotic foods people eat, the profoundly unnatural textiles people wear, and
the virtually supernatural electric boxes they stare at, that contain moving and
speaking images of people. It overwhelms his senses.
Electric washing machines, toilets, toasters, central heat/air conditioning,
fluorescent lighting, hygienic water everywhere, and food-engorged refrigerators
are weird enough, but when Beckett tries to explain about satellites, Americans
walking around the moon hitting golf balls, and machines that calculate to the
point they almost think, the good Dr. Franklin goes catatonic.
Now, we place Samuel Beckett in a time capsule and take him forward just
a few decades. We walk him through the Manhattan Apple store, then describe
a sports car driven by a dummy circling the earth; and explain that over five
million people have been conceived in test tubes. After we introduce him to Siri
and he asks her a few questions, the brilliant and courageous Beckett becomes
quietly introspective. We tell him that beyond all the dynamic computer-oriented
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thinking gadgets he has seen, we are also creating platforms where biologic DNA
codes are merging with computer algorithms. He doesn’t get it; as an example, we
tell him about efforts to semi-clone animals, and eventually people, so there are
“spare parts” available if an extra heart or liver is needed. We explain that we are
experimenting with special cloning systems that do not include a brain, since that
would present an ethical challenge. British researchers have already developed
fish that can be cloned without a head/brain and yet have biologic components
that would permit organ harvesting. A Texas research center has made progress
with a similar process involving mammals.
We explain that the cloning process is purely experimental at this point, but
tomorrow we will fly him to San Diego to tour some biotech industrial production
companies that are mass-producing DNA-specific antigens for thousands of
research projects underway throughout the world. These bio-science corporations have even designed systems which are now snipping out certain genes and
are in the business of creating healthier human beings. A postdoctoral Chinese
scientist, trained at Stanford, has even gene-edited two babies…the first scientifically “designed humans.”
In the morning as we prepare for the flight to San Diego, we find that Samuel
is gone. He has left a note:

Friends,
I’ve had enough!
I’m doing what I did after World War II and returning to my
family home in Ireland. I intend to drink coffee in my parents’ kitchen
and again walk the Emerald Hills. I need to come to terms with what
we may become.
After World War II and during the Cold War, I wrote, “Waiting for
Godot.” Godot never arrived during the play. I meant to hold out the
possibility of his someday coming, but it would be beyond the span of
the play or perhaps the lives of the author and audience.
I am certain now that Godot not only has arrived, but has left the
wings of the theater and is quickly moving to center stage.
Please be thoughtful and careful.
Godspeed humanity,
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The reality is, from thousands of years, to centuries, to decades, the path we
are traveling accelerates exponentially—and frighteningly. The only real certainty
in our future is there will be increasingly rapid, fantastic change.
For 40 years, the federal government has worked with the University of
Michigan to generate benchmark numbers regarding the use of alcohol and
other drugs by American youth. In the spring of 2017, the use of illicit drugs,
excluding marijuana, plunged to the lowest recorded level for teenagers. Why? The
government had given up on the war on drugs years before and availability hadn’t
changed. In fact, like everything else, drugs were more available. What’s going on?
Dr. David Greenfield, a psychiatrist with the University Of Connecticut
School Of Medicine believes he has worked out the answer.
Young people in America were using less drugs, watching less television and
not as interested in driving cars to get places because, as he put it, “Instead…they
are carrying around portable dopamine pumps.” He meant that they were mentally
tied into desirable and sometimes compulsive interactions with electronic
phones, tablets, and computers. They were constantly and intensely submerged in
electronic information streams. YouTube was being watched over a billion hours
a day and on track to eclipse commercial television. Facebook was hitting 100
million hours daily and climbing. Hundreds of other systems and events in cyberspace were enrapturing them. American youth were becoming immersed in a
new quasi-reality. That reality diminished the desire to pursue intoxication, watch
the controlled media of television, and drive a car to a different physical location.
They were bonding with cyberspace.
Our youth are still communicating, in fact they are super communicating,
translated through their new appendage—their personalized, portable “computers.”
At some level, the cyberspace device itself was directly communicating with them
in the sense that they could ask it personal and private questions and receive at
least what they accepted as responsive answers. Of course, their personal computer
is not inventing responses. It is seeking out a way to discuss or answer a question by
selecting who or what institution the algorithm driving their circuitry thinks best,
perhaps more to the point, who or what institution has paid to promote what response.
It becomes important to ponder what might go wrong in our transition to
what we may become since we will carry our basic instincts along with our historic
beliefs into this odd new world. We have 70 to 80 feet (20-25m) at a thousand years
an inch (2.54 cm) behind us, and while our technologies and evolving beliefs may
change us a bit, we can’t just step out of our ancient imprinted mortal coil.
With publishing/printing, and again with controlled electronic broadcasting,
the ancient vitriols of hate and violence were, in unanticipated ways, awakened
and the result was human holocaust. We need to step back and contemplate our
fundamental nature and how we may react when we are radically and quickly
empowered by or confronted in cyberspace.
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Inherent Good and Evil
What are “we?”
Individuals, cultures and societies may be influenced by beliefs, but also carry
hundreds of thousands of years of instincts molded by natural history.
An important question is, are we inherently aggressive and destructive to the
point we may not safely manage the powers being given to us in the world of
cyberspace?
Anatomists had long postulated that humanoids are both mentally and physically designed for conflict, far more so than most other primates. Dr. Robert
O’Connell, a respected military analyst, published that violence must be accepted
as inherent in our genetics. Violence and dominance directly support survival
and that’s who we are. As one recent example, in 2017, the Journal of Experimental Biology published findings by Dr. David Carrier, a comparative physiologist at the University of Utah, making the case that the singular explanation for
our rock-hard fists is arming us for combat. Our hand can seriously hurt other
living things without necessarily breaking bones. Our hands carry an amazing
capacity to caress and create, yet they can instantly become a fist—a weapon—to
hurt and destroy. The human fist cannot be used as a crafting-type tool. It has no
other purpose than doing harm. It is one of many examples suggesting that we are
naturally designed to effectively hit and hurt if we choose to do so, and we often do.

The hand carries an amazing capacity to caress and create, yet, it can instantly become
a fist; a weapon to hurt and destroy. The hand, both fingers and fists, are the physical
reflection of humanity’s dual natures.
Over the last 20 years, there has been academic debate regarding what
caused the progressively rapid extinction of the planet’s animal species, which
unaccountably accelerated around 12,000 to 10,000 years ago. It occurred shortly
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after substantial climate change (warming) but also concurrently with Homo
sapiens beginning to cruise the beaches of the world and then migrating inland
and to islands. They brought with them fists, fire, and an instinct to collaborate and
dominate their surroundings, including destroying whatever stood in their way.
In 2017, the National Academy of Sciences published a meta-research determination that Homo sapiens, not climate change, are principally responsible for
significant species’ extinction. When we showed up, species often were quickly
eliminated, en masse. It may have related to food or aggressive resource competition, likely both, or even sport. The point is, we are wired to dominate and
capable of, or even prone to, savaging and destroying.
One of many examples involves a sinkhole discovered near a Caribbean
island called Abaco in the Bahamas in 2016. With modern diving and archaeological equipment, scientists were able to carefully work their way through the
thousands of uniquely geologically secured, submerged deposits. They precisely
documented dates of species extinctions going back many thousands of years.
It provided a clear map of ancient natural history. They were able to accurately
archive which species went extinct, both during periods of climate change and
post-arrival of Homo sapiens, armed with fire, crafted weapons and collaborative
communication skills.
As climates warmed from 9,000 to 15,000 years ago (9 to 15 inches or 23 to
38cm), during the transition between the Pleistocene and the Holocene, the island
of Abaco got hit hard. The landmass shrunk dramatically. Along with landmass
loss, the climate got a lot warmer and more humid, both of which would have
been a species stressor. Yet, it was only after we find traces of human occupation
that the overwhelming majority of species are wiped out. In fact, it was those
species that were resilient enough to survive serious climate change that humanity
appears to have erased. Previous findings in Australia were perfect parallels; when
the beachcomber express carrying our ancestors hit Australia 45,000 years ago,
over half the marsupial species were quickly exterminated.
It wasn’t just other species that tribal communities put their heads, fists and
technologies together to eliminate. As archaeologists began to uncover more
details regarding how early Homo sapiens lived, we find consistent evidence of
group massacres of human clans and family groups.

The young men were born with knives in their brain.
R A L P H WA L D O E M E R S O N
1 8 6 7 , R E F L E C T I N G O N T H E C I V I L WA R

For many years, archaeologists believed that, as University of Cambridge
human evolutionary biologist Marta Lahr put it, “…Warfare emerged as a result of
ownership of land, farming, and more complex political systems.” Then we begin
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to uncover primitive pre-agriculture massacres. As she subsequently concluded,
“Our findings show…that intergroup conflict has a much longer history.”
In 2016, skeletal remains of 12 adult victims were found near an ancient lake
in Kenya. It’s a story of violence, of one group of hunter gatherers literally exterminating another 10,000 years ago. It is known as the “massacre of Nataruk,” and
is absolutely consistent with similar findings of primitive human violence.
In attempting to quantify violent death data, Oxford economist Max Roser
used World Bank data to determine that around one in 30,000+ deaths presently
relate to human violence. Prehistoric data indicated that, in the past, it was more
like one in a hundred.
It would seem that we learned to somewhat control our violence, but we also
inherently have it in us to be brutal to “others.” Yet, as Dr. Lahr opined, “…we
should also not forget that humans, uniquely in the animal world, are also capable
of extraordinary acts of altruism, compassion and caring. Clearly both are parts
of our nature.”
Our genetic makeup seems to include a powerful desire to help one another
within what we perceive as “our group.” Because human groups had to compete
for resources, part of that drive to support our family or clan apparently included
willingness to destroy the “other.” Whether that behavior is logically or instinctively driven is unclear, as is our ability to develop cyber-age sensitive controls.
Perhaps Jean Decety, a social neurologist at the University of Chicago who
studied the human brain and its relationship to potentially hostile or altruistic
conduct, put it most clearly:
“We have two faces because these two faces were important to survival…we are
the most social species on earth, and we are also the most violent species on earth.”
We are absolutely hard-wired to effectively destroy “others,” but what we do
to whom seems to depend upon who we define as “the other.” This is where our
belief propositions become involved. As a dramatic example of belief modifying
instinct, Christianity postulates that there is no “other.” One should even love
your enemies. Of course, that concept hasn’t always controlled the conduct of
Christians, but it has unquestioningly influenced human values and behavior.
Our natural instincts may be baked into our essence, but they also have been
modified or even reconfigured by our belief propositions and supportive symbolic
convergences. It is possible we have it in us to seriously change.
As the widespread belief systems of the Axial Age emerged, they defined
which groups should be supported and who are “the others.” These concepts are
memorialized in writing, often in sacred texts. These binding beliefs came to
encompass much larger populations. The huge Axial Age cultural clans, galvanized by shared propositions of belief, lived much improved secular lives but were
also armed with more and more lethal weapons. They also retained a modified,
antique sense of “the other” as enemy. In the four most prevalent present-day
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Axial Age religious faith propositions—Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Indic
Hinduism—defining the “other” is realistically accepted. Whole nations or
cultures can be encouraged through belief systems to act as a unified clan and
marshalled against “the other.”
Beliefs, empowered by mediums of communication, have modified our natural
drives, recasting them for unparalleled good or historic evil, as our technical
ability to help or harm is enhanced in parallel to technical progress. This may
likely be the case again. Our propositions of belief, including those of religious
faith, will contribute to or perhaps actually define how we accommodate “others”
in the age of cyberspace.

Human Beliefs at the Dawn of Cyberspace
The penetration of cyberspace, at least through the internet, is about as close
to universally felt as any modern artifact. Surpassing the internal combustion
engine, it is now the most embedded and commonly applied technology of the
modern age. That is remarkable considering that it didn’t exist when many of
those reading this were born.
Walk into any coffee shop in the Western World, or most tea shops in Asia,
or a serious percentage of barber shops in Africa, and there will likely be a couple
of middle-aged people talking, an old man reading a newspaper, and the rest of
the customers in a trancelike state, with eyes glued to a glowing screen. The latter
group are experiencing an ongoing dynamic interaction between their brain and
a personalized little electric “box.” They are “brain bonding.” Their screen, and
what stands behind it is becoming attuned to the individuality of the person with
whom it is interacting and using that intimacy to mold beliefs.
Just about every nation has a high-tech cyberspace system to monitor weather,
control finance/taxes, support law enforcement, manage water and sewage systems,
teach children, maintain the electrical power grid, assure public health, and provide
safe and wholesome food. Essentially, cyberspace systems support and constantly
improve nearly everything considered important to a human’s secular well-being.
Of course, it also can empower private and public agendas to dark ends.
Let’s just say, for better or worse, cyberspace is blended into everything
important in life, or soon will be. That includes impacting propositions of belief,
which will continue to significantly influence behavior. It is our belief systems,
religious faiths and secular beliefs, that will ultimately guide how we manage the
power to help or harm, that is being handed to us via cyberspace.

About Propositions of Religious Faith in Cyberspace
It’s not easy getting an accurate handle on what’s going on with adherence
to leading religious faith propositions, even in terms of how much of humanity
belongs to which religious faith. Among millennials (born 1981–1996) the percent
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that state their religious affiliation as “nothing in particular” is around one-third,
up from around one-quarter a decade ago.
Religious faith organizations invariably overstate levels of formal participation, and there is usually a “Hawthorne Effect” when asking people about their
connection to religious faith-based institutions and especially beliefs. This means
that people for cultural/social reasons sometimes don’t tell the truth when asked
about socially sensitive matters. In a devoutly Islamic culture, saying you’re an
Atheist is serious business. In a nation dominated by Christianity, saying you’re
not a member of a Christian community may lead to being subtly shunned or
awkwardly proselytized. It’s hard to know how many ascribe to what personal
beliefs or which belief systems.
Some of the most accurate data on global participation and trends in religious
faith-based organizations or religious faith-based beliefs interestingly comes
from America’s Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). After 9/11, the CIA conducted
an intense and well-funded, worldwide, dispassionately professional survey of
religious membership and gauged their levels of influence upon populations. That
made sense since conflicting religious faith propositions were the direct cause of
the deaths of the nearly 3,000 occupants of New York’s World Trade Center.
Although we have to be careful and understand that the data with which we
have to work is not precise, we can, between research from the Pew Foundation, the
Gallup Group, and the CIA, create a general profile of how many people seem to
subscribe to which propositions of religious faith. No one knows or could know the
nature of actual relationEstimated World Population
ships between individuals
and Major Faith Participation
and their reported belief
propositions.
8,000,000,000
There are around 7.5
+/- billion people in the
6,000,000,000
world and over 4,000
identified religious faiths.
Around 5.5 to 6 billion
4,000,000,000
appear to formally connect with one of the eight
major religious faiths,
2,000,000,000
with 5.3 billion belonging to one of the subgroups of the four major
0
Axial Age religious
Eight Major
World
Faith Participants
Population
faiths. Although there
are many often diverSource: The Pew Research Center, the 2016 Gallup Group Findings on Religion, and the
Central Intelligence Agency’s Center for Global Population Studies 2015 — composite.
gent subdivisions within
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each major religious faith, their leading religious faith concepts clearly have strong
support and influence, especially the four major religious faiths.
While these figures “generally” reflect penetration of the different religious
faiths, many others likely accept the religious principles of the major religious
faiths but are not formal participants. It seems safe to say that around 75% of the
world’s population connects in some way with one of the major religious faiths
and about 90% of them, or around 65% to 70% of the world’s population, relate to
the four major Axial Age-based religious faith propositions.

An Estimate of Adherence to the
Largest Propositions of Faith (2018)
2,200,000,000

Christian
1,400,000,000

Islam14
Hinduism
(Indic)

1,050,000,000

Buddhism

472,000,000

Shintoism15

105,000,000

Taoism

100,000,000

Sikhism

27,500,000

Judaism16

14,500,000

14 Depending under what conditions faith participation are asked.
15 Almost exclusively Japanese.
16 Possibly 15,000,000, considering difficulty of surveying in some nations.
Source: The Pew Research Center, the 2016 Gallup Group Findings on Religion, and the Central Intelligence Agency’s
Center for Global Population Studies 2015 — composite.

Penetration of the values, symbols and belief systems has influence beyond
formal or even informal adherence to a specific religious faith. The behaviors and
expectations of people in Islamic countries likely involve almost everyone in those
countries, often by law as well as custom and culture. The same is less formalized
but also true of Christianity and the other key religions. Much of the impact of
religious faith institutions relates to the informal perceptions and values they
powerfully imprint on the cultures and societies they influence.
Essentially, if someone with children in his or her car has a flat tire in a predom-
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inantly Christian nation, even though a passerby may not consider him or herself
“Christian,” they would be culturally motivated to stop and help. If a merchant
was obviously cheating a stranger in an Islamic country, even an observant citizen
who does not strictly adhere to Islam would be likely to intervene to protect the
stranger from victimization. In a country primarily Buddhist, it is quite likely
that even someone who is not a practicing Buddhist would tend to be more
contemplative than panicked or angry when facing disaster or hostility. Even a
non-Hindu in a Hindu culture would be likely to mentally reference one of the
apocryphal stories and life lessons from the Upanishads to help work through an
interpersonal challenge.
The point is, that while formal religious adherence demographics are illuminating, influence of the predominant religious faith propositions goes beyond
official membership lists. The true relationship between individuals and any of the
propositions of belief remains ultimately speculative. We can be certain that these
hard to peg relationships will be critical to our future.
The physical Christian church, Hindu temple, Jewish synagogue, Islamic
mosque, and Buddhist stupa should be envisioned as a sort of “broadcast tower.”
They radiate out belief propositions, powerfully influencing symbolic convergence patterns and, consequently, molding individual and institutional behavior
throughout their respective communities and cultures.
The belief-driven symbolic convergences, worldviews and values weave
themselves into secular laws, interpersonal relationships, and social behaviors. The
impact of propositions of religious faith are ancient, widespread, and especially
resilient. Most importantly, they deeply touch nearly every person and culture
on earth, just as cyberspace soon will. These forces in humanity must learn to
confront each other and coexist in some unknown but critically important form.
Influential belief systems that are not religious faith-based, such as Confucianism or the Treatise/Scientific Method, also impact cultural and individual
sentiments, stereotypes, and values. The Confucius temple and the post-secondary campus are also powerful cultural broadcast towers. Both, in different
ways, may ultimately have as much or more influence as the major religious faith
propositions.
In Asia, the philosophies and personal and social guidelines of Confucianism
are embedded in nearly all formal and informal interactions. Buddhists provide
an approach toward life and social interactions technically at variance with
aspects of traditional Confucianism, as well as Taoism. Yet, within much of Asia,
Buddhist and Taoist approaches to the existential often blend with omnipresent
Confucianism in defining a controlling, composite worldview.
The most dramatic and widespread example of the blending of non-religious
beliefs with religious faith propositions involves the Scientific Method, which
evolved, in part, from the Axial Age Greco-Roman Treatise. It has integrated itself
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in a unique way into every society or cultural grouping, operating, sometimes
shakily, alongside each of the principal religious faith-based propositions, as well
as Confucianism.
The entire world is influenced and profoundly impacted by science and the
Scientific Method. With cyberspace, Scientific Method becomes more and more
vital since the cyberspace operating system essentially is enhanced electronic
application of the Scientific Method.
Each nation maintains a formal educational and usually well-funded higher
learning infrastructure committed to working through the Scientific Method
discipline. There are currently over 25,000 major universities of higher learning
for advanced post-secondary research and education in the world. There are
several times that number of non-university post-secondary educational institutes, and primary and secondary education is available to most children in the
world. Valuable scientific information is rapidly and constantly blown across the
world, often enriching scientific understanding among all population centers. In
virtually every nation there are respected elite academicians who carefully (some
would say religiously) follow the disciplines of the Scientific Method. Their goals
involve scientific discovery, human enlightenment, and the passing on of their
knowledge and values, presumably to serve and support human progress. There
are good reasons these scholars and their institutions are highly respected. In a
way, they can be seen as paragons of humanity’s productive instincts—to observe,
learn and pass on understanding.
In almost every advance in modernity, Scientific Method is the tip of the spear
and fundamental to progress. Embracing the Scientific Method is a critical aspect
of cyberspace, yet, as discussed, cyberspace also has the capacity to destabilize
traditional academic institutions.
Religious faith and Scientific Method are both burned into human culture.
Neither have the power to overwhelm the other. They both will move into the age
of cyberspace together, and how they interact will define their, and likely our future.

The Resilience of Religious faith Propositions
The opinion is everywhere gaining ground that religion is a mere survival
from a primitive age and its extinction is only a matter of time.
B R I T I S H A N T H R O P O L O G I S T A . E . C R AW L E Y 1 9 0 5

Imagine there’s no heaven
It’s easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky.
JOHN LENNON 1975
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Predictions that the advancement of modernity in general and science in
particular will push propositions of religious faith out of the human paradigm is a
long-playing story. The predictions never even come close. Religious faith propositions do modify as scientific understanding evolves, but they remain a constant
force and often, in the final analysis, the dominant factor in how humanity
envisions and reacts to the world.
Christianity and the Treatise/Scientific Method have a special relationship,
both supporting and clashing with each other. But, in a way, they have been, and are,
joined at the hip. The early Renaissance in Europe, in the 1300s, at first embraced
religious faith, especially celebrating Christianity, through new advances in art,
music, and logic-driven, religiously oriented, treatises. Often, themes uncovered
with the progressive discovery of classical Greco-Roman writings were interpreted to blend comfortably with and influence the precepts of Christianity.
It was in the post-Renaissance Enlightenment, several hundred years later,
that a challenge toward un-documentable and consequently unscientific “religious
superstitions” began to foster a Scientific Method-based skepticism toward certain
aspects of religious dogma.
Scientific understanding, some scholars of the Enlightenment felt, would
progressively contradict and then overshadow superstition-based religious faith.
Science would “conquer” religion.
The French philosopher, Voltaire (1694–1778), confidently predicted that
he and his fellow philosophers of Enlightenment, empowered through scientific
understanding, were finally pulling Europe out of the Dark Ages—which were
tragically locked in place by religious superstition. Soon, European populations would be liberated from the psychological chains and restrictive thinking
demanded by religious institutions. In his correspondence with Frederick the
Great of Germany, both postulated not “if ” but “when” Christianity, Islam, and
other major religions would dissolve and their darkness be dispelled by the lights
of science.
In 1710, the distinguished Anglican clergyman, Thomas Wellston, confidently
projected and widely publicized with Biblically-cited certainty and contemporary
observation that all traces of religion would be gone by 1900. It was inevitable.
Both Voltaire and Frederick felt that Wellston’s calculations were wrong. Voltaire
projected that scientific understanding would expand geometrically; consequently,
religious faith would be eliminated along with its degrading effect on humanity
by 1810. Frederick, who considered Jesus and Mohammed as highly successful
charlatans, felt that people would be able to dispense with religion well before 1800.
Interestingly, Voltaire warned that, while there was obviously no supernatural
God, it might be important that laboring people and especially servants not be
informed about this reality too quickly “…else they may slit our throats while we
sleep!”
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Thomas Jefferson had gone to great lengths to edit the Bible, removing supernatural and unbelievable phenomenon with his scissors. He confidently predicted
in 1822 that, because of the emphasis in the United States on education, “there is
not a young man now living in the United States who will not die a Unitarian.”
Unitarians actually did take control of Harvard Divinity School. From that point
on, Harvard tended to accept science-based challenges to traditional religious
faith propositions. As Unitarians, they incorporated some fundamentals of Christianity within their approach to religious faith, but were typically committed to
defer to Scientific Method-driven insights. But unlike Harvard, many Christian
denominations sponsored post-secondary schools which held onto traditional
concepts in religious faith and thrived in America.
In the 1840s, popular social commentator and intellectual Augustus Comte
published widely that the “theological stage” of humanity was ending and a new
“positive stage,” based upon science and free thought, was emerging. The “antique,
childish religions” of the world would soon evaporate.
In 1968, distinguished Boston University sociologist Peter Berger confidently
explained to the New York Times that he and his colleagues were certain that by
“…the 21st Century, religious believers are likely to be found only in small sects,
huddled together to resist a worldwide secular culture…”
In 1997, after reviewing the Pew Foundation’s and the Gallup Organization’s
findings on participation in organized religion, Dr. Berger stated, “…What I and
most other sociologists of religion wrote in the 1960s…was a ‘mistake.’ Most of
the world today is certainly not secular, it’s very religious.”
In the end, science driven modernity became institutionalized, but there
never was any sort of ratio involving propositions of religious faith declining
in proportion to scientific understanding expanding. The relationship between
propositions of religious faith and Scientific Method is not inherently competitive, but it is complex. Scientific Method and Humanism, per se, will likely
become a modifying influence on belief propositions, especially those involving
religious faith. However, cyberspace pushing religion out of the human paradigm
is unlikely to the point of impossible.
Even in situations where governments have vigorously attempted to suppress
religion, religious faith survives. The Soviet Union was dogmatically anti-religion
and pro-Atheism. Between 1922 and 1926, 28 Russian Orthodox bishops and
over 1,000 priests were executed. At least an equal number of Buddhist religious
leaders in Central Asia were also executed by Stalin. After more than 60 years
of intense educational instruction promoting Atheism in schools and through
state controlled electronic media, the percentage of Atheists in Russia is presently
around 13%. That is not all that different from numbers in the United States, at
around 10%. A little over 20% of Americans state they do not hold “a formal
religious identity.” (Gallup Daily, 2016). Yet, the percentage checking the box for
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“Not believing in God” was 9% (Pew Foundation, 2014) and 10%, based on a 2017
Gallup Poll.
Similarly, in Japan after World War II, the victorious Soviets and Americans
ordered Emperor Hirohito to announce on Japanese radio, to his entire nation,
that he was not divine. The divinity of a monarch was a postulate of the Japanese
Shinto belief system. Today, there are over 100,000 Shinto shrines in Japan, served
by over 79,000 priests, with 80% of Japanese participating in Shinto practices or
rituals.
The lesson of history is straightforward: belief systems within populations
are resilient. Still, a reasonable reading of history is also that belief systems, and
especially propositions of religious faith, will be impacted and will modify as
societies change. Some will likely use the new communications mediums to great
advantage, others will struggle in its shadow.
Presently, Scientific Method and religious faith seem mostly compartmentalized. They co-exist. Yet, as belief and science evolve to a point of direct contradiction, the relationships are likely to adjust. How that plays out in cyberspace
will probably depend on the nature of the religious faith proposition and religious
leadership.

XIV. Science and Beliefs
Irresistible Forces Meet Immobile Objects

The Scientific Method is not all that different from the approach our ancestors used
to decide the best way to kill and butcher a mammoth or to create a rain resistant
roof. They thought about it, talked it out, shared perspectives, experimented,
observed, and talked some more. They tried something, then tested it, adjusted,
and tested again. Everything they did was tentative, and they kept working toward
constant improvement, usually locked in place by successful replication. Through
this process, they arrived at progressively better solutions, upgrading humanity’s
quality of living. Then, they shared advancements and understandings as their
mediums of communication permitted, over space and time.
All solutions were in constant motion. Tradition was, over time, consistently
trumped by reasoning and improvement was achieved through observation,
contemplation, replication, and effective communication.
That reason-based approach becomes more protracted and complicated when
it involves sacred legends and supernaturally influenced beliefs. These hard-toquantify beliefs often became especially resilient once they were memorialized
in sacred text. Change or adjustment was not anticipated nor usually welcomed.
There is no anticipation of improvement in the Buddha’s Four Noble Truths,
or the basic guidelines for a sanctified life as the recited path to Islamic fulfillment,
or the Epiphany among Christians, or the beautiful boy-God in the Upanishads
teaching the arrogant monarch that even as a king, he was, just about, identical to
the insects infesting his palace.
Typically, but not always, religious faith-oriented beliefs are declared locked
in place by a sense of uncompromising perfection.
To the religiously devout, the paradigm of a constantly evolving treatise,
which is fundamental to the Scientific Method, seems unnatural. Similarly, to a
follower of the Scientific Method, the locked in belief system and unwillingness to
maintain an open mind to information-driven change is equally unnatural.
In the age of cyberspace, there is no question that the Scientific Method will
directly influence progress through enhanced findings and rapid communications,
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enabling humanity to make use of those findings. There may be problems and
adjustments, but ultimately, Scientific Method will likely move faster, produce
more and better things, and enrich human understanding beyond present
comprehension. It will also provide amazing insights into the natural world.
Cyberspace’s DNA is the Scientific Method, and its impact is going to increasingly
surround and become internalized in the lives of every human. It will fundamentally contribute to changing us.
That does not mean that unscientific propositions of belief and religious faith
will not also flourish using cyberspace technologies. Writing, publishing, and
controlled broadcasting all supported the thriving of certain belief and religious
faith propositions. Religious faith practitioners often learned to use new communication tools to advantage more quickly and effectively than either scientists or
merchants.
There is also no implication that academic traditions will get a pass from
challenges. Science and the present academic infrastructure are not the same
thing. Encrusted and unresponsive academic procedures and institutions may be
especially vulnerable as information sharing goes cyber. Failing and self-serving
academic organizations may be more quickly exposed and pressured to reform.
Propositions of belief, including religious faith, will likely remain one of—
if not the principal—guiding influences in establishing our future symbolic
convergences, world views, and values. They’ve been doing that for thousands
of years and are blended into the fabric of individuals, cultures, societies, and
nations. However, historically, they have slowly evolved as we learned more about
ourselves and our world through the Scientific Method.
As with past glacial shifts in communications, some propositions of religious
faith will adapt to cyberspace more effectively than others.
In preparing this book, I met with a number of religious faith leaders representing a variety of religious faith propositions to discuss cyberspace impact and
their respective religious faith institutions.
The religious faith leaders typically expressed heartfelt support for the new
communication gifts inherent in cyberspace, but also expressed conceptual
apprehensions.
Religious faith institutions are preserved and thrive to the extent they can
connect with and communicate effectively, which is a major attribute of cyberspace.
When I asked them to describe how they had recently interacted with cyberspace, they mentioned researching information for youth programs, researching
information for a sermon/presentation, and posting notifications regarding
fasting guidelines for Ramadan. They also mentioned extremely practical uses,
such as questioning the impervious surface building fees to pay local government
and preparing financial projections.
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They also described, in detail, internet support that helped members with
special interests or needs. They explained about types of counsel and support
they provided and sometimes received themselves. Most were involved in at least
one support-oriented echo chamber. Interestingly, many of their echo chamber
groups were interdenominational.
Most specifically, they could now reach out quickly and efficiently in a personalized way to communicate with target groups or individuals who had special
concerns or needs.
During a break at one meeting, they shared a “new app” that could be used to
respond to apparently one of the most serious challenges facing churches, mosques,
synagogues, and temples. Specifically, a young Baptist minister described the use
of an iPhone app to document clean crib sheets for infants. He explained that one
could simply use their iPhone with an inexpensive stand to monitor children and
crib sheets by taking one photograph per minute, allowing them to quickly assure
that the sheets had been changed in between infants using the same crib. They all
agreed the app would provide reassurance regarding hygiene practices that could
be documented for parents. Each of those participating in the focus group quickly
wrote down how to access the app and acquire the stand.
Cyberspace absolutely provides value to caring institutions, both secular and
religious, to better serve.
However, they all also accepted that “anti-religious faith” or divisive messages
can flow over the internet, which they cannot control. In short, they were appreciative, yet apprehensive.
In one group, they wound up asking me what they should do or say to their
members, especially the youth about cyberspace. All I really could do is offer to send
them copies of this book when published.
I hope it’s helpful guys.

The Scientific Treatise and Propositions of Belief
Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

The patterns in which our primary propositions of belief, especially religious
faith, interact with the scientific world will have defining influence on our future.
In trying to comprehend how they might work together (or not), it’s important to
first reflect on science itself.
It’s easy to find strong connections between scientific advancement and the
gifts of cyberspace. In his popular novel, Origins (2018), Dan Brown paints a
picture of advances in cyber technology providing profound scientific insights
and giving humanity such countless benefits that major religions approach
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collapse. Conversely, Washington Post editor Robert Gebelhoff sees science, as it
is currently managed in much of academia, often holding back responsible applications of cyber opportunity. He states:
“Between the statistical hacking, and bogus academic journals, the publication bias, the replication crisis, the tendency of scientists to fall into their own
echo chambers, it’s clear that ramping up our reverence for the academic world of
scientific research isn’t the solution to our misinformation epidemic.”
Note that Gebelhoff doesn’t fault science, per se, any more than Luther attacked
Christianity. He is among a large group who respect what responsive science can
accomplish, but are disappointed, bordering on outrage, at the way “science” is
sometimes mismanaged or detached from providing social value from enhanced
knowledge.
Science can mislead. Sometimes, when science is dead wrong, scientific
intransigence or iconoclasm among academic institutions will preserve tenuous
and socially destructive beliefs. Scientific postulates need to be challenged.
Sometimes a reasonable challenge may properly come from outside the traditional academic community.
One of the most egregious examples of science misguiding society involves
race.
Woodrow Wilson was the first southerner elected American president
following the Civil War. He was arguably the best formally educated president
in American history. He had been president of Princeton University and had
published extensively on American civics. He was also from a Virginian slaveholding family. His father was a Presbyterian minister who supported Biblically-based enslavement of the black race. As a politician, Presidential Candidate
Wilson flatly denied that his family had technically “owned slaves.” As it turned
out, they had “leased” them. When Wilson was nine, his family suffered financial
loss when Union soldiers emancipated his family’s slaves.
Part of Wilson’s attitude toward race may have been religious faith-based. In
Genesis 5:32, Noah places a curse upon his grandson, which presumably carried
forward to his son, whose name was Ham, which in translation from Aramaic to
Hebrew and then Greek, was mistranslated as “black.” As a consequence, some
Biblical interpretations were that Ham was banished to Africa where he was
predestined for slavery. This religious faith-based concept was used in Christian
and Islamic states up until the mid-1900s as religious justification for enslaving
blacks, and later to justify segregation. In his 2003 treatise, The Curse of Ham: Race
and Slavery in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, Prof. David Goldberg, Director of
the Annenberg Institute, makes it clear that any allusion to ethnicity or even dark
skin was based upon a blatant Biblical mistranslation.
In compatibility with scripture, Pres. Wilson was almost certainly taught that,
science had also determined that the darker-skinned blacks were not as naturally

evolved as their former white masters. Both his religious faith traditions and
supposed Darwinian science compatibly supported racism and segregation.
One of his first actions as president was to pressure federal agencies to restrict
black Americans from holding federal jobs. Degrading policies were put in place,
not only involving hiring and promotions, but also mandating the use of segregated eating areas and restrooms for black public employees.
There had also been a flurry of lynching of black men following World War I.
Sometimes this involved returning black soldiers who had seemed “uppity” being
lynched while still in uniform.
When a number of respected black religious and business leaders sought a
meeting with President Wilson to discuss concerns, he became almost uncontrollably angry. He nearly threw them out of the White House.
What was going on is clear. His Confederate/Southern religious upbringing
was likely involved, but as an academic, he understood that, as Darwin had
published, humanity had evolved in stages from primate to human. He believed
“Negroes” were somewhere lower on the ladder of ascension. In other words, they
weren’t fully human. It was considered impolite to mention their unfortunate
natural condition but everyone with an academic pedigree “knew;” it was a scientific postulate extrapolated through logic, observation, and the Scientific Treatise.
The following is an illustration that appeared in the widely used educational
text on human prehistory and history, The World Historical Actual, which is
almost certainly one of the texts that Pres. Wilson studied in secondary school.
Consider the impact of this message and concept, not only for the public and
policy makers, but especially what it destructively conveyed to blacks, i.e. science
says you are sub-human.
Actually, the painful and destructive
view of race identified as scientifically
endorsed had been discredited by many
in academia nearly a decade before Pres.
Wilson began to reinforce segregation.
The message just hadn’t gotten through
the formal and informal, protracted
published conclusion processes prominent
within academia. Beyond the plodding
academic process of altering an accepted
treatise, many in the academic community Divisive misinterpretation of evolution.
did not see their role as sharing insights with the general community, or “Homo
mundanus.”
In 1911, Dr. Franz Boas, the father of the science of anthropology, published
a scholarly condemnation of “Eugenics” as it related to racism, making a carefully
documented and powerfully articulate case that race demonstrably had no bearing

Source: The World History Actual
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on fundamental humanity. He vigorously attacked racism, stating quite clearly in
The Mind of Primitive Man…“the functions of the human mind are common to
the whole of humanity.” He had lived with North American Indian tribes and
found them wise, resourceful, compassionate, and often examples of what seems
best in the human condition. They just hadn’t experienced an industrial revolution
or other cultural, Eurasian-specific events that ushered in modernity.
Segments of the religious community were typically the primary institutions formally supporting, first, the abolition of slavery, and then, desegregation,
first in Europe and then in the United States. It is true that, as mentioned, some
religious institutions, both in Islam and Christianity, had identified references in
the Biblical Old Testament they interpreted as supporting the enslaving of those
of dark skin. Yet, it was religious faith-driven individuals and institutions that
supported and often led efforts to end slavery and later segregation.
When Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was leading the movement toward
ending legalized segregation, he observed that on many of his marches and at many
of his gatherings, students and academic leaders from prestigious institutions of
higher learning were marching arm in arm with people of religious faith. To him
academia and religion were not at opposite ends of some spectrum of a pagan to
blessed worldview. At their best, both were willing to sacrifice to promote issues
of clear human value. They may have been approaching the issue from different
directions but they confronted the same injustice. As Dr. King, Jr. once explained:
“Science and religion are not enemies. One provides information about the world
and the other gives us guidance on what to do with that information.”
In concept, the Rev. Dr. King is accurate, of course, but the relationship between
the belief propositions of religious faith and science does not always provide
a smooth demarcation. When religious institutions begin to espouse scientific
reality based on ancient sacred texts, they often reject accepted, well documented
findings. When the scientific community comes to a semi-conclusion, it’s typically
phrased in, as Astronomer Edwin Hubble put it, “successive approximations” of
the truth. Scientific findings are often abstract and by definition tentative. They
are also often technically bland, and, as mentioned, out of the line of vision of the
public.
While there are occasionally destructive schisms within religious institutions,
challenges and disagreements in the scientific community are expected and institutionalized. Mercifully, they don’t become violent…just bitter. This natural inclination to caution, intellectual competition, and tension make it often problematic
to clearly communicate with policy makers, let alone the public.
The late professor Brian Silver from Israeli University, in his book, The Ascent
of Science (1998), put it this way:
“Scientists come in many colors, of which the green of jealousy and the purple
of rage are fashionable. The essence of scientific history has been conflict.”
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At one level, science represents the most universally accepted common
denominator for understanding complicated matters and, if not guiding secular
humanity, providing the tools to do so. Science, at its best, is fundamental to our
wellbeing and the foundational component for accommodating the challenges
and opportunities of cyberspace. It also serves as the tool for formal education
provided to 90%+ of humanity. Science is fundamental to our new age, but it must
co-exist with other basic beliefs and there may be problems connecting.
The Greco-Roman philosophic torch of Scientific Treatise shifted from the
Islamic Middle East to Europe in the late Middle Ages. European Christian
faith institutions typically supported early forms of the Scientific Treatise. The
Christian/Science relationship evolved into a sort of long-playing love-hate
relationship. A major disconnect typically involved scientific findings contrary to
the world as described in Christian sacred texts.
Similar concerns are ingrained, often even more deeply, in Islamic traditions.
Relationships to other belief propositions (Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism) are also important to review, but philosophically all three are in some
ways more openly compatible with scientific interaction.
It is with Islamic and Christian monotheism, which is practiced by most of
humanity, where conflict with traditional sacred texts may become an impediment.
Since the Scientific Method is fundamental to cyberspace, the nature of interaction between each major belief systems and science becomes important.

Hinduism and Science
Among the many Indic-oriented sects, there is wide variation on many issues
but most seem to smoothly accept both modernity and the Scientific Method.
India, which is primarily Hindu, has taken a leadership position in development of cutting-edge, high- and low-end algorithmic software. Providing
developmental technology support for the world’s internet system has become a
true growth industry in much of India.
In a paper delivered to the Metanxus Institute, Professor T.D. Singh, Director
of the Bhaktivedanta Institute, began his publication on Hinduism and Science by
quoting Albert Einstein:

When I read the (Axial Age) Bhagavad-Gita
and reflect about how God created this universe
everything else seems so superfluous.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

Essentially, Dr. Singh makes the case that Einstein and other deep-thinking
scientists have often found compatibility with post-Axial Age Hinduism, in terms
of blending with the salient features of the physical world and providing insight
into the existential. He suggests that following Hindu traditions will often support
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connection with the cyberspace enriched Scientific Treatise. Indic propositions
of religious faith are fundamentally oriented toward, “unlocking the mysteries of
the universe.”
It is important to note that there are devout Indic sects that have criticized Dr.
Singh’s well-publicized position on science and Indic worldviews. However, both
recent history and Singh’s thoughtful description of the Indic faith’s approach to
science, signal that advances in cyberspace may be quite compatible with many
Indic propositions of belief.
As mentioned, Apple co-founder Steven Jobs credited his cyber-insights in
large part to his exposure to Indic thought. Today, the CEO of Google is Sundar
Pichai, originally from Madurai, India, and a graduate of the Indian Institute of
Technology Madras. The CEO of Microsoft is Satya Nadella from Hyderabad,
India, also a graduate from the Indian Institute of Technology Madras. Both did
postgraduate work at American universities and are American citizens, but they
preserve Indic world views.

Islam and Science
The converse of Hinduism and science may be the case with many who follow
Islam, but similar for others.
There are Islamic scientists who have adopted positions quite similar to many
Indic and Christian scientists. They accept scientific principles while holding
fast to their core religious beliefs, and either do not sense an incompatibility or
compartmentalize their approach to both. One Islamic astronomer involved with
the Arab National Space Program recently explained the Islamic relationship to
science this way: “Science unfolds the mysteries of what ‘is’; it will be our Islamic
faith that guides what we will do with the information.”
This concept is perfectly compatible with Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s
observation regarding religious faith and science.
The highly respected Islamic French astrophysicist, Bruno Guideroni, has
also published widely on the compatibility of Islam, specifically the concept of the
Scientific Treatise’s pursuit of enlightenment and truth.
Guideroni quotes the 12th Century Golden Age Islamic scientist and philosopher, Ibn Rushd, who strongly believed in, “…harmony between (Islamic)
religion and scientific inquiry.”
Indifference may be the primary characteristic of a potential disconnect
between science and the Islamic faith. Organized scientific inquiry is comparatively off the radar in many Islamic nations. In a study of expenditures toward
science education, the World Bank recently found that the 20 most populous
Islamic nations spent a mean average of less than one-seventh of their Gross
National Product (GNP) on scientific research and education, when compared to
non-Islamic nations with similar GNP’s.
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In his analysis of the relationship between science and Islam on behalf of
the Chronicle of Higher Education, journalist Stefan Paulson found that only
around 15% of Muslims reported accepting evolution as a reality. That compares
with close to 70% for American and European Christians. He also interviewed
a number of Islamic educators who often struggled to teach even basic scientific principles. They explained that sometimes, what they teach must be demonstrably congruent with Islamic religious writings or they are rejected by students.
In class, students would ask how different concepts in science were supported
by Islamic sacred texts. If the instructor couldn’t respond with confidence and
documentation, students’ notebooks slammed shut.
In his writings, Mr. Paulson identified a situation in which an Imam in London
attempted to discuss compatibility between scientific principles, including
evolution, and the Islamic faith with members of his mosque. He expected
criticism, but when he received death threats, he quickly recanted and, likely with
clenched teeth, publicly denounced both evolution and Scientific Method.
There is a well-funded, world-wide internet effort emanating from London
that is committed to protecting “righteous Islam,” in part through aggressively
attacking modernity, which, the site states, is best symbolized by the “worship” of
science. The outspoken manager of the site is one Ziauddin Sardar. He currently
seems almost omnipresent on search engines with his articulate appeals to Islamic
youth to turn away from modernity.
Georgetown University Islamic historian Ahmad Dallal has published thoughtful commentaries on the responsibility of Islamic leaders to find the insight and
courage to blend Scientific Method and reason in a search for religious truth. He
labels the anti-scientific internet attacks of Sardar as, “unhinged.”
A second Islamic force, especially within the internet community, involves
careful and articulate descriptions of the Islamic faith, itself. These descriptions are
highly placed on internet search engines and easy to access. The descriptions include
accessible readings, including poetry, and complete audio and written versions of
Islamic texts, including the recitation of the Quran in all contemporary languages.
Unlike the Islamic outlawing of the printing press in the 1600s, internet
Islamic outreach is being embraced, although differently by different Islamic
internet publishers. Some internet comments are quite emotional, argumentative,
and even hostile. Others are supportive of creating a better world and reaching
out with compassion to all people who are in need. Most are simply informative.
There have been serious concerns regarding radical Islamic internet appeals
promoting violence, directed toward recruiting vulnerable Islamic youth.
However, those approaches are outliers. When they do occur, they are quickly
condemned by the majority of other Islamic internet observers and religious faith
organizations. Both typically work in conjunction with law enforcement to limit
any potential cyber appeal to religious faith-based violence.
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The concern is, which Islamic themes will prevail in the emerging universe of
cyberspace? Will the relationship between science and the Islamic faith come to
a head and be resolved, and if so, will the process involve conflict? An interesting
observation is that those proselytizing Islam in all forms are making productive
use of state-of-the-art cyberspace communications.
What is certain is that whatever happens between traditional Islam and
emerging cyberspace will have important consequences for the world. Scientific
inquiry-oriented cyberspace and Islam are both rapidly expanding and cannot
avoid eventual interactions.

Buddhism and Science
In the Far East, particularly in China, the blending of Confucianism,
Buddhism, and Taoism has created an approach to science and Scientific Method
that is not hostile but sometimes described as out of the Asian, “traditional
primary line of vision.”
That interpretation is a bit unfair, particularly in the case of Taoism, which has
always focused on striving to understand the workings of nature. Taoism considers
that humans are not conceptually distinct from nature. Hence, understanding the
natural world is seen as of value in the noble pursuit of understanding the human
condition’s place in an enchanting world.
Buddhism, in concept, generally has no quarrel with scientific inquiry, per se.
The often-intense competitive process for arriving at peer-accepted conclusions
through scientific method may be seen as fostering unfortunate ego empowerment,
but not a competitive belief. It is understandable that many scientists respect and
benefit from the detached patience inherent in the Noble Truths of Buddhism.
Buddhism often encourages the study and contemplation of natural
phenomena. Understanding the world that surrounds us can be seen as a noble
pursuit, defined as “Dhamma-Vicaya.” It is described within the Buddhist sacred
text, the Pali Canon as analysis of and searching for truth.
Within many philosophic approaches to Buddhism, the Third and Fourth
Noble Truths relate to identifying and addressing suffering. This path involves
first understanding and then addressing one’s relationship to the environment that
both surrounds and can inhibit an individual seeker. This process is important
and necessary to identify and neutralize suffering. A connection to seeking the
truth through scientifically sound methods has been seen by some Buddhists as
completely compatible with these Noble Truths.
Many scientists follow versions of the path of Buddhism. The American
Physicist, J. Robert Oppenheimer, often quoted from Buddhist text when lecturing
to students. One such quote, also from the Pali Canon, was used to introduce
the study of the physics of motion: “… (We should attempt to) …harmonize our
position as spectators and actors in the general drama of existence.”
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When Albert Einstein was once questioned about physics and religious faith,
he responded:

(The)…cosmic religious sense can be found even on earlier levels of development for example, in the Psalms of David from the [Axial Age] prophets.
Yet, the cosmic element is much stronger in Buddhism…
I took, with permission, this book’s cover photograph of a Buddhist monk
using his cell phone at the remote Cambodian Temple of Angkor Wat. It is here
that hundreds of monks live calmly, dutifully following their religious faith. They
possess and carry with them only a small cloth satchel with their few austere
belongings, which now invariably include an internet device.
It seems likely that the followers of the Buddhist faith, or at least many Buddhist
sects, will comfortably interact with the new mediums of communications and
insights that cyberspace opens to the curious and especially the contemplative.

Confucianism and Science
In Confucianism, there is a carefully prescribed focus on ceremony and social
interactions, in contrast to analysis of the world or nature. In some cases, not
pursuing understanding through engagement with nature is seen as a value. The
Axial Age Confucius text of Xunzi, 313 BCE, states:

It is better to treat nature as a thing…
It is better to control nature and use it then to follow and admire it.
While there is an historical Asian focus, especially involving Confucianism,
on reflection as opposed to inquiry, there is no tradition of serious hostility
toward observation, logic, or science. Confucianism, like Taoism has in some
ways, evolved to become compatible with aspects of scientific inquiry.
There are a number of different philosophic schools of Confucianism, some
of which can be considered more mystic or dogmatic, and others more pragmatic
and seeking worldly insight. It is safe to say that Confucianism is often quite
compatible with, and certainly not hostile to, contemporary scientific inquiry.
Actually, while there are exceptions, traditional Confucianism is not overtly
hostile to much of anything other than overt social disruption.

Christianity and Science
Christianity and science have the most dramatically sensitive and long-playing
relationship of any of the religious belief systems. How Christianity will respond
as cyberspace moves to dominate human communications and control of things,
may be the key determinant in how cyberspace will impact humanity’s future. It
becomes critical to focus on the dynamics of this relationship. It is as complex as
it is significant.
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As was mentioned, secular beliefs in Asia regarding Confucianism often
blended with propositions of religious faith involving Buddhism. In the West, it
was and still can be much the same between belief in secular Scientific Method
and religious faith-based Christianity. Christianity is not only the world’s largest
religious faith proposition, but also geographically prominent in the present
epicenter of modernity and, consequently, cyberspace.
Belief propositions involving Christianity and science emerged in the
Mediterranean ancient world and were products of the Axial Age. Both Scientific
Method and Christian belief systems were supported by international Christian
infrastructures for over a thousand years, often functioning under the same roof.
In the West, Christianity and science sometimes competed or clashed and at
other times strongly supported each other.
Clashes between the Scientific Treatise and Christian belief systems would
periodically occur but there would almost always be reconciliation, or at least
accommodation. Among Christian denominations, many would institutionalize
a partnering with science, supporting in concept and often financially rational
inquiry into understanding the workings of the world. Most prominent, contemporary, private post-secondary institutions of learning in the West maintain or at
least are respectful of their past religious foundations.
In medieval and renaissance Christian monasteries, European monks and
intellectuals began to translate the Greco-Roman classics, first, from Arabic,
then Latin, and later Greek. Between the1300s and 1600s, Christian clergy often
found themselves enlightened, inspired and entertained as they studied classics
from antiquity and came to believe that these ancient writings could be conceptually recast, rendering them complementary to Christian theology. Many of the
writings provided, and still are providing, valuable perspectives on humanity
compatible with or even reinforcing Christian beliefs.
Devout Christians and early Humanists, including Italian Francisco Petrarch
(1344–1374), seriously suggested the Roman Catholic Church consider formal
posthumous beatification of Socrates and Cicero.
Petrarch wrote: “The first place must indeed be given to the authority of the
Scriptures; but nevertheless, I sometimes find some things said or written by the
ancients divinely inspired and perhaps (in) the spirit of Christ…”
We never had a St. Socrates or St. Cicero but much of their thinking was
preserved and arguably incorporated within Christian church dogma. It was
at Christian monasteries, sometimes in somewhat remote regions, especially
Ireland, where cloistered monks struggled to preserve Greco-Roman writings
and undertook translating and artfully copying ancient manuscripts, including
Scientific Treatises.
Yet, the clashing of Greco-Roman based Treatise with established church
teachings was not unknown, and a few are recorded, even in early Church history.
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In 415, the Church in Alexandria executed a charismatic woman philosopher
named Hypatia for lecturing on Platonic thought, which the church deemed to be
outside sanctioned Christian beliefs.
Pre-Age of Enlightenment, in 1279, the English Franciscan monk, Roger
Bacon voluntarily submitted a Treatise on mathematics to church authorities that
followed the Scientific Method. He cited a translation from an Islamist scientist
named Alhazen, an infidel, in his treatise. Bacon was imprisoned and possibly
tortured for the crime of “suspicious novelties,” or essentially thinking in ways
that are “new” and consequently outside sanctioned theology.
History records that church authorities shifted back and forth from endorsement
to accommodation, and then, sometimes, condemnation of the Scientific Method.
An extreme example of condemnation involved Giordano Bruno, a Dominican
Italian friar of the Renaissance. He was a gifted mathematician, astronomer and
poet. When he published a treatise within the church in 1590, hypothesizing that
stars were actually distant suns, he was convicted of heresy and burned at the stake.
It’s hard to find a consistent theme in how Christianity was approaching
science as the Renaissance emerged in Europe. Christian institutions often financially supported scientific inquiry and provided a forum for scientific discussions.
There usually would be accommodation or a sort of compartmentalization, but
working out a relationship sometimes came hard and took a long, confusing path.
There was a persistent undercurrent of support for efforts to understand the world
around us through the treatise, provided it was compatible with the sacred texts.
A famous case which perfectly illustrates this internal angst and eventual
accommodation is the protracted heresy proceedings of the Roman Catholic
Church, involving Galileo.
In 2012 Maurice Finocchiaro, a Distinguished Professor of Philosophy of
the University of Nevada, published, The Copernican Revolution and the Galileo
Affair. He carefully researched exactly what happened between Galileo and the
Roman Catholic heresy inquisition, running from 1633–1992. The conventional
story is that, in 1633, Galileo was irrationally condemned for his published views
on the Earth as a rotating sphere, circling the sun. It wasn’t that simple.
As Prof. Finocchiaro delved into original transcripts, it became clear that
church officials were torn and at some level tried to accommodate Galileo.
Eventually they came to terms with his scientific treatise. They always respected
his intellect and his insightful, organized inquiry into the nature of the universe.
They also understood that it was problematic to allow him to cross Scripture in
his Treatise.
As Professor Finocchiaro wrote:
“The condemnation of Galileo Galilei by the Inquisition in 1633 is perhaps
the most significant episode in the long history of the interaction between science
and Christianity.”
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Galileo had authored a document entitled, A Treatise of Planetary Motion,
which used mathematics and the newly invented astronomical telescope to
demonstrate that we live on a sphere—a globe—and along with other spherical
planets, we rotate around the sun. This wasn’t new. Nicholas Copernicus had
hypothesized essentially the same concept in 1543.
The difference was that Galileo, with his new functional telescope, could really
confirm that we are living on a globe that both rotates and circles the sun. The
problem was, and still is to a few, that several Biblical references denote the earth
as flat, stationary, and central to the sun, moon, and stars, which circle above us
in a “divine celestial pattern.”
Galileo proactively and dutifully submitted his draft publication to Vatican
authorities for internal review. He was aware that there would be technical and
theological scrutiny. He likely expected a thoughtful analysis of his mathematics
and use of the telescope. He seems to have been especially enthusiastic to show the
Pontifical Academy of Science “God’s glorious night sky,” now open to enhanced
human inspection with his optical invention.
Galileo had properly refrained from publishing in a way where the public
would be exposed to his messages. He absolutely followed proper protocol within
the Pontifical Academy of Science.
Instead of “opening up the heavens” to Council members, he was brought
before the Council and charged with “heretical malfeasance.”
Internal documents make it clear that the Pontiff, Urban VIII, liked Galileo
and respected his science. There is a strong possibility that many church leaders
understood that Galileo was right.
In the end, he was treated respectfully, although he was asked to recite a
somewhat humiliating “abjuration,” which essentially said he had performed
some of his math incorrectly and his scholarship was lacking. He hadn’t and it
wasn’t.
At this point in his life, Galileo was old and somewhat infirm. Likely taking
that into consideration, the Vatican agreed that he would remain a “guest” under
their watchful eye, where he could pursue his inquiries within the context of the
Holy Scripture. He spent the rest of his life (9 years) as a respected but carefully
monitored resident of the Vatican.
In 1757, the same Pontifical Academy of Science that convicted Galileo
reconvened and reopened the case. They formally allowed publication of Galileo’s
original Treatise without comment. By then, sailing around the world had been
become rather common and no one had tumbled off the edge.
Finally, in 1992, Pope John Paul II again reconvened the same Pontifical
Academy of Science, which formally reopened the Galileo case. They posthumously acquitted him. At the time, Pope John Paul stated that he hoped this act
would help resolve the conflicts of “science versus religion” among Christians
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and scientists. Essentially, Galileo had been charged with heresy by the Roman
Catholic Church and was acquitted. It just took a while.
It would be nice to consider conflict between the Scientific Method and Christianity behind us. In 2014, the Pew Research Center surveyed American adults
and asked if they believed their personal religious faith conflicted with science.
Nearly 70% in responding to the question checked “no conflict.” Considering that
around 90% of Americans define themselves as Christians, and the vast majority
accept a non-flat earth as a non-controversial reality, it seems that the tension
regarding Christianity and science may have somewhat abated.
It has for many Christians, but not for others.
The earth being flat and stationary is no longer seriously accepted by nearly all
Christians; however, it was a point of serious Christian advocacy deep into the 19th
Century. There was a strongly supported advocacy movement promoting that the
view of the world, shown as displayed below, be taught in public school geography
class, or at least in Sunday schools, as an alternative to secular geography:
Today, if you search the “Flat Earth Society,” and wade through the stupid
jokes, you will find a small number of self-defined “Biblical literalists” who remain
convinced that the earth is flat. For a few, scientific insight, or even, at this point,
common sense, subordinates to sacred Christian text.
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= 3.1415926535
In some interpretations of the Old Testament (Kings 1:7 and Chronicles 2:4),
the inferred mathematical value of Pi is incorrectly calculated. This divergence
from contemporary mathematical observation has been of little interest except to
some Biblical literalists.
Some time ago, a concerned representative in the Indiana State Legislature
authored a bill mandating that Pi be calculated and taught in Indiana schools
based on Scripture. The legislation was identified as, “a bill introducing…mathematical truth.”
The House Committee on Swamplands was asked to hear the bill, whereupon
the chairman formally requested input from the Purdue Department of Mathematics. Mathematics Professor C.A. Waldo then visually demonstrated to the
committee the difference in characteristics between a square and circle with the
same diameter. The demonstration displayed Pi’s value to 10 digits as 3.1415926535.
The challenge for the Indiana State Legislature became: Would they believe
what they had seen clearly demonstrated, or Scripture? Choosing Scripture, the
House passed the reform to the approval of some Biblical literalists, and the
consternation of educators, engineers, and many in the secular public. However,
those politicians who voted “Scripture” knew that the State Senate would also need
to pass the mathematical truth legislation prior to it’s being enacted as law.
When the matter came before the Indiana State Senate both religious and
secular individuals and groups vehemently wanted to testify. The Senate expressed
appreciation for those willing to provide input and then placed the matter on
the miscellaneous calendar to be discussed and voted upon at some point in the
future.
Those who felt strongly about the matter were told they would be contacted
when the matter was formally brought before a designated Senate committee.
This happened in January 1897 and it hasn’t yet come up for consideration.
Somewhat similarly to the Galileo matter, Christian Scriptures were honored
and efforts were made to limit confrontation. In the end, without formally
challenging Biblical scripture, responsible science was quietly accepted.
Today, children are taught in both public and nearly all parochial Christian
schools that the world really is a rotating globe circling the sun and that Pi really
is 3.1415926535.
One approach to understanding the range of science versus religious faith
interrelationships within the Christian-oriented community is to reflect upon
two extremes: The Humanists and The Fundamentalists.
Humanists, some of whom will define themselves as Atheists or agnostics,
include many Christians and those of other religious faiths. All Humanists support
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Scientific Method-based inquiry and the promotion of humanity’s temporal
well-being. Fundamentalists are all Christians and often subordinate Scientific
Method findings to literal scriptural interpretation.
FUNDAMENTALISM

No one person or group is really in charge of “Christianity,” at least, no
human person or earthly institution. Consequently, what Christians believe can
and has wandered philosophically in a number of directions. Discord among the
different denominations may be especially protracted because compromise or
deviation from specific dogmas can be considered heretical. The Christian Bible
is considered infallible and to be taken literally by most Fundamentalists and it is
here that a conflict with science takes form.
The Revised Standard Bible (RSB), published in 1952 and revised again in
1971, has adherents among nearly all Protestant denominations, as well as many
Roman Catholics and Eastern Orthodox Christians. It was published following
decades of consultation and some serious interdenominational introspection
among Biblical scholars. It is now considered the standardized Christian sacred
text by most denominations. The New International Version Bible, or NIV Bible,
is a somewhat more approachable, modernized, yet scholarly translation first
published in 1978 and updated again in 2011. It has sold over 400 million copies
and is used in many Bible education programs for the lay community.
In both cases, the core is the King James Version (KJV) from 1611, with some
sensitive changes. The changes involve new discoveries of original Biblical texts
(including the Dead Sea Scrolls, discovered in 1946), inclusion of some Biblical
material which had been excluded in the KJV but retained by Eastern Orthodox
churches, and use of more contemporary language.
Even those carefully, updated versions gave rise to consternation among
some typically Christian Fundamentalists in Britain and the United States. Some
religious leaders publicly announced they would burn the new RSB Bible at their
church’s altars. When some of the fires got out of control, there had to be formal
prohibitions by local fire marshals.
Theological conflict within the Christian community with both the RSB and
NIV Bibles are usually not a serious matter for lay Christians, but they are serious
matters among religious scholars and some Fundamentalist Biblical literalists.
The definition of “Fundamentalist Christian” (there is even disagreement
about whether or not the word should be capitalized), is based on what one
believes, especially regarding inerrancy of the chosen Bible. It therefore becomes
difficult to put a percentage on the number of Fundamentalist Christians. We
know that 70%+ Americans belong to some Christian church and that around
1/4 of those denominations are considered, “Evangelical.” However, the term,
Evangelical, tends to relate more to the belief in “substitutionary atonement,” or
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the concept that the sacrifice of Jesus atones for the sinful lives of humanity, or
in some interpretations, only “believing Christians.” A reasonable estimate would
be that between 15% and 20% of Christians in America are Fundamentalists,
who consider their interpretation of the Bible they choose to use as, essentially,
absolute.
The actual origins of modern Fundamentalism are fairly recent and significantly different from how Fundamentalism is presently focused. The nature or
origin of Fundamentalist beliefs is instructive.
When Germany invaded Belgium in the early stages of the First World War,
it used advanced Krupp artillery to indiscriminately attack civilian populations.
This destructive mass assault on civilians with this fantastic destructive power
was unprecedented. Prior to entering the war, American volunteers were sent to
help provide food, medical aid, and support to displaced Belgian civilians. Many
were California volunteers from Christian congregations. A large number of the
volunteers also worked at Stanford University and somehow wound up billeted
with German officers.
As the volunteers engaged in discussions with these well-educated Germans,
they were stunned at the officers’ philosophic, anti-humanitarian, and (to them)
anti-Christian world views. The Germans seemed to universally accept the
concept of “Allmacht,” the emerging philosophic worldview of German writers
and philosophers, in particular, Nietzsche. Technically, “Allmacht” translates to
something like omnipotence; in this case, it referred to the omnipotence of those
who are fittest over those who are less so. In a way, this concept was an extrapolation of the “survival of the fittest” dynamic inherent in Darwinian evolution
theory. However, the concept went far beyond anything Charles Darwin wrote.
They rejected the Christian concepts of forgiveness toward enemies and
protecting the weak and helpless, including injured or starving children. Evolution,
or survival of the fittest and strongest, was the dominant value. It would be “Allmacht”
that would assure the ascendance of humanity to new heights of existence.
Superior humans, like them, had the right and even the duty to destroy the weak.
Showing the weak or inferior mercy was an affront to natural law.
Dr. Vernon Kellogg, a biologist at Stanford who was billeted with German
officers, wrote a series of articulate, powerful letters to California businessmen
describing this new, sort of anti-Christian, dogma. In conjunction with his
comments on this grim philosophy, Dr. Kellogg described the vicious conduct of
the Germans, particularly in shelling civilians with its new generation of lethal
artillery.
Simultaneously, the British were desperate to motivate America to join the
war effort and British propaganda officers reported to American newspapers that
German soldiers were cutting off the ears of Belgian children. Though absolutely
unverified, the child mutilation story was reported as fact to the American public.

Source: Wikipedia Commons
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Incensed by Dr. Kellogg’s letters, the
California businessmen created a fund to
send informational packages describing this
threat to the fundamentals of Christian values
to ministers, priests, and Sunday school
teachers across the United States. They sought
to preserve the fundamentals of Christianity
in the face of the evolutionary-based concept
of “Allmacht.” These appeals for preservation
of “fundamental Christian values,” eventually
became, “Fundamentalism.” Its initial appeal
was not to promote the Christian Faith over
science, or attack evolution per se, but to
preserve fundamental Christian concepts of
mercy and compassion.
Dr. Kellogg was both a devout Christian
and a distinguished scientist of Entomology and Evolutionary Biology. He went
on to become First Secretary of the United States National Research Council
and a Board Member of the International Society for Science and the Public. It
is an irony that he helped motivate the founding of Christian Fundamentalism,
which today often challenges scientific inquiry.
The news of the sinking of the Lusitania, and the well-publicized drowning
of its innocent American women and children passengers, synchronized with
the arrival of the messages from Dr. Kellogg in churches throughout the nation.
His letters quickly went “viral,” involving publication in local newspapers
alongside stories of the mutilation of Belgian children. The Fundamentalist
message became integrated into a highly organized American propaganda
efforts in the First World War.
At that time, whenever a new silent motion picture was playing in a
community, nearly the whole adult population would attend. The movies were
always interrupted for approximately four or five minutes in the middle of the
film while the projectionist changed film reels. The federal government had
established a system in every state—which eventually reached into nearly every
community movie theater—whereby one of the most respected individuals in
the local community, often a religious leader, would be recruited to stand up
during this five-minute pause and speak to the captive audience about the
war effort. The horrors of the “Allmacht,” as it viciously sought to undermine
Christian values of mercy, became the theme of many of these presentations.
This outreach medium helped to lock in the concept of Fundamentalism.
Over the decades, the Fundamentalist approach and movement became
established and charismatic religious leaders came and went. Evolution was not
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the pivotal issue at first, but it later became the primary symbol of the first step
down in descending toward undoing values inherent in Christianity. Evolution
vs. creationism became the focus of science versus the Christian sacred text.
In a sense, the evolution vs. creationism dynamic has cast a shadow over how
Fundamentalists perceive the Scientific Method. For many, it replaced the flat
earth controversy as center stage in the Christianity vs. science confrontation.
Interestingly, on most internet search engines, if a person questions Biblical
creationism, or even evolution, they may be led to illustrated, sophisticated
writings and engaging videos that support the theory of creationism.
Articulate, self-defined scientists, with professionally-sounding academic
credentials, provide engaging presentations demonstrating how the earth is only
6,000 years old and compatible with Biblical texts.
The search will also provide more detailed and a greater number of sciencebased descriptions of the nature, concepts, and documentation of biologic
evolution. Advocates of both approaches will find support for their positions
through contemporary internet search engines.
No one can really predict how cyberspace will impact the long-playing
Christian/science paradigm, especially among Fundamentalists. It is clear that
Christian and non religious Humanists will be more accommodating.
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In some ways, Humanism is at the other end of the spectrum from contemporary Fundamentalism, particularly in terms of the relationship between science
and religion, but there are similarities.
Like Fundamentalism, Humanism is tricky to define and hard to quantify
regarding both what is believed and how many subscribe to which aspects of
the concept. Humanism is seen as clearly emerging out of the Judeo-Christian
tradition. Significant numbers of self-defined Humanists are agnostic or Atheist,
but it is probable that most Humanists are Christian, Jewish, or unaffiliated people
of religious faith.
There are traditions in Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism and especially Confucianism that focus on achieving human wellbeing as a foundational value, and
this is complementary to Humanism. Similarly, several contemporary Jewish
congregations and some Methodists, Lutherans, Episcopalians, Quakers, Congregationalists, United Church of Christ members and especially Unitarians formally
invoke Humanistic principals. They accept Humanistic values as consistent with
their religious faith propositions.
Completely unlike Fundamentalism, Humanism tends not to accept ancient
sacred texts as infallible. If there is a sacred text of choice, it is typically viewed as
important and of value, and perhaps even sacred, but allegorical. Most Humanists
believe that our natural world and the process of unraveling nature’s intricacies
constitute a sort of transcendence, but it is not necessarily “supernatural.”
Humanists themselves are usually firm believers in the Scientific Method and
reason; both science and reason should either trump propositions of religious
faith or contribute to our better understanding them.
Many sociologists and theologians suggest the concept of Humanism emerged
historically with the Age of Reason and Enlightenment flowing out of a modified
Christian tradition of compassionate outreach.
Critics of Humanism, and there are many, argue that Atheistic Humanists
actually “believe in nothing.” That is difficult to accept, since Humanist individuals,
and Humanist organizations have gone to extraordinary lengths to publish and
promote their covenants of belief, both in conjunction with religious and nonreligious belief propositions. Humanistic thought is embedded within a substantial
portion of Western populations. However, few people tend to belong to any
organized Humanistic organization.
Demographics regarding numbers of Humanists are obviously difficult to
ascertain since, like Fundamentalism, Humanism involves a belief proposition
more than a formal group affiliation. However, there are formal organizations of
adherents to Humanism.
Respect for the pursuit of truth through science, support for the integrity of
human reason, and a commitment to support humanity’s thriving are considered
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by many the essential foundations of Humanism. Some Humanists also promote
the denial of supernatural forces or entities as a primary objective. They find
human comprehension subordinating to what they sometimes term, “magical
thinking,” as degrading to humanity. Being an Atheist or agnostic should be
viewed as a subset of Humanism, but often a significant component of many
formal Humanist organizations.
The largest growing religious faith proposition in the West defines itself by the
term, “non-specific.” When asked about supporting Humanistic values involving
science, reason, and human wellbeing, there is wide acceptance within this group.
The cyberspace-oriented relationship to science and reason and the concepts of
Humanism seem compatible; however, this does not mean that the Atheistic
or even agnostic aspects of Humanism will become more widely accepted. As
mentioned, only 10% +/- of Americans will self-define as Atheist.
As modern Humanism emerged in the 1400s with the translation of Greco
Roman Classics and Treatises, increased interest in worldly learning and experiences began to replace aspects of medieval Christian world views. The focus on
earthly subservience to religious dogma and institutions in preparation for the
afterlife gave way to, or blended with, a perspective on enhancing human quality
of life.
Humanist views came to be seen as a sort of midway point between medieval
superstition and the Enlightenment. Some historians have described early
Humanists as, “suspended between religious faith and reason.”
Erasmus (1466–1536), like many early Humanists, was a devout Christian,
but he was also a questioner who began to both believe and publish that insightful
observations and the intricacies of nature are also connected to the transcendental. By the 1600s authors such as Dante and Machiavelli were comfortable
emphasizing the virtues of intellectual freedom and expression even if these new
patterns of thinking and communicating were outside traditional Christian propositions of religious faith. Honest doubt began to replace what some Humanists
termed, “unreasoned religious faith.”
Following the catastrophes and savagery of the religious wars in Europe,
ostensibly over religious doctrine, an Age of Reason overshadowing religious
faith-based propositions became more widely accepted in Europe.
By the mid-1700s and into the 1800s, along with the Scientific Revolution
and accompanying the Industrial Age, the Age of Reason became established as
a serious force in defining the proper path for humanity. Early Age of Reason
luminaries were not seen in direct conflict with propositions of Christian faith.
The existence of God was not challenged, but thinkers like Montesquieu
pointed out that it seemed demeaning to define God as a sort of eccentric and
occasionally touchy human patriarch. He hypothesized that some Biblical authors
had inappropriately portrayed God as an imperfect image of themselves, but he
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felt that it was an understandable error. As he put it, “If triangles had a God they
would give him three sides.” This may have been grounds for heresy a few decades
earlier, but this was the beginning of a new age honoring questioning and reason.
Soon, authors, philosophers, and even early economists began to think and
publish, sharing ideas and concepts that were well outside traditional ecclesiastical thought. These included Spinoza, Hobbes, Adam Smith, Kant, Malthus, and
Hume. Now, with the modernized printing press and uncontrolled publishing,
it became possible for them to rapidly and widely share their thinking and
questioning. Eventually, they dared to touch on and even question long-accepted
matters of religious faith.
It was with this respect for reason that thinkers from the Age of Reason
studied with some dispassion the fallout from religious policies and practices.
They were acutely aware of the human tragedies resulting from protracted
religious wars, religious inquisitions, and religiously sanctioned “witch burnings”
of undesirables. They came to believe that there needed to be a new, memorialized,
universal empowerment of science, reason, and support for an enlightened and
compassionate approach for humanity. As those beliefs took root in the 1700s,
they progressed into what historians termed, the Age of Enlightenment.
The Age of Enlightenment is sometimes actually referred to as the “Humanitarian Revolution.” It philosophically criticized governments and sometimes
religious institutions for their use of sadistic punishments, such as impalement or
disembowelment, the enslavement of fellow humans, and even disproportionate
distribution of wealth and power. They wouldn’t have supported branding an
unmarried, pregnant woman with a scarlet letter. They also came to embrace a
number of what we would term, humanitarian social causes.
Exactly where propositions of religious faith came into this paradigm was not
always clear, but the old saw about an elephant in the room that no one wants to
acknowledge, comes to mind. Early advocates of the Age of Enlightenment were
reticent to enter into direct confrontation with religion—at first.
Some self-defined early Humanists put forth peculiar and preposterous propositions, but the process of challenging postulates of the past was now becoming
guardedly acceptable in the West. Carefully, some began to question religious
beliefs and even the prevailing sacred texts.
In compatibility with Humanism, organized religions often joined in
challenging seemingly “inhumane” conduct, such as slavery, cruel and unusual
punishments, and eventually, racial discrimination. Religious missionaries and
public programs were directed toward providing medical care, education, and
improved food and shelter for the needy, to help address basic human needs.
Sometimes, those efforts included proselytizing a religious faith, sometimes not.
One could safely make the case that religious individuals and organizations
were inspired by the concept of Humanism, but also vice versa. Humanistic
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endeavors showing compassion could easily be seen as encompassing postulates
inherent in Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. Many religious faith-based groups
smoothly blended with Humanism.
To some Humanists, the religious focus on the supernatural, or belief in
“magic,” and discounting scientific findings because of conflict with ancient
sacred texts, became unacceptable. They claimed that these religious predispositions compromised the greatest of human assets—the gift of reason.
Others observed that it was Axial Age beliefs, especially religious faiths that
actually defined “good” and “evil,” which became the goals toward which the new
Humanist was striving.
The relationship between religious faith and Humanism is a work in progress
and likely to be rearranged amid evolving cyberspace communication.
There’s a trend among the minority of humanists following the paths of
Atheism involving divergence between those who vigorously attack religious
beliefs and a growing number who approach religious faith communities with
civility. Perhaps there is a searching out for common ground. Religious author
David Skeel published in the Wall Street Journal that we are indeed encountering
a “newer, kinder, gentler Atheism.”
You still won’t have trouble finding conflicts being played out on the internet,
where articulate and sometimes irreverent Atheists confront equally articulate
religious leaders, with both typically ending up exasperated and frustrated. These
confrontations are mostly exercises in futility and devoid of progress toward
understanding or resolution. Perhaps not unlike the debate of religious leaders
before the Great Kahn.
The late British writer and Atheist Christopher Hitchens usually won the
vicious, confrontational contest in attacking religious leaders and religious faithbased beliefs. His 2007 book on religious faith was titled, God is not Great: How
Religion Poisons Everything. After reading the title, reading the book is unnecessary. Hitchens, by most accounts, went too far when following the death of the
popular evangelist, Jerry Falwell, he published an open letter to Falwell’s mortician.
Using dark humor, he recommended desecration of Rev. Falwell’s remains.
A reverse image of Christopher Hitchens’s brutal approach in the name of
Humanism and Atheism was Phillip Paulson. He was one of the first high-profile
Atheists to represent the new breed of congenial and respectful Atheists. Like
film producer Oliver Stone and many other Vietnam combat veterans, Philip
Paulson, following a particularly traumatic series of combat experiences, became
convinced there was no God. In the battle of Dak Tau, the Vietcong ambushed
his platoon and many of his comrades were killed. Only he and one other soldier
survived unscathed. Upon his return to a demonstrably ungrateful nation, he
quietly became a committed Humanist/Atheist.
Paulson had been brought up a Midwestern Lutheran in the small town of
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Clayton, Wisconsin. Throughout his life he remained respectful of religious faiths
and worshipers, but he felt that he had the right not to be forced to accept or
financially support another’s religious orientation.
After his war experience, Paulson took a number of odd jobs, including
as a laborer in oil fields, tending apple orchards, and eventually becoming a
small-town journalist. He then attended the University of Wisconsin and after
receiving post-secondary degrees, he accepted a teaching position at the National
University in San Diego. There he taught business administration and computer
technologies, eventually becoming a respected professor.
Prof. Paulson developed a reputation for being an excellent, good-natured
instructor with a permanent smile. He was extremely popular in the educational
community, especially among students.
There is a 900-foot hill outside San Diego where, in 1913, a huge cross was
erected on public property and christened, “The Mount Soledad Easter Cross.”
While Prof. Paulson always was respectful of the symbols the cross represented
for many, he felt its presence on public land violated the American Constitution.
The Association of Jewish War Veterans agreed, and for the next 17 years,
together, they legally, and in civility, sought to remove the cross from public
property.
The major newspaper in San Diego attacked Paulson as a man on an “irreligious mission.” He was always identified in the paper, not as Prof. Paulson but as
“Atheist Philip Paulson.” He remained pleasant but firm in his position, shunning
personal publicity as best he could, until being diagnosed with terminal cancer.
He then gave a single interview to the newspaper that had been attacking him
for years. He described his war experience, which he explained, was the basis for
his personal beliefs and that, in important ways, his stance was protecting the
religious freedom of others.
Paulson’s respectful countenance impressed many. After his death, the legal
controversy was resolved. The presence of a religious monument on public
property was deemed unconstitutional. The resolution, with which he probably
would have agreed, allowed the land surrounding the cross to be sold to a private
religious association for $1.4 million (fair market value).
Tourists and worshipers to the hilltop cross now are clearly informed that it is
a private monument and rests on private property.
A traditional Atheist, neuroscientist Sam Harris recently published that he
personally benefitted from the sort of transcendental, calming sensation that one
can sometimes find in both religious and natural surroundings. Also, the respected
scientist and author, Richard Dawkins, who promoted Atheism for decades in a
number of his writings, recently authored a thoughtful book entitled, The Magic
Reality. While holding firm to his core beliefs, he describes the transformative
beauty of opening oneself up to inspiring social and natural phenomena.
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Atheism, which is on the far end of Humanistic thought as it relates to propositions of religious faith, does seem to be softening its approach to interaction
with other beliefs.
An interesting and possibly important observation is that if one searches any
of the predominant Axial Age religious faiths on the internet, the style, design, and
approaches to expressing their values typically come across as well-crafted, interesting, and visually appealing. Conversely, the material from the several different
organized Humanism organizations, both Atheistic and religious faith accepting,
tends to be hard to find, and reads more like a detached academic Treatise. This
is understandable, since a large number of academicians are leaders of Humanist
associations. Connecting with the general population may be problematic for the
formal Humanist associations especially those that focus on Atheism.
How our traditional beliefs and cyberspace connect, or don’t, will be more
than interesting. It may well establish another redefinition of, as Dr. Karl Jaspers
put it, “what it means to be human.” It will not singularly be defined by other
beliefs progressively defaulting to science. Some blend of science and our belief
propositions, including those of religious faith, will guide us…hopefully well.

WHEN I HEARD THE
LEARN’D ASTRONOMER

When I heard the learn’d astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide,
and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured
with much applause in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars.
				—Walt Whitman

XV. The Azimuth
Plotting our Direction

Azimuth: the horizontal angle or direction of a compass
bearing or the direction in which one is traveling.

The Journey
Prior to cyberspace giving us GPS satellite-positioning systems it was necessary
to use a transit, essentially a telescope with crosshairs, and geometry to plot a
path to a given destination. One had to follow an especially carefully set azimuth
to mark guidelines for a new road. In spite of heat, cold, rain, snow, and angry
insects and farmers, we struggled but made it work. Getting an azimuth exactly
right was one of the most demanding challenges with which I was ever involved.
Occasionally, we would find what we called a “memorial,” a beautiful, solid
brass marker always buried and usually hard to locate. It had been placed, possibly
generations earlier, by former surveyors, and if you found one you knew exactly
where you were and could shoot your next heading straight and true.
We had to try to shoot a straight compass heading sometimes around trees
or lakes or impenetrable swamps. Yet, if we stuck to the guidelines, did our math
correctly, paid attention to the world around us and those who came before, we
would properly guide those who followed us building roads.
It’s like that now. We are trying to find and follow the right azimuth, as cultures
and as a species, toward a version of Shakespeare’s “undiscovered country.” It is a
place whose nature puzzles us and from which we will never return.
Fortunately, we have been given the intellect to find our way, if we pay
attention to the memorials handed down to us, and if we wisely share information
and perspectives. We cannot avoid the quest; genies don’t go back into bottles. We
do need to be careful—we are crossing strange terrain.
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Predawn
It’s late at night or maybe early in the morning, and as you look out your
window you notice that it’s not really dark. The lights in your community never
allow it to get truly dark anymore.
Many things have changed.
You can see a few stars and you pick out the planet Venus, so it must be near
morning. You glance at your neighbor’s house and see a faint bluish glow in the
upper bedroom window of their 15-year-old son. He’s on his computer.
You’re worried about him. You’ve watched him grow up and become a bright,
polite, quiet young man. His mother has told you that he’s troubled. He considers
himself something of an athlete but he was too short to make the basketball team,
so he was cut. It was heart-wrenching for him to say goodbye to his childhood
teammates. He’s too skinny for football and has developed acne. He’s now self-conscious about facing anyone. The girl he secretly likes (perhaps in a way, loves)
doesn’t seem to know or care that he exists. He’s far too shy or afraid to look at
her, let alone approach her, especially now. He’s ashamed and seriously unhappy
with life.
In a way, your path was a bit similar when you were young, but now, with
cyberspace surrounding this young man, it’s also different. He has options
available of which you never dreamed. In a way, that unsettles you.
You might’ve talked to your worldly aunt, possibly the youth worker at your
synagogue, or perhaps cryptically tried to get advice from your parents. You
wouldn’t dare tell anyone you knew everything. You might try to find something
to read that would help guide you, but you wouldn’t want to be seen taking certain
things out at the library, even if you knew what to check out. As for the school
counselor, you could never be seen going into his office, and you didn’t have “that”
serious a problem.
Of course, you had friends, but you couldn’t open yourself up to them.
So, you put together bits and pieces of things you read, morality lessons from
television programs (thank heaven for Star Trek), a little input from friends and
relatives, and maybe a perspective or two from the synagogue or your bat mitzvah.
There was a lot of prolonged misery but, in the end, you survived. It involved
time and some scarring. Deep down a certain sadness is with you still, but you
pulled through.
What’s that nice vulnerable neighbor boy doing? With who or what is he interacting in the sanctity of his bedroom as he electronically searches the universe for
help and meaning?
It’s barely possible he’s cruising through the site put together by his church
or school. He is far more likely to be interacting with either a cyber friend or
being guided by a robot. If it’s a living person, it could be an equally depressed
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housewife in rural Montana, or a McDonald’s worker living in a tenement in New
Jersey. It could be a young girl hiding under her bed covers in a room she shares
with five siblings in Jakarta.
If it’s a robot, he’s really dealing with an unknown technology gal or guy,
who perhaps years ago preprogrammed who or with what he will be interacting
based upon a triggered algorithm. That mathematical formula would take into
consideration his past searches, what he’s purchased, the kinds of questions he’s
asked previously, and how many people of his probable age and gender visited
which information streams for how long, in response to what questions. He will
be principally directed in his search for guidance based on who paid how much
money to the robot’s owner.
The tech guys who built the robots won’t have been trained in the helping
professions and just may be a little odd themselves. They are good at detached
statistics and quickly popping in place governing templates that will influence
huge numbers of questioning, sometimes desperate, people. They have an amazing
amount of control over human decision-making. They can influence how nations
are ruled, which corporations or religions thrive or fail, and the future of your
young neighbor.
The young man’s mother read about pedophiles and sociopathic types trolling
the internet, who cynically push questioning or depressed young people into sex
or suicide. Terrified, she purchased software to control her son’s accessible content.
Like that would work.
She had to ask him to load the software and teach her how it could be
monitored.
He will be moving into a different world, which in many ways will offer
incredible advantages and opportunities, but which also may have an unanticipated darker side. His mother is concerned, and so are you.
Many things have changed.

A Better World
It’s been about a century (a tenth of an inch or 0.25c) since advances in science
started allowing us unprecedented electronic control over managing complicated
things and, especially, communicating more powerfully with each other.
We have subsequently witnessed a progressive and remarkable increase in
quality of life. Sometimes, our progress gets lost in the “if it bleeds it leads” media
or the generally morbid soothsaying of both liberal and conservative political
pundits. The never-ending stream of dystopian literature, invariably predicting
either the end of the world or an Orwellian end to the civilized world, contributes
to a distorted view of what humanity has accomplished.
If we honestly take a look at our world, many of it’s most important elements
have never looked brighter. Science-based, typically cyber-enhanced discoveries
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and creative implementation of those discoveries have profoundly enriched the
lives of most of humanity.
An analysis for the Washington Post by Max Boot projected that the percentage
of the world’s population living below contemporary World Bank standards of
extreme poverty in 1820 was 94%. In 2015, it was less than 10% and steadily
declining. On a short-term basis, in 1965, the cost of living, worldwide, in terms
of food, water, utilities, clothing, household furnishings etc., involved around
45% of personal income. In 2015, it was 35%. More importantly, each of our basic
needs has become remarkably enhanced in terms of safety, value, and quality. The
shift has been most significant among the poorest populations. Even in sub-Saharan Africa, literacy has shifted from under 20% to over 60% in the last 40 years.
Worldwide, the cost of electricity has declined more than 25% since 1970, due to
efficiencies in production, distribution, and better habits regarding usage.
In terms of general public health, from infant mortality to longevity, we are
generally getting healthier. By “we,” again, the greatest advantages are proportionally among those populations most stressed in terms of poverty. Throughout
the world, with only a few exceptions, life can be interpreted as absolutely better.
One of the most stunning findings is that composite IQ scores of children
in the United States and much of the rest of the world are steadily improving.
Our youth are getting smarter and smarter, at least in terms of traditional IQ
benchmarks. The best profile of this progress on a worldwide basis was published
by Pietsching and Vorack in their meta-analysis of global IQ gains in 2015. The
gains are irrefutable; however, no one can precisely nail down the causes of this
improvement. It might relate to better nutrition and health care, especially in
the Third World and in emerging nations. In the Western world, it could involve
statistically documented increases in parental time spent with children. Across
the board, it likely relates to better and more available education.
Personally, I’m pretty sure that having an overwhelming number of young
global citizens walking around with just about all the information in the world
readily accessible in their pockets couldn’t hurt intelligence.
Almost every profession and industry in much of the entire world has implemented cyber-based systems of support and approaches to better meet their
respective missions. The cyber-enhanced world is now shifting into another,
deeper dimension of progress, only dimly coming into focus, but real. We seem
to be approaching “the singularity.”

Singularity: when cyberspace advances to a point where humanity
undergoes a profound evolutionary change as a consequence of enhanced
benefits, understandings, and relationships to artificial intelligence.
There are several approaches to understanding the Singularity, but essentially,
all relate to a point when, presumably in our near future, human biologic systems
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can be safeguarded and enhanced with cyberspace technologies. It may portend a
new type of humanity as in the Axial Age, or even a new type of physical human,
similar to the impact that control of fire had upon our ancestors.
If this sounds a little science fiction-oriented, it once was. Now it’s an
approachable reality. Once DNA was conceptually understood, we began striving
to isolate and adjust DNA-related structures to our advantage. We began working
with both plants and animals by essentially blending DNA from different life
forms. Now we have discovered, although certainly not perfected, the ability
to create a different type of human being by re-engineering internal DNA. In
different ways, this vision has already begun to be put into practice in a chemical/
surgical process loosely termed, CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeat). The American-trained Chinese scientist, He Jiankui,
actually created the first two gene-edited babies in 2018.
For a few years we have been using in vitro fertilization with a process to
test human embryos for mutations, especially those involving congenital disease.
There are parents who can now be profoundly thankful for healthy children. We
are close to developing a genetic process that will change a mosquito’s genome
to prevent the spreading of malaria and other diseases to humans. We also are
now focusing on serious immune system reconfigurations that will prevent
diseases. There are, of course, risks and concerns, both biologic and ethical, but
the potential, if we can work with this process effectively, will be monumental.
As I write this, I have gone from using glasses to having a physician-monitored, cyber-controlled laser burn out my natural eye lenses and replace them with
manufactured discs. My vision is now 20/20. I also have hearing aids to hear, metal
alloy knees to walk, and capped teeth with which to eat. Yet, I am a skier, scuba
diver and outdoors guy. I recently had a young weightlifter at my gym tell me he
hopes I never get mad at him. No problem; I’m mellow by nature and into my 70s.
However, I still carry with me male hormones and limbic systems, so it was nice to
hear. Frankly he was probably just being courteous after out-pressing me, but still!
The point is that I’m even now gratefully “bionic,” and cyberspace is positioning
to take me, and the rest of us, to another level of human enhancement. With
more effective blending of cyber technology with our DNA codes, we can anticipate amazing resilience, health, and longevity. This cyber/DNA relationship is an
important component of the “Singularity.”
There is a young New York artist named Neal Harbisson who was born colorblind. He desperately wanted to experience color differentiation. He underwent
a unique operation and, although the surgery requires him to have an antenna
permanently protruding from his head, he can now sense color, or at least
something like color. Surprisingly, his “vision” can now take him beyond color to
literally see through certain things such as through the tissue of a flower into its
interior. He is the first human with something like x-ray vision.
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The Holy Grail of the Singularity is that we may find a “cure” for aging. The
concept is that, as our tissues reproduce themselves with tiny flaws (that’s essentially what aging is), they will be triggered to reproduce perfectly, not losing replicating precision. Aging may be dulled or stopped. Perhaps for those of us who
have aged, the precision of our DNAs reproductive messages can be recaptured
and reintroduced. The blueprint of what we originally were supposed to be at our
adult pinnacle is still embedded within us. Can it be reawakened?
Yes, this sounds weird, but in cyberspace it becomes a realistic research and
implementation challenge. This new age will provide humanity with an amazing
array of knowledge, tools, and opportunity. Yet, we must move carefully.
We are also being gifted with powers to do harm in unimaginable ways.
Whether or not these inevitable changes will be destructive as well as
enhancing will rest in large part upon humanity’s established governing propositions of belief, and our shifting symbolic convergences. They will be the foundations of if and how we approach implementing controls or governance over the
internet and cyberspace.

Governance in Cyberspace
Humans maintain mechanisms to influence social/cultural conduct. Propositions of belief, modified by symbolic convergences, form the basis for what
actions or things wind up being promoted, allowed or condemned.
There are two anchor limitations regarding social controls in times of dramatic
changes in human communication mediums:
First, we cannot anticipate future problems with accuracy. As Guttenberg was
printing his beautiful Bibles, how could he have anticipated that his wondrous
printing machine would feed the flames for generations of religious holocaust
throughout Christendom? Could Marconi or Tesla have anticipated what Hitler
would do with their radio? We don’t really know where cyberspace will take us in
reshuffling how humanity makes use of its new powers.
Secondly, the control mechanisms we presently use may not be effective in
dealing with cyberspace challenges. Many of the elements of cyberspace, most
especially the internet, have no similarity to past and present things and actions.
With those limitations in mind, the following are the patterns traditionally
used by cultures, societies, and governments to control and regulate human actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Create internal pride
Receive tangible support, typically in the form of status and/or wealth
Experience general goodwill
Avoid interference—left alone
Experience general bad will
Be the subject of ostracism and stigma
Experience formal pressure to amend conduct
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8. Be quarantined or formally prohibited from specified conduct
9. Be subjected to legal civil and/or criminal sanctions
10. Create internal shame
The above often overlap and, among different cultures or even within the same
culture, can inspire differing reactions. They are the social tools that humanity
uses to inspire, prohibit, and generally control conduct. At present, in different
formats, they are the control options we have available.
The following are two examples of recently enacted approaches to cyber
sensitive governance:
In 2014, the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) approved a new category of
cancer inhibiting drugs (pembrolizumba) that is able to selectively target specific
genes, PD-1 and PD-L1. The Obama administration had reformed the FDA
review process using the internet to more rapidly share research findings and
expedite approval of new pharmaceuticals. This break with traditional protocols
was criticized by public and private displaced bureaucratic and academic institutions which were tied to the previous more protracted process.
Only a few months later, former President Jimmy Carter was diagnosed
with melanoma. The quickly migrating cancer had reached his brain. Then, in
conjunction with radiation and especially the new drugs, his life was saved. He
was able to return to his productive life. As of this writing, he’s in his mid 90s,
still working for Habitat for Humanity, teaching Sunday school, and promoting
honest elections. The expedited internet-enhanced protocol for pharmaceutical
control worked.
In 2001, a few religious zealots armed with box cutters succeeded in killing
nearly 3,000 people by commandeering a commercial aircraft. Rapidly, new cyber
risk sensitive rules, regulations, and enforceable protocols related to air travel
were marshaled into service. These controls involved personally restrictive and
previously invasive recordkeeping, and subordinate relationships to government
authorities. No one seriously questioned the need. As of this writing, that brand
of terrorist act hasn’t been repeated.
Both of the above represent the types of governance that are vital and accepted.
Neither would have been put in place in the past, but now they are needed and
valuable changes in governance.
Listing all areas requiring new patterns of cyber control would be impossible, but the following are several areas that seem to warrant special control
consideration:
VIOLENCE

In the scope of history, the contemporary world is comparatively at peace.
There is war and personal threat, but it is historically fractional. However,
the capacity for creating profound destruction has migrated through cyber-
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space beyond the province of superpowers. Among the powerful nation-states,
catastrophic conflict has been held successfully at bay through international law
and by mutually assured destruction (MAD). Now, power to create cyber-enhanced chaos and massive human suffering has shifted to the purview of erratic
nations, potentially dangerous groups and even individuals. All that is required
to create incalculable damage is to hack into and scramble a vulnerable power
grid, a communications satellite link-up, a transportation supply infrastructure,
or to batch a new generation toxin or bacterial agent with a water or food supply
system. A similar concern is the technical capacity of even small nations to create
atomic or biologic weapons. Patterns for creating and using any of the above
are available in some form on the internet. Procurement and motivation are the
limiting factors, but not acumen nor opportunity.
An ominously compatible concern regarding violence is the destabilizing
promotion of echo chamber enhanced intolerance. This may be especially
dangerous when combined with the capacity to provide unstable groups or
individuals with mass produced individualized semiautomatic weapons crafted
to do great harm.
TOLERANCE AND TRIBALISM

In her insightful approach to history, Day of Empire, Yale law professor Amy
Chau presents a remarkably insightful analysis of ethnic and racial tolerance
promoting social success among cultures and nations. She documents this
historical theme in Persia, Rome, Tang China, and among Mongols, Dutch,
Spanish, and British Empires. She also describes how in each of these societies,
a spirit of exceptionalism, shifted into tribal xenophobia. There are different
situational characteristics, but when there is a transition to intolerance fueled by
tribal exclusivity there is either a self-correction or chaos. She concludes voicing
contemporary concern.
As cyberspace has taken center stage, it nourishes echo chambers supporting
national, religious and ethnic empowerment, from Catalonia to Slovenia, to
Scotland and Turkey. There is widespread transition to a sort of tribal-based
paranoia. There are formalized and growing anti-immigration movements in
the United States, Britain, and Russia. In Europe, political power is shifting to
what the New York Times refers to as, “racist fringe” political parties, such as
Alternative for Deutschland in Germany, the Five-Star movement in Italy, and
even the Swedish Democrat party in enlightened Sweden. At some level, these
groups seem to support a reawakened sort of ancient tribalism. The connection
to internet communications seems obvious.
It’s impossible to expect some sort of formal regulation or law to mandate an
attitude of tolerance. It may be possible to promote sentiments, attitudes, stereotypes, and values promoting tolerance.
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The cyber-driven internet support and publication of echo chamber groupings
may one day be identified and categorized through international standards and
transparent listings. Such sharing of information may identify clearly dangerous
and destructive cybercrime crossing national borders.
In 2013, the Austrian government became aware that there was a shady international entrepreneurial group successfully selling “holy water,” allegedly from
the river Jordan. These merchants guaranteed that the sacred water would cure
any number of health conditions. The messages cynically used the internet to
target those who appeared to be beyond the help of professional medicine. The
design and artwork of the appeal radiated compassion and medical professionalism. When it turned out that the water was not only not drawn from the River
Jordan but contained heavy burdens of E. coli, the Austrian government desperately sought some mechanism to cut off distribution in order to avoid an epidemic.
There is no truly reliable mechanism at present, firmly controlling inappropriate
internet messages reaching across national borders.
The Austrians were finally able to shut down the operation; however, it took
a lot of time and the desperate forging of new, presently informal, international
control relationships.
Systems should be put in place to responsibly deal with international medical
quackery as well as with outright criminal schemes. Currently, there are wellcoordinated international fencing operations specializing in transferring stolen
credit card information, drugs and human trafficking. They operate safely outside
the borders of the populations they are victimizing.
Beyond these obvious problems, the ability to responsibly organize identification naming systems would greatly facilitate international communications and
lawful commerce. There have been efforts to coordinate and standardize international internet identification naming, but they have not been supported by many
nations, even the United States, where they are centered.
ANONYMITY

Anonymity has been used to undermine democratic elections, to support
criminal financial activity and for blackmail, without risk to the perpetrators. It
also has been a tool to spitefully hurt other people or lash out at classes of people.
Essentially, anonymity through the internet has given angry people a device to
rant to a large audience, too often unjustly attacking and defaming others. It
has given the misanthropes scrawling in anonymity on bathroom stalls a public
stage. Anonymity provides cover from normal social controls and allows behavior
without consequence.
The balance between anonymity and stifling censorship or loss of privacy is
a serious matter but one that responsibly needs to be addressed. The historic 10
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social controls previously listed have little or no effect on anything or anyone if
anonymity can be easily obtained and preserved.
DEMOCRATIZING CYBERSPACE

There are communities that do not have reasonable access to even basic cyberspace. This will create an exacerbated divide between those who are thriving in
modernity and those who are struggling with physical and informational poverty.
The Environmental Resource Council, which is producing this book, is
supporting the development of computer laboratories in Zimbabwe schools. The
young African students who participate are awestruck and emotionally moved
in gratitude when provided access to even older generation computer software
and hardware. For them to reach adulthood in our 21st Century without access
to or acumen with basic cyber technologies is unacceptable. One could argue
that this situation is comparable to limited access to clean water and wholesome
food. Assuring that all young people have access to the fundamentals of cyber
technology is obvious and humane.

Although we didn’t request it these students from Zimbabwe put our logo on second
hand computers we provided through supporting donations from American Schools.
Of course, there are many other matters that will require special control
consideration. International guidance for biotech, especially regarding medical
procedures, is necessary as are artificial intelligence guidelines involving watchful
human control of programmed robotic AI systems. New formal and informal
governance standards are necessary to assure safety and progress in thousands of
areas of human endeavor.
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Nearly every critical dynamic in the modern world will require some consideration for cyber-controls. Who, under what conditions, will govern which aspects
of cyberspace represents our greatest operational challenge in a new world of risk
and opportunity.

Who or what is in control?
The short answer is, for many serious situations, presently no one.

Cyberspace is fluid, it is pervasive, it affects anybody who
wants to participate in it (and) it is very difficult to control.
In fact, we’re not really sure who is in control.
PROFESSOR NAZLI CHOUCRI
MASSACHUSET TS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

In the 1990s, when the internet initially made its way into the modern world,
there was great optimism in terms of what cyberspace information sharing may
mean for empowering individuals and liberating populations. Like the internet-inspired Arab Spring, to providing a forum for public health information, it seemed
that there was a sort of natural trend toward freedom of expression and consequently a better life.
That optimism was soon dimmed. Radical groups used the internet to
coordinate terrorism and some governments found powerful new opportunities
to penetrate personal lives. As David Von Drehle reflected in the Washington Post:
“Illiberal societies tightly grip their digital networks and wield them as tools
of social control.”
Then there were the internet-inspired mass killings at American Black
churches and Jewish synagogues and internet-promoted genocide in Myanmar. The
Nineteen Eighty-Four Orwellian concept of an oppressive government mandating
that everyone listen to radio propaganda has actually been implemented in North
Korea. You can be arrested for not listening to government propaganda.
Somewhere between handing over to autocratic governments invasive mind
and soul controls, and allowing dangerous individuals, totalitarian nations, and
erratic groups to abuse others in cyberspace, we need to find paths for reasonable
and realistic controls
The players in terms of control in democratic nations will typically involve
those who choose to pay institutions for internet and cyber services (customers),
those companies and agencies which own and provide cyber services (internet
and cyber companies), and those who represent individuals and organizations at
risk of harm or benefit (private associations and public authorities).
In the age of growing nationalism, it is probable that there will be pressure
to operate to completely different standards in different government settings.
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In Germany, there are legions of public employees scanning the internet for
illicit information streams deemed dangerous. In the United States, local law
enforcement groups use a patchwork of cyber information systems to both
prevent and solve crimes. In China, there is an attempt to monitor and quality
control information at a more intense level.
In most modern nations, there are sophisticated, military-oriented cyber
services charged with protecting their nation or threatening other nations. Private
providers of internet and cyber services also employ thousands to monitor how
their products are being used and to develop robotic systems to better control
internet and cyber misuse.
It is a work in progress.
There are several principles that may be important as we create control
systems:
Transparency – the public is often relying, to the point of survival, on internet
and cyber technologies. Users have the right to be informed about the controlling
systems under which they now live much of their lives.
Providers – they must take a leadership role in establishing guidelines and
controls. This is how we successfully institutionalized largely effective control
of utilities. Those who create and manage services simply have a deeper understanding of how things work than do outside institutions. We need to be able to
trust and assure their integrity as well as their competence. Trying to regulate
solely through high-tech “cops and robbers” gamesmanship would likely be
exasperating, costly, and probably ultimately futile.
Nationalism – the manner of governance must not only be able to reach
beyond existing national borders, but also be responsive to the prevailing governmental approach to civics and cultures. This is likely the most challenging aspect
of creating effective regulation and influence.
We must find ways to work through reasonable patterns of governance for
major aspects of emerging cyberspace, or we can expect the fantastic benefits
before us to be contaminated with fantastic risks.
If ever there was a time to call upon the better angels of our belief propositions, it is the present.

Our Destiny
It is probable that we will be challenged in learning to safely handle these new
mediums of communication and control over things. Our history would indicate
that we will learn to adapt. Yet, like our ancestors, we may face some serious and
debilitating experiences as we come to terms with the new mediums of cyberspace.
“What will become of us?” is a reasonable 21st Century question.
We have undertaken a voyage to a strange world, best termed, “cyberspace,”
and we have nowhere to go but with the flow. We must keep foremost in our
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minds that we are carrying along some ancient and dark baggage. We are not
really that far removed from hundreds of thousands of years desperately struggling for existence in the African savanna. It was there we were imprinted with
the capacity to savage and destroy without remorse. These destructive predispositions have been ignited by new communication mediums to especially terrible
ends as recently as the first half of the 20th Century.
As Hudson Smith wrote when he confronted World War II atrocities and
the post-World War II threat of atomic Armageddon, we must call upon our
deepest “wisdom traditions.” That counsel is relevant at this turning point in the
human story. That quest for guidance involves our leading propositions of belief,
perspective, and reason.
Science and human enterprise will continue to provide the ubiquitous tools
and acumen for feeding our cyberspace transition. However, our other belief
propositions will contribute toward determining how we accommodate our new
powers.
If we are wise, we may find ourselves on the cusp of discovering Winston
Churchill’s, “Broad Sunlit Uplands.” For this journey to succeed, we must strive to
progress together, in mutual respect, understandably separate in our beliefs and
natures, but united in productive achievement—like fingers on the hand.
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The Age of Cyberspace
Beliefs chart the course of individuals, cultures, and
the human condition. What we believe is the result of
what and how we communicate.
With the explosion of the internet and cyberspace, how
we connect with each other and the world around us
will unquestionably mold us into something new.
History and science indicate that we may be facing
wondrous advantages or catastrophes—or both.
Our controlling beliefs, religious and secular, will be
impacted. They also represent our best hope to wisely
travel and govern this strange new terrain, toward an
enlightened destiny.

